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Response to Kenya Drought and Famine AFKE61 Rev. 1 
Appeal Target: US$ 3,192,446 
Balance Requested from the Alliance US$ 2,353,616 
 
Geneva, 11 April 2006 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
Please find enclosed this revised appeal for AFKE61 Revision 1 which now includes Christian Aid Kenya and 
with all the members from the previous appeal. In light of the current famine disaster in Kenya, Christian Aid 
has decided to present an ACT appeal on behalf of two of its partners in Kenya (Northern Aid & ACK-
Ukambani Christian Community Services). Given the magnitude of the problem and the limited available 
resources, the ACT CO together with Christian Aid is appealing to our donors to ensure that the emergency 
interventions continue.  
 
Presently, ACT members Norwegian Church Aid (NCA), Lutheran World Federation (Dept. for World 
Service) - Kenya/Sudan (LWF/DWS), Lutheran World Relief (LWR), Christian Aid, Church World 
Service (CWS) and the Anglican Church of Kenya (ACK) and their partners are responding to the situation 
or have began to assist drought-affected communities in their respective working areas.  
 
ACT members and their partners plan to carry out relief/rehabilitation activities focused on supplementing and 
filling gaps of the Government of Kenya/World Food Program and other NGO efforts in the specified districts. 
Interventions include providing life-saving interventions that will address the immediate food and water needs 
of the most-affected communities, food distribution, water tankering for domestic and livestock use as well as 
borehole drilling and or repair in key specific areas of Mandera, Elwak, Kajiado, Narok, Makueni, Kitui, Taita 
Taveta, Tana River and Turkana Districts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ACT is a global alliance of churches and related 
agencies working to save lives and support communities 
in emergencies worldwide. 
The ACT Coordinating Office is based with the World 
Council of Churches (WCC) and The Lutheran World 
Federation (LWF)  in Switzerland.  
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Project Completion Date: 31 Jan 2007; LWF and NCA - Presbyterian Church of East Africa 31 Dec 2006, Christian Aid 
Ukambani CCS 30 September 2006, Christian Aid – Northern Aid 31 July 2006 
 
Summary of Appeal Targets, Pledges/Contributions Received and Balance Requested 
 

Implementing partner Appeal 
Target US$ 

Less: Pledges/Contr 
Recd 

Total US$ 

Christian Aid 
Ukambani Christian Community Services (UCCS)  
Northern Aid  

161,217 
588,520 

0 
0 

161,217 
588,520 

Anglican Church of Kenya 
 354,445 293,045 61,400 

Church World Service 
National Council of Churches of Kenya (NCCK) 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Kenya (ELCK) 
Kenya Evangelical Lutheran Church (KELC) 
African Brotherhood Church (ABC) & Community 
Resource Initiative(CRI) 

 
163,878 
185,102 
204,444 
201,252 

 
78,144 
25,550 
56,227 
28,950 

 
85,734 

159,552 
148,217 
172,302 

Lutheran World Federation 414,886 212,477 202,409 
Lutheran World Relief 554,434 0 554,434 
Norwegian Church Aid 
Rural Agency for Community Integrated Development and 
Assistance (RACIDA) 
Presbyterian Church of East Africa (PCEA) 

 
222,809 

 
136,459 

 
77,152 

 
67,285 

 
145,657 

 
69,174 

ACT Co-ordination & Communications 5,000 0 5,000 

Unallocated  90,261  

TOTAL REQUESTED FROM ACT ALLIANCE 3,192,446 929,091 2,353,616 
 
Please kindly send your contributions to either of the following ACT bank accounts: 
 US dollar 
 Account Number - 240-432629.60A  
 IBAN No: CH46 0024 0240 4326 2960A 
 Euro 
 Euro Bank Account Number - 240-432629.50Z 
 IBAN No: CH84 0024 0240 4326 2950Z 
 Account Name: ACT - Action by Churches Together 
 UBS AG 
 8, rue du Rhône 
 P.O. Box 2600  
 1211 Geneva 4,  SWITZERLAND 
 Swift address: UBSW CHZH12A  
 
Please also inform the Finance Officer Jessie Kgoroeadira (direct tel. +4122/791.60.38, e-mail address jkg@act-
intl.org) of all pledges/contributions and transfers, including funds sent direct to the implementers, now that the 
Pledge Form is no longer attached to the Appeal. 
 
We would appreciate being informed of any intent to submit applications for EU, USAID and/or other back donor 
funding and the subsequent results. We thank you in advance for your kind co-operation. 
 
For further information please contact: 
ACT Director, John Nduna (phone +41 22 791 6033 or mobile phone + 41 79 203 6055) or 
ACT Program Officer, Michael Hyden (phone +41 22 791 6040 or mobile phone +41 79 433 0592) 
ACT Web Site address: http://www.act-intl.org 
 
 
John Nduna 
Director, ACT Co-ordinating Office 
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 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
 
 ABC               -   African Brotherhood Church 
 ACK - Anglican Church Of Kenya 
 ACT  - Action by Churches Together 
 ALRMP - Arid Land Resources Management Programme 
 ANF - ACT Nairobi Forum 
 CBTD - Community Based Targeting Distribution 
 CCF - Christian Children Fund 
 CCS - Christian Community Services 
 CRI                  -   Community Resource Initiative 
 CWS - Church World Service 
 DMO - Drought Monitoring Officer 
 DMT - Disaster Management Training 
 DOL - Diocese Of Lodwar 
 DPRC - District Project Review Committee 
 DSG - District Steering Group 
 ELCK - Evangelical Lutheran Church Of Kenya 
 EMOP - Emergency Operation 
 FFA  - Food For Assets 
 FFT - Food For Training 
 GOK - Government Of Kenya 
 IDCCS  - Inter Diocesans Christian Community Services 
 IM - Implementing Member 
 IP - Implementing Partner 
 IPs                   -   Implementing Partners 
 KELC  -  Kenya Evangelical Lutheran Church 
 KRAP  - Kakuma Refugee Assistance Project 
 KRC - Kakuma Refugee Camp 
 LWF/DWS - Lutheran World Federation / Department for World Service 
 NCA - Norwegian Church Aid 
 NCCK - National Council of Churches Of Kenya 
 NFI - Non-Food Items 
 NGO - Non-Governmental Organisation 
 RACIDA - Rural Community Development Agency 
 RC - Relief Committee 
 UNHCR - United Nations High Commission for Refugees 
 UNICEF - United National International Children Education Fund 
 WCDP             -   Wikwatyo Community Development Project 
 WFP  - World Food Programme 
 WVK - World Vision Kenya 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
Kenya is currently suffering a serious drought as a result of total rainfall failure of the October-November 
short rains in 28 districts across the country, prompting the Government to declare a state of emergency. 
Already more than 30 people have died and countless livestock have perished as a result of severe drought in 
most of north-eastern Kenya and other sections of the country. With rains not expected for at least another two 
months, up to 3.5 million people and their livestock are in danger of dying if emergency food and water relief 
fail to arrive soon. Last week, Joint Government and WFP teams started conducting a comprehensive food 
security assessment in 28 key affected districts across the country, categorising areas as either marginal 
agricultural zones or Arid and Semi Arid Lands (ASAL) regions. 
 
The situation is particularly alarming in Mandera, Wajir, Garissa, Marsabit and Moyale districts. Other 
districts which will require immediate emergency relief operations include Kajiado, Kitui, Mwingi, Makueni, 
Isiolo, Tana River, Turkana, Samburu, Laikipia and parts of Baringo district.  
 
As the food situation continues to deteriorate, many households are resorting to negative coping mechanisms 
such as selling the few remaining productive assets. The collapse of the livestock market in most of the major 
cattle-keeping districts has negatively impacted food security. Grain prices have almost doubled in most parts 
of the affected districts while livestock prices have declined significantly, thereby eroding the purchasing 
power of households. The water situation has also deteriorated with most water pans and dams reported dry 
and boreholes experiencing frequent breakdowns due to overuse. 
 
With the short-season rains expected in March-April, vulnerable households do not have the capacity to assure 
their future well-being without assistance in the next six months when pasture and crop harvest are expected to 
be ready. According to the Government appeal, for food aid support there is need for urgent intervention to 
preserve and rebuild the livelihoods of affected people and to reduce the causes of food insecurity. 
 
In Mandera District, the percentage of children who are at risk and malnourished is high and the rates are 
above seasonal prevalence levels. The trend is attributed to a decline in household milk consumption and 
increased food prices. Last week, the Kenya Red Cross reported 50 admissions of children in Mandera District 
Hospital with complications directly related to malnutrition.  
 
Livestock in many parts of the affected districts are reportedly in poor condition. Livestock are dying in large 
quantities in Mandera, Kajiado, Garissa, Marsabit, Kitui, Makueni and Tana River. 
 
Although last year the long rains came early in the main agricultural areas, the rains ended prematurely. More 
than 60% crop losses are currently being experienced in five out of seven provinces in Kenya, with some 
districts experiencing total crop failure as grain plants wilted in the fields due to the lack of rain. Crop failure 
on this massive scale was unforeseen and comes at a time when drought stress in other parts of the country is 
draining government grain reserves.  
 
On 9 January, 2006, Joint Government and WFP teams started conducting a comprehensive food security 
assessment in 28 key affected districts that are categorised either as the marginal agricultural zones or ASAL 
regions. These ASAL regions include the Coast and Eastern Provinces as well as the North-western pastoral 
Turkana District. Results from these assessments have confirmed already the dire food security situation in 
these areas, providing the basis for the Government’s urgent declaration for food aid interventions. 
 
Presently, ACT members: - Norwegian Church Aid (NCA), Lutheran World Federation (Dept. for World 
Service) – Kenya/Sudan (LWF/DWS), Lutheran World Relief, Christian Aid, Church World Service – East 
Africa (CWS-EA) and the Anglican Church of Kenya (ACK) and their partners operational in the areas are 
either monitoring the drought situation or have started to assist the drought-affected communities in their 
respective working areas. However, it has become very clear that due to the worsening situation many more 
people are in need of relief assistance. In this regard, it has become necessary for the ACT members to prepare 
specific interventions to meet the growing needs of the affected communities in their respective working areas.  
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I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER INFORMATION 
 
 Christian Aid - UK  

 
II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
One of Christian Aid’s corporate responsibilities and strategies is to respond to natural and man-made disasters 
immediately they occur, in order to save lives. It works through local partners. Christian Aid has a regional 
office in Nairobi, covering its programmes in East Africa, Ethiopia and the Sudan. Christian Aid supports the 
humanitarian, development, peacekeeping and advocacy work of several church and non-church partners in 
Kenya. Christian Aid is a signatory to the ‘Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement and NGOs in Disaster Relief’ and it implements the ‘Code of Best Practice in the Recruitment and 
Management of Aid Personnel’. Its relief work is also guided by the ‘SPHERE Humanitarian Charter and 
Minimum Standards in Disaster Response’ and by its own Emergency Response Strategy and Gender and HIV 
& AIDS Policies. 
 
PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
Northern Aid 
Northern Aid is a key Christian Aid partner operating in the arid and vulnerable north eastern province. Over 
the past five years, Northern Aid (with the support of Christian Aid) has been engaged in conflict resolution 
activities in the inter-clan conflict prone north eastern Kenya. However, in the recent past, Northern Aid and 
Christian Aid have concurred that focus should shift to addressing the root causes of the conflicts, which 
include pressure over scarce resources such as water and pasture. Northern Aid recently successfully 
concluded a water tankering emergency operation that was supported by Christian Aid. (The demand for water 
tankering still lingers, and it is hoped that more resources for this crucial activity shall be forthcoming from 
this appeal). Through its head office in Nairobi, Northern Aid is further involved in Muslim-Christian dialogue 
and the Constitution of Kenya Review process and it is the National Focal Point for advocacy against the 
practice of female genital mutilation, FGM. 
 
Ukambani Christian Community Services 
Ukambani Christian Community Services (UCCS) is the development arm of the Anglican Church of Kenya 
in the vulnerable eastern province. UCCS has been a long term development partner of Christian Aid, with 
vast experience in long term development and emergency operations in the four districts of Machakos, 
Makueni, Kitui and Mwingi. On the overall, the Anglican Church of Kenya has been a Christian Aid partner 
for over 40 years.  
 
III. DESCRIPTION AND UPDATE on the EMERGENCY SITUATION 
 
Introduction 
In light of the current famine disaster in Kenya, Christian Aid has deemed it necessary to present an ACT 
appeal, on behalf of two of her partners in Kenya (Northern Aid & ACK-Ukambani Christian Community 
Services). Christian Aid has already contributed GBP 40,000 towards immediate emergency interventions to 
these two partners. However, given the magnitude of the problem, and the limited available resources, 
Christian Aid is now appealing to well wishers to contribute towards ensuring that the emergency 
interventions continue. With regard to Northern Aid in Mandera, Christian Aid is also submitting to DFID this 
proposal, for possible consideration.   
 
Background 
The cumulative effect of rain failures has impacted negatively on the livelihoods of households in 27 districts 
of Kenya. The situation deteriorated rapidly in January 2006, after the year 2005 short rains failed, leading to a 
full fledged famine catastrophe, which was declared a national disaster by the government of Kenya. 
WFP/Government of Kenya estimated that 4.5 million people were subjected to severe food and water 
shortages. Pastoralists and farmers who rely on rainfall for pasture and crops being the hardest hit by the 
drought. 
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However, the April to May season rains have commenced, albeit later than normal, and are predicted to be 
normal-below normal in most of the eastern and northern parts of Kenya. So far, they are erratic, and in small 
quantities. They have had minimum impact in Mandera and Eastern Kenya (Ukambani), and water stress for 
both livestock and humans continues to prevail. Normally, rainfall that falls during this season is not regarded 
as significant in these parts of the country, and it is against this backdrop that Christian Aid (through her 
partners) wishes to ensure that water harvesting and tankering is enhanced. 
 
IV. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 
 
UKAMBANI 
In the eastern Kenya agro-pastoral region of Makueni, Machakos, Kitui and Mwingi, (Ukambani) food 
production and pasture have been deteriorating over the past years. The situation turned catastrophic after the 
failure of the 2005 October/November rains, which account for over 65% of the total annual harvests from 
these areas.  Poor rainfall patterns have caused reduced access to water with time. The main sources of water 
in the Region are pans, dams, boreholes, seasonal rivers, spring and piped water. In addition to these are roof 
catchments, rock catchments and sand dams. By December 2005, about 90% of the pans and dams, and 47% 
of shallow wells had dried up. Food intake has reduced substantially due to poor crop harvest and low milk 
yield. Prices for food commodities have increased by over 50% while the livestock prices have dropped. In 
areas like Mwania sub-location in Makueni district, this marked the sixth year without any single harvest.  
 
The humanitarian and livestock situation is very critical. Able households in pastoral regions have left their 
homes in search of water and pasture in neighbouring districts or crossing to neighbouring countries especially 
Tanzania. The weak family members (elderly, children, HIV/AIDS sufferers) who have remained behind are 
facing intense water and food stress. Livestock that have been left behind are dying due to lack of water and 
pasture.  
 
MANDERA 
Mandera District is one of the 27 worst affected, particularly in the south, where 70% of the cattle have died. 
Food prices have increased by 50%, while the prices for the livestock, on which the household economies of 
the pastoralist communities largely depend, have dropped. Up to mid-February, 14 people had died in the 
district because of the shortage of food and water (source: Mandera District Rapid Food Security Assessment, 
9-11 January 2006 and The Standard, 8 February 2006), and two suicides as well as three mental breakdowns 
were reported in the week ending 18 February. With the shortage of water at the schools, the increasing 
number of dropouts is exacerbating the already low enrolment rate of 30% (Mandera District Education 
Officer).  65% of the 345,000 population are in need of relief food. There are only 15 functioning boreholes in 
Mandera and 70% of the 76 water pans are silted up. Many people in Mandera South are now dependent on 
the totally inadequate 5 water bowsers the Government is using to tanker drinking water to them. There is 
20%-35% acute malnutrition there; morbidity is increasing and the already-low school attendance is falling. 
Women are turning to prostitution to earn money to buy food for their children. 
 
V. TARGETED BENEFITS and BENEFICIARIES 
 
UKAMBANI 
A total population of 25,789 people will benefit from the de-silting of earth dams, the excavation and 
protection of shallow wells, the installation of a water piping system, and the construction of sub-surface 
dams. The aforementioned interventions are anticipated to address the immediate short-term and long-term 
stress associated with water scarcity in the four districts of Machakos, Makueni, Kitui, and Mwingi. Further, 
the communities shall benefit from training such as on the effective management of water points.  
 
ACTIVITY LOCALITY / AREA Beneficiary POPULATION 
A) Construction of sub 
    surface dams: 
1.1: Kikumini SSD 
1.2 Mulumuti (3) 

 
 
Kikumini 
 

 
 
4,061 
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1.3 Sikia 
1.4 Ulutya 
1.5 Kwa Ndei 
1.6 Iviani (3) 
1.6: Ilenye SSD 
1.7: Ngurutome SSD 
1.8: Katitika Phase II 
1.9: Kiangwa SSD 
2.0  Kavukoni 
2.1  Muuluko 
 
2.2: Mwania SSD 
2.3  Kwa Nzula 
2.4  Viini (3) 
2.5 Miambani 
       

Kyethani 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mwania 

6,390 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2,710 

B) Excavation, protection and  
equipping 5 shallow wells: 
 1: Miti  
 2: Munyuni 
 3: Yambindu 
 4: Kitooni  
 5  Kilema  

 
 
Katikoni 

 
 
999 

C) Desilting of Ngelani earth dam 
D) Excavation of Iviani Earthdam 
 

Katikoni 999 
 
700 

E) Ngomeni water dam; 
Rehabilitation of water dam, 
construction of one Sand dam and 
2 shallow wells 

Mukaa/Kasikeu 2600 

F) Syomunyu piping system  Syomunyu  7,330 
 

Total beneficiaries 25,789 
 
MANDERA 
59,120 pastoralist men, women and children in communities and at health centres and schools in nine of the 
worst-affected divisions in Mandera South and West will benefit from receiving 3.5 litres of drinking water 
per person per day for 60days and it is expected that one of the immediate positive impacts shall be improved 
school attendance. In total, an estimated 12,415,200 litres of water will be tankered over the 60 days period. 
46,000 pastoralists and their livestock in Mandera South will benefit from the repair and 6-months’ running 
and maintenance of 7 existing boreholes in Mandera South. 40,000 pastoralists and their livestock in Mandera 
West will benefit from the de-silting of three existing water pans and the construction of three new ones, as a 
result of the increased and new water collection and storage capacity of the water pans. The households 
providing labour to do the de-silting and construction work will also benefit from being paid for their labour, 
as this will at least partially compensate for the reduction in their earning power caused by the death of vast 
numbers of their livestock. The communities using the three new water pans will benefit from having a Water 
User Association for each, trained by the Project in the management of water resources, environmental 
protection and conflict management. The women and children (on whom the burden of collecting water for 
their families and the livestock mainly falls), will benefit from now having to walk shorter distances and 
spending lesser time fetching the water. 
 
Disaster Mitigation and Preparedness Capacity-Building 
The Ukambani and Mandera interventions will factor in training of communities to enable them better plan 
for, manage and mitigate the most severe effects of any future droughts. 
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Other Stakeholders 
Even those members of the aforementioned two communities who are not benefiting directly from the water 
related emergency interventions will gain from reduced stress within the communities, such as reduction in 
petty crime. The livestock traders will benefit from the more flourishing livestock markets. The water sellers, 
their donkeys and their donkey carts may be less in demand. However, with regard to Mandera, the 3.5litres of 
water per person per day being tankered in from outside is not a great deal and the demand for any water that 
can be found locally is likely to be maintained.    
 
Stakeholder Participation 
The local communities and local authorities have already been involved in the needs-assessment and planning 
of these interventions, through discussions with the two partner organisations. Further, they will also be 
involved in the actual technical activities such as borehole and water-pan improvement work, in the regular 
monitoring of the Project activities and in planning any post-drought development.  
 
Vulnerable/Marginalized Groups 
The Ukambani and Mandera intervention areas cover the worst-affected pockets of both regions, the proposed 
water intervention activities, including the water tankering in Mandera, have targeted the most vulnerable 
communities.  
 
Gender 
Both men and women will benefit from the interventions. As women tend to do most of the household chores 
and look after the children, the provision of water closer than where it may now be available, the reduced child 
morbidity resulting from the increases in water and food availability will be most felt by the women. The 
increased availability of water for livestock will most help the men, who will have to take their livestock less 
far in search of water. At the moment women in Mandera are very poorly represented at Water User 
Associations and Northern Aid will endeavour to encourage a more balanced male-female membership of the 
WUAs in Mandera.  
 
Issues Related to Conflict in Mandera 
Competition for scarce resources such as water and pasture, political manipulation and the free movement of 
pastoralists in from Ethiopia and Somalia make northeast Kenya a very volatile part of the country and there 
are frequent armed conflict incidents, with loss of life sometimes being experienced on a large scale. Northern 
Aid has an advantage over many other relief and development organisations in that it is rooted in north-east 
Kenya and is itself a Muslim organisation. This means that it better knows and can better communicate with 
the warring clans and is actually recognised by them. However, security measures to protect both Project staff 
and Project materials and supplies will be taken. These include: giving the staff security training; ensuring that 
the vehicles they use are well maintained and well equipped, with spare tyres, a tow-rope, basic spares, a tool 
kit and a first-aid kit; having a police escort, when necessary. The Project itself will help reduce conflict by 
increasing the availability of some of the scarce resources and by training the borehole technicians and Water 
Users Association members in conflict management. As earlier aforementioned, Northern Aid is already and 
separately involved in peace-building initiatives in northeast Kenya. 
 
Indigenous Systems/Structures 
The Kenya Government District authorities would normally be expected to address many of the needs outlined 
in this proposal. However, because of long-term detrimental factors such as poor planning and corruption, they 
are very weak and incompetent. With the poor infrastructure and the severity of the current drought, they have 
only a limited ability to address those needs.  
 
Sustainability 
With regard to Mandera, the Northern Aid water-tankering intervention is not intended to be sustainable and 
will be stood down, once the current emergency is over. However, the other water interventions in both 
Mandera and Ukambani are intended to be sustainable, which is why the communities will be trained to run 
and manage those water sources properly. 
    
Lessons Learnt from Previous Experience 
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The lessons learnt include the need to prepare for droughts and to closely involve the communities and local 
authorities in the selection of the project areas and activities and in the targeting of the individual beneficiaries. 
There has been close monitoring of the situation by Drought Monitoring Officers employed under an Office of 
the President project that is supported by the World Bank. Unlike during previous times, information on how 
the drought situation was unfolding in Kenya, was and still is aptly available. This issue remains that various 
key players and communities never took the warnings seriously, and were slow in preparing and responding. 
 
VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
GOAL  
 
Ukambani: 
To alleviate the suffering of people affected drought and famine in Mwingi, Machakos, Makueni and Kitui 
districts of Kenya by providing access to water through dam construction, springs protection, shallow wells 
and capacity building.  
 
Mandera: 
To mitigate the effect of drought and save human lives threatened by drought in Mandera District, Northern 
Kenya. 
 
OBJECTIVES  
 
Ukambani: 

• To increase potable water supply sources at short distances in the targeted communities for livestock 
and domestic use within six months. 

• To capacity build UCCS staff to effectively respond to disasters. 
• To support HIV/AIDS awareness campaigns among the pastoralist and agro pastoralists, and 

education on environmental issues during the project period. 
• Strengthen local structures and systems through training water committees and ranchers responsible 

for follow up, reporting, monitoring and evaluation of the project. 
• Training community members on developing and setting up early warning systems for local disaster 

preparedness and Management.  
 
Mandera: 

• To increase access to water and improve the nutrition of pastoralist communities in Mandera South 
and West. 

 
Outputs 
 
Ukambani: 

• Water: By constructing 25 earth dams; 8 shallow wells; 2 protected water spring; 2 water catchments; 
approximately 25,789 people in Makueni, Machakos, Kitui and Mwingi districts of Kenya will have 
access to adequate safe drinking water for domestic use and livestock. Opportunistic water-borne 
diseases such as diarrhoea that affect vulnerable health will be reduced. Mass livestock death, 
mortality and morbidity rates will be reduced in both humans and livestock.  School enrolment will 
resume with no children absent from schools. There will be time for families to diversify their income 
through petty trade and farming. Overall, training will enhance effective management of water 
systems and structures in place. 

• Training: By training 5 Water User Associations (WAUs), breakdown of water structures will be 
reduced and water supply will be stable. Trained environmental campaigners will educate 
communities on issues of range/natural resources management.  

• Networking & Advocacy: Enacted government policies to stop timber logging and mining by the 
mining companies as a result of lobby at the local, district and national levels by UCCS together with 
other stakeholders.  

Mandera: 
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• Water Tankering:  59,120 pastoralists in communities, health centres and schools in Mandera South 
and West supplied with 3.5litresof drinking water/person/day for 60 days. 

• Borehole Repair: 7 existing boreholes in Mandera South repaired, maintained and fuelled for 6 
months, providing adequate safe water for humans and livestock in the area. Borehole operators 
trained by Project.  

• Water Pans. 3 existing water pans de-silted and 3 new water pans constructed in Mandera West and 
providing increased storage capacity of safe water for humans and livestock. 

• Water User Associations (WUA) Capacity. 3 WUAs (new water pans) trained in management of water 
resources, environmental protection and conflict management. 

• Disaster mitigation and preparedness Capacity Building. Increased disaster mitigation and 
preparedness capacity of 45 local communities and Northern Aid staff to prepare for and mitigate the 
effects of future droughts. 

 
Activities 
 
Ukambani: 

• Excavation, protection and equipping of shallow wells: 
UCCS water technicians and trained masonries will be used to work with communities. The 
community will be mobilised to excavate the wells. Communities will supply the locally available 
materials e.g. Sand, concrete, unskilled labour and water as part of their local contribution. The wells 
will be protected and equipped with hand pumps. 

• De-silting and excavation of earth dams: 
It has been quite difficult to get the services of a bulldozer. Earth dams are one of the notable solutions 
in water provision and especially in the ASAL regions that receive erratic rainfall. UCCS will hire a 
bulldozer locally for use in moving soil. The anticipated impact will be great due to the number of 
dams that will be excavated in Ukambani. The bulldozer will be excavating earth dams at an 
affordable fee for maintenance and sustainability. Water harvested by the earth dams will be used for 
domestic, livestock purposes and to a larger extent liberate the communities from the cyclic poverty.  

• Construction of Sub surface dams: 
Identified stream/River valleys will have a weir constructed across. Communities will be mobilised to 
contribute local materials that form 30% of the total cost of the structure. UCCS community 
facilitators will play a leading role in mobilisation of the communities. Water technicians backed by 
the Government officers will provide the technical support. These structures have proved to have the 
potential of sustaining water for longer periods of time. Apart from providing water, they assist a lot in 
environmental conservation due to the river recharging ability. Maintenance costs are very minimal 
hence affordable by the beneficiaries.  

• Rehabilitation of rock catchments and protection of water springs: 
During rainy season, the rock catchments collect less water which takes lesser periods before 
depletion. Trekking distances in search of the water is increased resulting in spending a lot of time that 
could be utilized in other activities such as growing vegetables for family income. The springs are not 
protected and this allows wildlife and livestock to destroy and depletes the water source especially 
during the dry spells. In addition the surrounding community is not able to access clean drinking water 
after the depletion of the catchments. Water user Associations will be formed, water committees 
selected to oversee the operations of the water points. They will work closely with the Project 
management committees. Water User Association constitutions will be drawn to govern the operations 
of the points.  

 
Mandera: 

• Project Preparation: Agreement on Project activities with District Steering Group (DSG). Recruit and 
orientate Northern Aid (NA) Project staff. Arrange office in El Wak. CA training of NA staff in 
SPHERE standards, Red Cross Code of Conduct and revision of logistic procedures.  

• Water Tankering: Identify beneficiaries with local community. Tender for, contract and use water 
tankers to supply safe drinking water from two boreholes in Mandera South to communities, health 
centres and schools at 11 sites in 9 divisions of Mandera South and West. 

• Borehole Repair. Tender for and procure spares and fuel for 7 existing boreholes. Support local 
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Ministry of Water & Irrigation staff (transport costs, meals and accommodation) to repair boreholes 
and train local technicians to manage and maintain them. Supply fuel and spares for borehole running 
and maintenance for 6 months.  

• Water Pans. Agree sites of new water pans with local authorities. Tender for, procure and distribute 
tools. Employ and supervise local labour to de-silt 3 existing pans (at Gither, Eimole, and Dandu) and 
construct 3 new pans (at Burduras, Sake, and Kofol). 

• WUA Capacity. Train and support 3 Water User Associations to manage and maintain their water 
resources and environment and to manage conflict. 

• Disaster mitigation and preparedness Capacity Building. DMP training of leaders of 45 communities 
by NA in drought management and mitigation. 

• Co-ordination. NA co-ordination with LA in Mandera, including DSG, Arid Lands Resource 
Management Project (ALRMP) and relief agencies in other parts of the District, to ensure full 
coverage and security. 

• Management Support. Provided by NA Nairobi office with technical support CA Nairobi Kenya 
Programme Officer, CA London Humanitarian Division and Programme Funding Officer.   

• Monitoring/Reporting. Monitoring and monthly reporting of water projects and relief food 
distributions by NA Project staff to NA Nairobi and Mandera DSG. Monitoring of all Project activities 
and impact, monthly by NA Nairobi and every 2 months by CA Nairobi/London staff, including 
feedback from communities. NA Nairobi monthly progress reports and accounts to CA Nairobi.  

 
Implementation timeframe 
 
UKAMBANI 
 

Month Activity 
April May June July August Sept. 

1.Signing of agreement between CA and 
UCCS  
 

x      

Community mobilisation & Baseline 
information gathering 
 

x x x x x  

Requesting for tenders and awarding tenders 
 

x x     

Procurement of materials 
 

 x x x x  

Community meetings 
 

x x x x x x 

Construction of water structures  x x x x x 

Training water user associations   x x   

Training on Operation and Maintenance of 
the water structures 

   x x x 

Networking & advocacy x x x x x x 

Follow up, monitoring and reporting 
 

x x x x x x 

Evaluation and audit 
 

     x 

 
MANDERA 
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Month 1 Christian Aid/Northern Aid project agreement and Northern 

Aid/Local Authority agreements signed. Project staff engaged, 
orientated, and trained. Storage and distribution systems set up. 
Supplies and transport tendered for and contracts signed.  
 

Months 1-2 Purchase of borehole spare parts, repair of boreholes and training 
of local borehole technicians. 
Purchase of de-silting tools. 
 

Months 1-3   De-silting of 3 water pans.   
Water tankering activities (continuous) 

Months 1-3 Construction of 3 new water pans. 

Months 1-3 Monitoring and Reporting to Christian Aid. 
 

 
VII. ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 
 
UKAMBANI 
ACK institutions have financial policies in place. The ACK- Directorate of Social Services (DOSS) is served 
by an accountant and operates separate bank account form the main church account. This measure has been in 
place to ensure project funds are properly administered and accounted for. The UCCS also have accounting 
staff to handle their project funds in an accountable way and inline with the budget. Funds will be received by 
DOSS office and disbursed to the UCCS according to the planned activities. Funds will be used to procure 
needed materials at UCCS level.  
 
MANDERA 
Northern Aid will be the implementing agency for this Project. In the field, based in Elwak in Mandera South, 
it will have: 1 Field Co-ordinator, who will organise and monitor the water tankering and, with the local 
leaders, the borehole and water pan work, as well as supervising the whole Northern Aid Project in Mandera 
District, co-ordinating with the local authorities and reporting to Northern Aid Head Office. Ministry of Water 
& Irrigation technicians from Mandera District will be responsible for repairing the seven boreholes, for 
training local-community technicians to run and maintain those boreholes and for advising on the de-silting 
and construction of the water pans. The labour for the water-pan de-silting and construction will be provided 
by the local community, supervised by local foremen, who will be paid slightly more than the other workers 
and monitored by the Northern Aid Field Co-ordinator.     
 
Northern Aid’s Head Office in Nairobi has 13 staff and has had overall responsibility for the planning, funding 
and management of its relief and development work, since it was founded in 1992, including the distribution 
of relief food as a WFP implementing partner. It will be responsible: for providing managerial and technical 
support to the Northern Aid Project staff in Mandera; for the procurement of the Project, tools and other 
supplies and their dispatch to Mandera, when these cannot be procured in Mandera itself; for Project activity 
and impact monitoring at least every month; for the financial control; for monthly narrative and financial 
reporting to Christian Aid. In the Project Budget contributions are requested towards the salaries of the 
Northern Aid Head Office Project Manager (50%), who will spend at least half his time supporting the Project 
and visit it in the field at least every month and of the Head Office Finance Officer (40%). The other Project-
support costs of the Head Office, such as Project monitoring expenses, secretarial and driver support and Head 
Office stationery, photocopying and reports will be covered from the 5% Agency Management Fee requested. 
 
Christian Aid Nairobi will monitor the Project in the field at least every two months and Christian Aid London 
Emergency and Programme Funding staff will provide technical, training, monitoring and report-preparation 
support. Christian Aid will be responsible for sending 3-month, mid-Project interim narrative and financial 
report and an end-of-Project final narrative and financial reports to supporters and providing updates as 
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required. Christian Aid has had a field office in Nairobi since 1999. It has a staff of 20 and covers Kenya, 
Uganda, Tanzania and southern Sudan. From 1 April the post of East & Horn of Africa Regional Manager will 
be decentralised from London to Nairobi, covering the whole Sudan programme, Ethiopia and Somalia from 
there.   
 
Costing 
The Ukambani and Mandera prices in the Budget are all based on quotations from three different suppliers.  
 
Procurement and Transport 
All the main budget items, such as water trucking, borehole spare parts, fuel, water-pan de-silting and 
construction tools, will be tendered for, with at least three tenders being considered when available.  
 
VIII. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATION 
 
UKAMBANI 
Ukambani CCS will gather baseline information in the project areas on details of the water and general 
livelihoods situation before and after the emergency intervention. UCCS will prepare work plans and monthly 
progress reports.  
 
ACK-DOSS will ensure all reporting timeframe and procedures are adhered to. To enhance reporting, UCCS 
has factored in the budget external support in this area. This is expected to enhance the quality of reporting to 
Christian Aid. An end of project external evaluation and audit will be organised. 
 
Meetings with community members, water user associations will be held and weekly visits to the sites of the 
projects by the staff will be organised for review, monitoring and evaluation purposes. DOSS and Christian 
Aid will make frequent visits to the fields to monitor the progress of the interventions and plans with the staff 
on the next course of action. 
 
To ensure the project is well co-ordinated with efforts from other stakeholders, DOSS will participate in all 
national disaster meetings/forums and disseminate the information to UCCS who will participate in all District 
co-ordinating meetings/forums/networks conducted in their target areas. This will include being active 
members of respective District Steering Groups. 
 
MANDERA 
The Field Co-ordinator based in Mandera South will monitor the water-supply activities for progress and 
quality. The Project Manager from Northern Aid Head Office, who will visit the Project at least every month, 
will monitor all aspects of the Project and have final responsibility for progress. Christian Aid Nairobi staff 
will visit the Project every two months, with support from visiting Emergency and Programme Funding staff 
from Christian Aid London, who will be able to advise on ‘best practice’. The findings of the monitoring visits 
will be recorded in the monthly Northern Aid reports and in the Christian Aid reports. 
 
Reporting Schedule for UCCS: 
 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 30 November 2006 within two months of 

end of project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 31 December 2006. 

 
Reporting Schedule for Northern Aid: 
 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 30 September 2006 within two months of 

end of project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 31 October 2006. 

 
IX. CO-ORDINATION 
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MANDERA 
Christian Aid is a member of the Kenya Council of NGOs and the ACT Forum for East Africa (Action by 
Churches Together, the emergency wing of the World Council of Churches and the Lutheran World 
Federation, based in Geneva).  
 
Northern Aid is a member of the Kenya Council of NGOs and of the Consortium for the Empowerment and 
Development of Marginalized Communities (CEDMAC), a grouping of 23 organisations. Northern Aid’s 
Chief Executive Officer is a member of the NGO Co-ordination Board and the National Governing Council of 
NEPAD.  
 
Northern Aid will have operating agreements with the appropriate local authorities in Mandera, such as the 
Ministry of Water & Irrigation, to cover all the proposed Project activities. It already has an overall 
partnership agreement with Christian Aid and will sign a separate project agreement with Christian Aid, 
covering this specific Project.   
 
The President of Kenya declared the drought a National Disaster in December 2005. This Northern Aid Project 
in Mandera is in response to that declaration and to the requests and needs of the local authorities and 
communities there 
 
UKAMBANI 
Anglican Church of Kenya has the holistic ministry of both mission and development components. The 
development arm works hand in hand with the mission arm. At the national level there is the national 
development department called the Directorate of Social Services (DOSS), which co-ordinates and facilitates 
all ACK structures on development issues. ACK mission arm is divided into 29 dioceses, which are clustered 
into 9 regions called Regional Christian Community Services (RCCS).  
 
UCCS has a structure comprising of a Director, and technical staff in fields of food security, health, education, 
water and sanitation, education, agriculture, accountants, relief operations etc. They have a full fledged 
operational base at the heart of the programme, and the necessary equipment such as vehicles, telephones, and 
computers. A national office- Directorate of Social Services (DOSS) also exists which facilitates and co-
ordinates the UCCS and diocesan development initiatives. 
 
X. BUDGET – Ukambani Christian Community Services (UCCS)  
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 
 
Description Unit No. of Unit Cost Budget Budget  Budget
  Units KSH KSH GBP  USD 
Water       
Subsurface dams  21 200,000 4,200,000 33,600 58,333 
Excavation and protection   6 100,000 600,000 4,800 8,333 
 of shallow wells     0 0 
Syomunyu Piping system  1 500,000 500,000 4,000 6,944 
De-silting earth dams  3 300,000 900,000 7,200 12,500 
Sub-total    6,200,000 49,600 86,111 
       
Training       
Water User's Association       
Travel and Subsistence 40,000 per month month 8 40,000 320,000 2,560 4,444 
Motor vehicle repairs & maintenance lump 1 240,000 240,000 1,920 3,333 
Full board (25 pers) days 4 37,500 150,000 1,200 2,083 
Facilitation days 4 4,000 16,000 128 222 
Travel  pers 25 300 7,500 60 104 
Operation and Maintenance- water points training      
Full board (25 pers) days 4 37,500 150,000 1,200 2,083 
Description Unit No. of Unit Cost Budget Budget  Budget
  Units KSH KSH GBP  USD 
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Facilitation days 4 4,000 16,000 128 222 
Travel pers 25 300 7,500 60 104 
Sub Total    907,000 7,256 12,597 
       
Personnel - UCCS       
Water Technicians (100%) -2 pers month 6 100,000 600,000 4,800 8,333 
Community Facilitators (100%) - 2 pers month 6 40,000 240,000 1,920 3,333 
Driver (100%) month 6 30,000 180,000 1,440 2,500 
Accountant (50%)  month 6 30,000 180,000 1,440 2,500 
Secretary(50%) month 6 30,000 180,000 1,440 2,500 
Director,(25%) month 6 25,000 150,000 1,200 2,083 
Area Program coordinators (30%)- 2 pers  month 6 48,000 288,000 2,304 4,000 
Sub-total    1,818,000 14,544 25,250 
       
DOSS       
Director - 30%  month 6 60,000 360,000 2,880 5,000 
Project coordinator 40% month 6 60,000 360,000 2,880 5,000 
Accountant 20% month 6 20,000 120,000 960 1,667 
Driver 20% month 6 10,000 60,000 480 833 
Secretary 30% month 6 15,000 90,000 720 1,250 
Sub-total    990,000 7,920 13,750 
       
Coordination - UCCS       
Documentation and Reports month 6 30,000 180,000 1,440 2,500 
Coordination/monitoring month 6 25,000 150,000 1,200 2,083 
Board/Staff Meetings/networking month 6 15,000 90,000 720 1,250 
Communication and electricity month 6 20,000 120,000 960 1,667 
Sub -total    540,000 4,320 7,500 
       
Coordination- DOSS       
Communication- e-mail, telephone, fax  month 6 20,000 120,000 960 1,667 
Stationary month 6 5,000 30,000 240 417 
Monitoring and field visits visits 10 10,000 100,000 800 1,389 
Networking &advocacy on environm.issues  lump 1 50,000 50,000 400 694 
Audit - for the project lump 1 375,000 375,000 3,000 5,208 
Evaluation lump 1 250,000 250,000 2,000 3,472 
Sub-total    925,000 7,400 12,847 
       
Total project    11,380,000 91,040 158,056 
 
CONTINGENCY ( 2%)    227,600 1,821 3,161 
 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE UCCS    11,607,600 92,861 161,217 
 
********************************************************************************************* 
 
BUDGET – NORTHERN AID  
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 
       
Description Unit No. of Unit Cost Budget Budget  Budget
  Units KSH KSH GBP  USD 
Water supply improvement       
Water trucking-17 sites(59,120 people- 3mth) 1,000l/km 206,920 91.28 18,886,991 151,096 262,319 
Parts- rehabilitation/maintenance of boreholes Borehole 7 300,000 2,100,000 16,800 29,167 
Fuel/oils for 7 borehole pumps for 6 months Borehole 7 360,000 2,520,000 20,160 35,000 
Tools for de-silting of 3 existing water pans    Pan 3 112,200 336,600 2,693 4,675 
Tools/materials-constructi. 3 new water pans Pan 3 280,500 841,500 6,732 11,688 
Description Unit No. of Unit Cost Budget Budget  Budget
  Units KSH KSH GBP  USD 
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Sub total        24,685,091 197,481 342,848 
       
PERSONNEL             
In-country locally-engaged             
Project Manager, 1 (50% of time/salary) Month 7 90,000 630,000 5,040 8,750 
Finance Officer, 1 (40%) Month 7 60,000 420,000 3,360 5,833 
Field Co-ordinator, 1 (100%) Month 7 120,000 840,000 6,720 11,667 
Labour for borehole rehabilitation/maintenance Borehole 7 240,000 1,680,000 13,440 23,333 
Local labour- de-silting of 3 existing water pans   Pan 3 547,800 1,643,400 13,147 22,825 
Local labour -construction of 3 new water pans   Pan 3 1,369,500 4,108,500 32,868 57,063 
Sub total       9,321,900 74,575 129,471 
       
NON-PERSONNEL             
Staff vehicles             
Vehicle hire (2 small 4x4s) Month 7 220,000 1,540,000 12,320 21,389 
Vehicle fuel  Month 7 60,000 420,000 3,360 5,833 
Communications from/within project area Month 7 10,000 70,000 560 972 
Sub total       2,030,000 16,240 28,194 
       
PERSONNEL SUPPORT             
Water User Associations training associations 3 50,000 150,000 1,200 2,083 
External evaluation Evaluation 1 500,000 500,000 4,000 6,944 
Sub total       650,000 5,200 9,028 
              
AGENCY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT             
Northern Aid management support (5%)       1,834,350 14,675 25,477 
Christian Aid management support (5%)       1,834,350 14,675 25,477 
Sub total       3,668,700 29,350 50,954 
              
Total project     40,355,691 322,846 560,496 
       
CONTINGENCY (5%)       2,017,785 16,142 28,025 
       
TOTAL EXPENDITURE NORTHERN AID     42,373,476 338,988 588,520 
       
GRAND TOTAL UCCS & NORTHERN AID     749,627 
 
Exchange rate: 125 KSH = 1 GBP; 72 KSH = 1 USD    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER INFORMATION 
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 Lutheran World Federation (Dept. for World Service) Kenya/Sudan Programme 
 

II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
The Lutheran World Federation, Department for World Service (LWF/DWS) has for over 50 years been 
involved in various humanitarian emergencies and relief operations around the world. In Kenya, LWF/DWS 
operates in Turkana District in Northern Kenya in the Kakuma Refugee Assistance Project and the Turkana 
Relief and Rehabilitation Project.  In Southern Sudan, LWF/DWS has projects in Bahr el Ghazal and Upper 
Nile Regions.  
 
The Turkana Project has been operational since 1999, implementing emergency relief distribution until 2002. 
A 3-year (2003-2005) planning and monitoring documents (PMD) for a recovery and development 
intervention was developed in 2002 while an extension for one year has just been finalised in 2006.  In the 
period 2004-2005, LWF/DWS, World Food Programme (WFP), Oxfam and the Government of Kenya (GoK) 
implemented a drought response program throughout Turkana district. However, due to the short-term relief 
nature of the operation and failure of the expected short rains in October/November last year, the community’s 
coping mechanisms did not significantly improve leading to the negative effects of the current drought.   
 
III. DESCRIPTION of the EMERGENCY SITUATION 
 
In December 2005, Turkana district DSG1 conducted a Rapid Assessment to ascertain the impact of the failed 
short-rains on livelihood sources in the district. The assessment findings concluded that the failed rainfall have 
resulted in prolonged dry spell from-June 2005- to January 2006 with signs that the dry spell will continue for 
a longer period than had been anticipated. The situation has further exacerbated the household food insecurity 
in Turkana district especially the LWF/DWS project areas of Oropoi and Kakuma divisions.   
 
The short rains in October and November are occasionally a temporary solution for pastoralists as they wait 
for the long rains in March and April. The rains usually ensure that cattle and small stock provide considerable 
amount of milk and meat to every member of the household. As a result of the failure of the rains in 2005, the 
assessment report highlighted that most households in the project area are experiencing acute food stress 
linked to very low access to animal-base food sources. Pastoralists households access to food products has 
declined so much that only 7% of households can meet their daily food entitlements while 93 % of households 
are faced with starvation. The long dry season has already set in and will worsen the nutritional status of the 
pastoralists households since improvement of pasture and milk yields are only expected when the long rains 
begin in April.  
 
The WFP/GoK Emergency operation-EMOP project - will continue to support these people until end of the 
project in December 2006. WFP and GoK will supply the food requirements whereas LWF/DWS will 
implement the project through Community Based Targeting and Distribution (CBTD) methodology within the 
mandate of the Turkana District Steering Committee (DSG).   
 
IV. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 
 
Current situation in the area of proposed response 
The prolonged dry spell from-June 2005- to January 2006 with signs that the dry spell will continue for a 
longer period than had been anticipated has further exacerbated the household food insecurity in Turkana 
district especially the LWF/DWS project areas of Oropoi and Kakuma divisions.  
 
The Turkana people are primarily nomadic pastoralist. The Turkana social, economic and cultural organisation 
revolves around livestock possession, especially cattle. This dependence on only one source of livelihood has 
led to widespread poverty and inadequate access to food by most households. This leads to the high demand 
for relief food, which is not sustainable, compounded by a scarcity of water during the dry season, which 
normally forces them to abandon dry season pasture in search of water in the border hills. This situation often 

                                                 
1 District Steering Group 
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results in cross-border cattle raids as a result of competition for water and pasture. 
 
Incidences of inter-tribal cattle rustling across the border and small arms proliferation leading to constant 
banditry activities have compounded an already delicate food security situation. The causes of the tensions 
include uneven distribution and sharing of the resources between the neighbouring pastoralist communities 
and the refugee community, revenge attacks between the host community and the bordering cattle rearing 
communities, and conflicting traditional values and beliefs. 
 
The object of this Appeal is to enable LWF to raise funds to initiate emergency drought mitigation activities in 
Oropoi and Kakuma divisions—by focusing on the construction of water pans, provision of emergency water 
through mobile tankers, drilling of new boreholes, rehabilitation of existing boreholes and vaccination of 
livestock against drought related diseases and security. 
 
Impact on human lives in the area of proposed response 
LWF plans to target 20,434 households in Kakuma and Oropoi Division in Turkana District.  This will target 
approximately 45% of the female population in the area.   
 
The hostility between the host community and the refugees makes the camp and its neighbourhood insecure 
and violent. The refugees view the Turkana as hostile and the Turkana’s view the refugees as ungrateful 
recipients of Turkana resources .The neglect of host community’s needs by the government and refugee 
assistance agencies builds rage and hostility among the Turkana. A delicate balance of priorities must be 
achieved to contain this situation. 
 
Insufficient household food security and dietary intake has led to malnutrition among children. Shortage of 
water accessible to the host community translates into difficult living conditions in a place where the average 
daily temperatures are above 35°C. Water for drinking and other domestic uses – cooking, bathing and 
washing are limited.  
 
Security situation in the area of proposed response 
The region has remained calm and very few incidences of insecurity have been reported during the last year.  
However, with the drought situation worsening, there have been incidences of robbery and banditry in the 
area. Precautions have been taken to minimise the risk to life and property through use of police escorts, air 
travel and restricted road travel. These measures will reduce security threats but increase programme support 
costs. Proliferation of small arms illegally bought from warring factions in South Sudan and northern Uganda 
has directly affected the security situation in and around the camp. Many host community members and some 
refugees are suspected to be either possessing or dealing with weapons. 
 
Location for proposed response 
Turkana District is located in the north-western section of Kenya, along the border with Sudan, Uganda and 
Ethiopia. Turkana contains 17 administrative divisions and is classified as an Arid and Semi-arid Land 
(ASAL) district.  The area is extremely hot and the vegetation, mainly shrubs and acacia trees, is sparse.  It 
covers a total land area of 77,000 sq. km and has an average annual rainfall, which varies from less than 250 
mm in the arid central region to 500 mm in the lowlands. Turkana has an estimated population of 447,000 
inhabitants, according to the 1999 census. This particular project area (Kakuma and Oropoi divisions), which 
is part of the larger Turkana district, is characterised with dry and rocky lands, sandy soil, and poor vegetation 
cover (trees, grass). The area has limited economic potential given these conditions. 
 
The host community in Turkana is characterised by widespread poverty (absolute poverty at 74%), which 
leads to a high level of dependence on relief food. Scarcity of water both for livestock use and human 
consumption is one of the biggest challenges facing the pastoralists. 
 
LWF/DWS has been working in Turkana District since 1999, but due to shortfalls in funding, it has not been 
consistent in implementing activities in the area.   
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V. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 
 
Number and type 
Table 1: Demographic Data – Turkana, Kakuma Division2 
 

Division Location Male  Female Total Households Area in 
sq.km 

Density 

Kakuma Kakuma 47,108 37,196 84,304 5,019 649.4 130 
 Tarach 3471 3,141 6,612 1,000 146.7 45 
 Lopur 1372 1,542 2,914 453 124.2 23 
 Nadapal 38,694 28,528 67,222 2,120 135.6 496 
 Morunole 3,571 3,985 7,556 1,446 242.9 31 
 Pelekech 2,661 2,851 5,512 1,025 1,335.00 4 
 Lopusiki 1,313 1,412 2,725 470 215.9 13 
 Namon 491 546 1,037 172 1,012.70 1 
 Lokore 857 893 1,750 383 106.4 16 
 Nakalale 3,626 3,672 7,298 1,217 1,710.80 4 
 Nakalale 2,179 2,155 4,334 672 664.3 7 
 Losanyanait 634 674 1,308 248 422.5 3 
 Kobwin 813 843 1,656 297 624 3 
 Total 106,790 87,438 194,228 14,522 7,390.4 776 

 
Table 2: Demographic Data – Oropoi Division  
 
Division Loc/sub loc. Male  Female Total  Househ

olds 
Area in 
sq,km 

Density 

Oropoi Letea 3,826 4,011 7,837 1,271 2,354.7 3 
 Loritit 970 1,114 2084 360 559 .6 4 
 Tulabalany 610 660 1,270 201 730.3 2 
 Katelemot 801 916 1,717 268 201.7 9 
 Lokipoto 428 405 833 148 624.4 1 
 Loito 1,017 916 1,933 294 238.7 8 
 Kalobeyei 3,964 4,203 8,167 1,533 2,622.10 3 
 Songot 180 212 392 65 994.9 0 
 Nalapatui 555 643 1,198 222 221.8 5 
 Natira 225 244 469 103 301.5 2 
 Kalobeyei 1,075 1,164 2,239 422 291.1 6 
 Lonyuduk 729 726 1,455 251 253.1 6 
 Oropoi 1,200 1,214 2,414 470 559.7 4 
 Loreng 691 758 1,449 216 317 5 
 Namorukirionok 270 297 567 88 152.5 4 
 Totals 16,541 17,483 34,024 5,912 10,423.1 64 
 
 
Location 
The project will target the host community inhabitants of Kakuma and Oropoi Divisions of Turkana District. 
The two divisions within the project area have a combined total population of 228,252 people, composed of 
20,434 households. Beneficiaries include approximately 50,000 people directly in the environs of the refugee 
camp, and an additional 170,000 people living in the pastoral communities outside of Kakuma and in Oropoi.  
The project staff will target the following members of the community as primary beneficiaries: victims of the 
current drought situation, communities with limited access to social resources, civil authority leaders, 
traditional leaders, civil groups, women and children, pastoralists (cattle herders), farmers and other locally 
                                                 
2   Turkana Project, Programme Monitoring Document, LWF/DWS 2002-2005 
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based development actors.  
 
The assistance that is being provided in the proposed locations by other agencies is mainly distribution of 
relief food.  Currently the Government of Kenya is distributing food to households in the district, but the 
coverage is less than 20% of the population with ration scales ranging from 50-75% of the food basket. 
OXFAM and WFP are in the process of co-ordinating an Emergency Operation (EMOP) in the district, which 
will most likely involve LWF as it has, in the past, been subcontracted to handle distribution in these areas.  
World Vision is also negotiating with WFP to do an EMOP , but in different areas, and Diocese of Lodwar 
have indicated plans for distributing food in the District although exact locations not clear.  
 
District Steering Group (DSG) approves and co-ordinates all development projects to avoid duplication of 
work.  
 
Criteria for the selection 
In collaboration with the DSG, the community members will identify and prioritise the areas to be 
implemented. The DSG will provide technical support in the areas of animal health and livestock 
development.  All households (100%) in the Kakuma and Oropoi areas will be targeted as beneficiaries to this 
response, as currently the majority of the population has to walk between 20-40 Km in search of water. 
 
LWF is targeting all the households (100%) and one of the reasons mentioned in the proposal is that people 
have to walk between 20 - 40 km in search of water. Therefore, criteria for selection is not really applicable 
here, as all beneficiaries are considered vulnerable and these interventions will benefit all members of the 
communities involved.  
 
VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Goal  
Improve short and long-term food security of the communities residing in Kakuma and Oropoi divisions, 
through drought mitigation assistance. 
 
Objectives 
• Reduce the number of days spent by humans and livestock without water from the current 3 to 1. 
• Reduced livestock fatigue and deaths from dehydration as a result of drought. 
• Reduce the distances covered by humans and livestock to access water from the current average of 40 km 

to about 20 km. 
 
Activities 
• De-worming 100,000 livestock in Kakuma and Oropoi divisions. De-worming reduces the risks of 

livestock death by internal infestation of worms. 
• Vaccination of 100,000 livestock in Kakuma & Oropoi divisions. Contracted diseases are highly 

contagious and lethal, and vaccination will reduce morbidity and mortality rates at this time when animals 
are susceptible to infections. 

• Facilitation of GoK staff while carrying out vaccination and de-worming campaigns.  
• Contracting boreholes repair, water pan designs and boreholes drilling consultants.  
• Emergency repair of nine existing boreholes in Kakuma and Oropoi divisions. The pastoralists will be 

trained on maintenance of the facilities during the repair to ensure future sustainability. The boreholes to 
be repaired will be: Lonyuduk, Losike, Nakidingos, Nayanae-elelea and Kalobeyei in Oropoi and Losajait, 
Nakitoe Kirion, Loreng and Makutano in Kakuma division. 

• Drilling of two boreholes in Oropoi division. The two boreholes will be drilled at Kaingok and Lonyuduk 
and are aimed at reducing the current high concentration of livestock and human congestion at the only 
serviceable borehole in Oropoi centre.  

• Construction of one water pan in Oropoi division. The water pan will be constructed at Kaibokolem and 
the design for the Moru-edir site will be done. Future mitigation of effects of drought and triggering 
recovery during the rains on-set will be achieved with this resource.  
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• Providing water to five worst hit areas in Kakuma and Oropoi divisions. People who have moved in search 
of water will need to be reached by boozers/tankers in unpredictable settlements in Nawontos, Kalopeto,  
Napakangagetei, Nanyee and Lotetelait. 

 
Project implementation methodology 
The Community Needs Based methodology will be used in selecting/ targeting the most affected areas in the 
wider project region. The community needs based approach means that the communities themselves have 
decided which areas that have the potential to sustain livelihoods and lives but are not currently able because 
of lack of water or diseases. 
 
Inputs for project implementation 
A team of competent staff specialising in each of the project components will manage the project in Turkana. 
The head office in Nairobi will provide programme level support and advice on the general strategic direction 
of LWF/DWS, its policies and mandate. The staff structure will consist of two units: project implementation 
and support.  
 
The Team Leader, who has overall responsibility for the project and reports directly to the Country Director, 
will head the project implementation unit. The Projects Co-ordinator, reporting to the Team Leader will 
oversee and monitor the overall implementation process, while the actual daily implementation of activities 
will be supervised by the Turkana Project Officer and his Assistant Officer.  
 
LWF/DWS will seek the services of the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries staff, which include veterinary 
officers, assistant livestock officers, animal health assistants, community animal health workers to carry out 
the vaccinations and the de-worming campaigns. 
 
The support unit, led by Kakuma’s Finance & Administration Co-ordinator, consists of staff from the Finance, 
Administration and Logistics Departments. These staff members, part of the Kakuma Refugee Camp team, 
provide invaluable assistance and operational reinforcement to the Turkana project unit to ensure efficient 
realisation of the proposed interventions. 
 
The main capital assets that will help in implementation will be the hire of a 4WD motor vehicle for 
movement within the project areas in the two divisions. 
 
Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation 
Insecurity and the threat of conflict between the refugee and the host community continue to hamper timely 
implementation of proposed activities. Occurrence of incidents of highway robbery attacks along the main 
road serving Kakuma Camp i.e. the Kakuma-Lokichoggio road might also affect the Project. In dealing with 
these challenges, the project will take precautions to minimise the risk to life and property through use of 
police escorts, air travel and restricted road travel. This will reduce the security threats to the project’s staff 
and property but in turn may increase programme support costs.  
 
Prioritisation of the activities will be based on the dialogue between LWF/DWS and the community members, 
their leaders and the District Steering Group.  
 
Implementation Timetable 
 

Turkana 
Project  

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 

 

 
Activity Output 

J F M A M J J A S O N D
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Turkana 
Project  

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 

 

 
Activity Output 

J F M A M J J A S O N D
 Mobilise 
community 
members in 
preparation 
of de-
worming 
vaccination 
exercise in 
the buffer 
zones 

Mobilisation carried out in 
the buffer zones. By end of 
March. 
 

   
 
X

         

Purchase of 
de-worming 
and 
vaccination 
drugs for the 
campaign 

Drugs and other equipment 
purchased from Kabete for 
vaccination, treatment and 
De-worming. By April 

   
 
X

 
 
X

        

Livestock 

Actual 
vaccination 
and de-
worming 
exercise 

The campaign to run 
through November 

    X X X X X X X  

Suitable bore 
hole sites 
identified 
and 
geological 
surveys done 

Two hydrological surveys 
conducted by 2006. 

   
X

         

Tendering 
for borehole 
drillers 

Boreholes drilling 
constructors identified by 
April 2006 

   
X

 
X

        

Boreholes 
drilling 

Boreholes drilling by May 
2006. 

   X X        

Procure 2 
Duba pumps 

Duba tropical pumps 
procured by June 2006-
Two 

    X X       

 Installation 
of Duba 
tropical 
MK2 pumps. 

Duba tropical pumps 
installed to the boreholes 
by June 2006. 

     X       

Community 
mobilisation 
and 
formation of 
committees 
for 
sustainabilit
y 

Mobilisation done for 
community ownership and 
sustainability by February 
2006 

  
X 

 
 

         

Formation of 
community 
water 
committees 

Community water 
committees mobilised and 
formed by February 2006.-
four water committees 
formed. 

  
X 

          

Boreholes 

Training of 
community 
water 
committees. 

4 water committees groups 
of 20 persons trained for 4 
days by end of May 2006 

     
X 
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Turkana 
Project  

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 

 

 
Activity Output 

J F M A M J J A S O N D
 Repair of 9 

existing 
boreholes. 

Nine community existing 
boreholes repaired by 
December 2006 
 

    
X

 
X 

 
X 

 
X 

 
X 

 
X 

 
X

 
X

 
X

Suitable 
water pan 
sited and 
identified 
and carrying 
out 
topographica
l survey. In 
Kaibokolem 
and Moru 
edir 
 

Production of water pan 
drawings and designs  

    
 
X

        

Contracting 
the 
contractor(s) 
for pan 
work. 

Contractor identified for 
water pan construction. By 
May 2006 

    
X

        

Actual pan 
construction 

Pan construction by May 
2006 

    X        

Community 
mobilisation 
identificatio
n and 
Logistics 

Community mobilisation 
for sustainability and 
ownership. In all the four 
sites. 

   
X

         

Formation of 
water 
committees 
for water 
systems 
management
. 

2 water committees 
formed for water pan 
management. 

   
X

         

Water 
Pan 

Committees 
training on 
water 
systems 
management
. 

2 training conducted for 
the water pan systems 
management. 

    
X

 
X 

 
X 

 
X 

     

Water 
Delivery 

Water 
tanking to 5 
worst hit 
areas in 
Kakuma and 
Oropoi 
division. 

20 water deliveries to 
worst hit areas by 
December. 

   
 
X

 
 
X

 
 
X 

R
ai

ns
 e

xp
ec

te
d 

R
ai

ns
 e

xp
ec

te
d 

 
 
X 

 
 
X 

 
 
X

 
 
X

 

 
Transition or Exit strategy 
This project will attempt to build the capacities of the local community in the management of water facilities 
and livelihoods. The project will work with and target the local traditional community structures, essential for 
mobilising and organising the targeted beneficiaries, including civil groups, project steering committees, water 
management committees, and local administrative authorities. The District Commissioner, District Officer, 
local Chiefs, District Steering Group (DSG) and the District Development Committee (DDC) were involved in 
the design and implementation of this Appeal.  
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The DDC is the link between NGOs, the local population and the central government, tasked with the 
responsibility for spearheading and sustaining development initiatives in its District. Similarly, the DSG is a 
monthly district meeting chaired by the District Commissioner and constituting representatives from all 
stakeholders to discuss relevant issues and co-ordinate development efforts.  
 
By stressing such inclusion and participation throughout the Appeal, the project staff will try to ensure 
that the organisation will be able to successfully hand over the longer-term management responsibility 
and maintenance to the community and local structures.  
 
VII. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE  
 
Administration & Finance 
A bank account is maintained at Lodwar town (120kms Southeast of Kakuma). Project expenses will be paid 
from Kakuma and the finance department of Kakuma Refugee Assistance Project will process the accounts 
and share reports with the Finance Manager, LWF/DWS Kenya / Sudan Programme in Nairobi.  The Director 
will be responsible for signing the funding/co-operative agreements.  
 
Procurement decisions will take into account price, quality, speed of delivery and reliability of future 
maintenance and service.  Local economy will be taken into consideration. Procurement plans are developed 
on a quarterly basis for ease of implementation. Final procurement decisions will be fully documented.   
 
VIII. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATIONS 
 
The project together with various community groups will facilitate field level monitoring and evaluation 
exercises to assess the progress and achievement of the intervention objectives. Monitoring is done through 
regular field visits by senior staff, key project staff and leaders through community level meetings. Field visits 
reports will be prepared after every visit and quarterly monitoring reports will be produced and shared with 
ACT.  
 
The project will use monitoring tools to assess the achievement of expected impact. This process will be done 
through Participatory Impact Monitoring (PIM) and all Beneficiaries/Target Groups and stakeholders will be 
involved in the process. All negative impacts will be assessed and respective mitigation action will be taken.  
 
Outputs will be monitored through the achievement of stated targets. Each output has a defined target and the 
targets are planned to be achieved at planned time frames. The project will monitor achievement of outputs, 
according to plans and, the efficient use of materials. The achievement of the targets indicates the achievement 
of activities, impacts and objectives.  
 
Provision has been made for periodic audit and evaluation of programmes. Internal process reviews and 
evaluations will be carried out by the Projects Co-ordinator at the project level, with quarterly review and 
support received from the Programme Co-ordinator and the Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Officer.  
 
Reports will be generated at the field level and forwarded to the Programme Office for sharing with all 
stakeholders, donors and other interested parties. These include semi-annual and annual reports, feature reports 
and updates. The reports highlight project progress, achievements, challenges and recommendations for future 
action 
 
Reporting Schedule: 
 Interim narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 July 2006 within one month following 

mid-term of project. 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 28 February 2007 within two months of 

end of project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 31 March 2007. 
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IX. CO-ORDINATION 
 
Co-ordination within the project 
The project will be involved in co-ordination and partnership with GoK, local NGOs, and other implementing 
partners operating in the project area. Co-ordination will be undertaken through regular meetings and 
information exchanges. At the district level, LWF/DWS will continue to attend monthly DSG and DDC co-
ordination meetings hosted by the GoK to discuss important and common issues regarding Turkana district.  
 
Co-ordination with other ACT members 
The ACT Nairobi Forum (ANF) met early this year to discuss the effects of the drought in Kenya which had 
been declared a national disaster and identify areas of intervention to address the situation. The meeting 
recommended immediate action starting with the consolidation of information and data available from the 
Government of Kenya and the World Food Programme to formulate a joint ACT appeal.  
 
The ANF, which meets monthly, will enable the agencies to provide feedback of the drought situation and 
monitor the interventions in relation to the response of the Appeal. 
 
Co-ordination with other organisations in the area of intervention 
Currently OXFAM GB is in the process of initiating a partnership with LWF/DWS to continue to distribute 
relief food provided by the World Food Programme (WFP) in an Emergency Operation (EMOP) for the most 
vulnerable and food insecure members of the Turkana host community.  
 
X. BUDGET –Lutheran World Federation  
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE   
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget  Budget 
 Type Unit KES  KES  USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE      
Medicines      
Purchase of deworming drugs-Albenderzole Litres  200  800  160,000              2,222  
Purchase of vaccination drugs CCPP vaccines Vials  11  100,000  1,100,000          15,278  
Drugs for common livestock diseases in emergencies     
Triquins/Novidium/Almatix /Oxytet etc Vials  200  397  79,400              1,103  
Drenching Guns/Needles  Pcs  24  2,385  57,240                 795  
Disposable needles G18x3/4" & Syringes Pcs  200  500  100,000              1,431  
Sub Total    1,496,640   20,829  
      
Direct Programmed Related Costs      
Veterinary officers (team leaders) Days  60  1,800  108,000              1,500  
Assistant livestock officers Days  180  1,500  270,000              3,750  
Junior animal health assistants Days  120  900  108,000              1,500  
Community animal health workers Days  330  400  132,000              1,833  
Collection of vaccine  Days  6  5,000  30,000                 417  
DVO field supervision  Days  15  3,300  49,500                 688  
Drivers/staff facilitation and co-ordination Per diem  100  1,700  170,000              2,361  
Paraffin for drugs storage Event  200  50  10,000                 139  
Sub Total    877,500            12,188  
 
Boreholes      
Repair of 9 boreholes  Lump sum  9  100,000  900,000            12,500  
Drilling of two boreholes      
Borehole drilling and Associated works Units           2  1,504,500 3,009,000  41,792  
Sub Total    3,909,000 54,292 
 
Duba Tropic Pumps      
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget  Budget 
 Type Unit KES  KES  USD 
Purchase & Installation Costs pumps 2  1,070,000  2,140,000          29,722  
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Sub Total    2,140,000  29,722 
      
Hydro-geological, topographical and water pan design       
Borehole hydrological survey      
Hydrologist/ geophysicist professional fees Days 10  9,000 90,000              1,250  
Geophysicist assistant Days 10  4,000 40,000                 556  
 
Direct Programmed Related Costs      
Hydrologist/ geophysicist  Days 8  2,000 16,000  222  
Geophysicist assistant Days 6  5,000 30,000                 417  
Field support staff Days 20  3,000 60,000                 833  
Project officer 30% Months  11  34,000 374,000              5,194  
Water officer Months  11  112,500 1,237,500          17,188  
Team leader 25 % Months  11  104,927  1,154,197          16,031  
Final hydrological report and permit Lump sum 6  20,000 120,000              1,667  
Office Equipment Units  2  120,000  240,000              3,333  
Staff Training- Disaster Mitigation Units  4  75,000  300,000              4,167  
Staff Travel lump sum 6  32,000 192,000              2,667  
      
Construction and design of water pans      
Staff Mobilisation Event  480  45  21,600                 300  
Engineering fee  Event  4  100,000  400,000              5,556  
Data collection and analysis Event  4  20,000  80,000              1,111  
Technical reports and drawings Event  2  50,000  100,000              1,389  
Construction of water pan Event  1  4,000,000  4,000,000  55,556  
Env. Impact assesses. drilling b.holes &construct water pansEvent  4  240,000  960,000            13,333  
Sub Total    9,415,297  130,768  
      
Tanking water to acutely affected areas-Five locations      
Hire of water bowser  trips  100  20,000  2,000,000          27,778  
Sub Total    2,000,000  27,778  
      
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    19,838,437      275,576  
      
TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING      
Transport & logistics      
Vehicle hire   trips  100  20,000  2,000,000  27,778  
Air Travel/ Charter   Charters  2  289,800  579,600  8,050  
Fuel and Lubricants  Litres  17,050  80  1,364,000  18,944  
Kakuma Compound Management/security  Months  11  122,500  1,347,500  18,715  
      
TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING   5,291,100  73,488  
      
PERSONNEL,ADMINISTRATION,OPERATIONS & SUPPORT     
Staff Salaries      
Director    20%           Months  11  103,723  1,140,948  15,846  
Programme Co-ordinator 20%  Months  11  72,641  799,056            11,098  
Deputy Programme Co-ordinator- 20 %  Months  11  34,000 374,000  5,194  
Office Assistant - 100%  Months  11  25,125 276,375  3,839  
Casual Labour  Months  11  5,000 55,000  764  
Finance Manager 20%  Months  11  69,857  768,431  10,673  
Medical Insurance staff costs   Months  11  39,180  430,979  5,986  
Office Operations      
Office Supplies                 Months  11  8,748  96,228  1,337  
Utilities (electricity/Water)   Months  11  10,080  110,880  1,540  
Office rent  Months  11  12,096  133,056  1,848  
Bank Charges                    Months  11  7,500  82,500  1,146  
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget  Budget 
 Type Unit KES  KES  USD 
Communication Costs      
E mail, Postage,Telephone       Months  11  20,160  221,760  3,080  
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TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT    4,489,213       62,350  
      
AUDIT & MONITORING      
Audit of ACT Funds              Lump sum  1  250,000  250,000  3,472  
      
TOTAL AUDIT & MONITORING    250,000          3,472  
      
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    29,868,750  414,886  
      
Exchange rate 1 USD =72 KES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER  
 
 Norwegian Church Aid (NCA) 
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II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
Norwegian Church Aid, a member of ACT Nairobi Forum (ANF), is responsible for this part of the Appeal 
and project implementation of its implementing partners. The Area Representative for Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanzania will take the overall responsibility to ensure reporting within ACT Procedures- narrative and 
financial, appropriate internal co-ordination within NCA- programme and finance department and NCA 
headquarters in Oslo.  
  
NCA has practical and strategic experience in handling emergencies in the region for over 30 years. In Kenya, 
NCA successfully facilitated local church partners to respond to famine related emergency interventions 
during the 1999/2000 and 2004/2005 drought in West Pokot, Turkana and Mandera districts. NCA continues 
as an active partner in Kenya with good ecumenical contacts and respect within the government. 

 
NCA is working in Mandera with the Rural Agency for Community Integrated Development and 
Assistance (RACIDA), a local NGO that operates in the North Eastern region of Kenya along the 
Kenya/Somalia border. RACIDA works in the area of drought mitigation, strengthening the capacity of local 
communities to prepare and cope with droughts and other disaster related hazards as well as engage the 
communities in development interventions across the district. 
 
While RACIDA does not directly participate in the ACT forums, it has benefited from ACT capacity building 
programmes. These programmes have enhanced its skills in responding to disasters and have given RACIDA 
the exposure to ACT procedures. 
 
Today, RACIDA is working with local partners, GoK and other international agencies. The partner is well 
trained and has previously implemented ACT related projects and is therefore committed to adhering to ACT 
principles and guidelines, the Humanitarian Code of Conduct and willing to work to meet the SPHERE 
standards.  
 
III. DESCRIPTION of the EMERGENCY SITUATION 
 
The district of Mandera is one of the four districts of the North Eastern Province of Kenya.  It shares 
international boundaries with Ethiopia to the North and Somalia to the East, as well as national boundaries 
with Wajir district to the South West, and Moyale district to the West.  Covering an area of approximately 
25,810 km², Mandera is divided into four livelihood zones (the eastern and western flank, the central corridor 
and the riverine belt).  
 
The current population estimate, based on information from the District Statistics office is approximately 
306,000, with children less than 5 years of age accounting for between 20-33% of this population. Over 15% 
of the population living along the river Daua are agro-pastoralists. The majority of the population pursues a 
pastoral lifestyle, keeping camels, cattle, sheep, goats and donkeys. It is usually stated that nomadic 
pastoralists account for 80% of the population of Mandera, but this figure is likely to have decreased in recent 
years as a growing number of them tend to be settled or partly settled. 
 
Mandera is classified as an ‘arid and semi arid land’ (ASAL), and is among the driest and least productive 
areas of the country.  The district has a mean annual temperature of 28.3°c and has had an approximate mean 
annual rainfall of 100 mm for the past four years.   The district has two rainy seasons: the long rains (Guu - 
April to May) and the short rains (Dyr - October to December). Rainfall is extremely erratic and localised in 
the district.  
In general specific centres affected by water shortages are:- 
 
 Dandu division 
 Waranqara division  
 Malakamari division  
 Khalankalesa of Shimbir –Fatuma division 
 Elele, Quramadho and Sukela of Waragadud division 
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 Ashabito. division 
 Dabacity of Kotulo division 
 Parts of  Fino division 
 Hareri Hosle of Khalaliyo division 
 Faray and Odha of Libeyia division  
 Takaba division 

 
Lack of resources and economic opportunities, compounded by the effects of recurrent droughts and an influx 
of Somali and Ethiopian refugees during the 90s, have placed Mandera in a state of chronic vulnerability. In 
fact, the prevalence of overall poverty in the North-eastern Province was assessed as the highest in the country 
during the 1994 GoK Welfare Monitoring Survey. (The area was inaccessible due to the El Nino rains during 
the same survey in 1997).  
 
IV. CURRENT SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 
 
Current Water and Food Security Situation 
The district has suffered from protracted drought for several seasons. This has deteriorated further by the 
failure of the expected October-November 2004 rains, April 2005 rains as well as the Oct –Dec 2005 rains. 
 
Water Situation 
The short rains that usually fall from mid October have totally failed, causing serious water shortage across the 
district. Tankering to the affected areas is compounded by frequent breakdowns. Due to the prolonged 
drought, Water User Associations are unable to raise enough revenue to purchase spares and fuels for 
operation and maintenance of the boreholes.  
 
There are four Arid Lands Resource Management Programme (ALRMP) tankers and one (1) water department 
tanker in the field to respond to the water shortages, but these can hardly meet the needs of the growing 
number of settlements that are affected. The ALRMP is a department within the Office of the President tasked 
with reducing vulnerability among residents of drought-prone areas.  
 
Livestock are severely affected due to insufficient feed and long trekking distances to water sources, as a 
direct consequent milk production is affected and is hardly available and most livestock are not good enough 
for slaughter.  
 
There are private suppliers who sell water in jerricans along the roads where public vehicles have access. 
However, the cost is prohibitive. For example in Dandu a 20-litre jerrican costs Ksh. 60 (.84 US cents), while 
in Bambo and Gari the cost is Kshs. 40 (.56 US cents).  
 
Banissa, Eymole and Lulis water pans are the only working public pans in the entire district and these centres 
have become the focus of livestock concentration. Water supply in these centres is forecast to only last for a 
maximum of one and half months.  
 
The western flank, which is at a higher altitude than the rest of the district, receives better rainfall and has a 
more varied flora. However, this area, which has been focussing on rainwater and surface water harvesting 
into permanent storage facilities as opposed to permanent water source, is facing critical water problems, as it 
has no permanent water source. During drought periods with little or no rain for up to nine months, almost 
75% areas within a 30 km radius of the western flank are without access to water sources. Activities focusing 
on surface water, such as improvement of earth pans, construction of underground and roof catchments tanks 
have been identified by communities and local planners as essential, durable and cost-effective solutions to 
assist pastoralist communities, particularly the most vulnerable members (youth, women, and elderly) in the 
dry, western region of the district during extended periods of drought. 
 
Food Security 
Cases of severely malnourished bedridden mothers and children were reported in various locations of Lafey, 
Warankara, Wargadud, Dandu and Malkamari divisions. Livestock death has been reported throughout the 
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district while the remaining stock have been severely weakened due to insufficient feeds and long trekking 
distances to water sources. 
 
Relief food aid has been distributed in various centres under the EMOP programme but the quantities are 
inadequate and far from meeting the food needs of the vulnerable persons in the district. The table below 
shows the number of people requiring food aid. 
 
Table: Food insecure population per divisions 
 
DIVISION Total 

population 
%  Affected Population Projected in need of food from Jul ‘04 

Central 53,559 75% 40,169 
Khalalio 9,693 75% 7,270 
Elwak 19,990 80% 15,992 
Wargadud 10,210 80% 8,168 
Shimbir 
Fatuma 

6,316 80% 5,053 

Kotulo 15,800 80% 12,640 
Fino 9,647 80% 7,718 
Lafey 9,592 80% 7,674 
Hareri 6,669 75% 5,002 
Libehiya 3,649 80% 2,919 
Warankara 3,710 80% 2,968 
Rhamu 13,193 75% 9,895 
Rhamu Dimtu 8,990 75% 6,743 
Ashabito 40,288 80% 32,230 
Banissa 46,845 80% 37,476 
Malkamari 15,242 80% 12,194 
Takaba 11,791 90% 10,612 
Dandu 20,164 80% 16,131 
Total 305,348 79% 241,225 

 
Impact on human lives in the area of proposed response 
High cases of anaemia, TB, malaria, mumps, diarrhoea, have been reported especially among children under 
five, the elderly and pregnant and lactating mothers due to nutritional deficiencies and poor sanitation. There 
are inadequate drugs and personnel at the few existing rural health facilities.  
 
Description of the damage in the area of proposed response 
Signs of vulnerability, especially among children, are numerous in Mandera. Children are susceptible to 
various diseases, poor water supply, and food insecurity, low level of education, lack of income, loss of crops, 
loss of livestock, poor infrastructure and lack of sanitation facilities. The district’s literacy and immunisation 
levels (even after campaigns) are poor, i.e. 33% and 45% respectively. Primary school enrolments are low 
(30%) and greatly in favour of boys. 

 
Security situation in the area of proposed response 
At the beginning of the year, there was an outbreak of conflict between the two largest clans in the district that 
had caused displacement of people. Initially about 30,000 persons were internally displaced. The tensions 
eased off gradually as a result of concerted efforts by the Government, civil society and clan elders.  
 
The district had also suffered from a wave of some 30,0000 refugees fleeing from militia fights across the 
Elwak Kenya/Somali border. Peace building efforts by the government and the community are however very 
encouraging. At the moment, there is however, no serious indication that the project will be interrupted due to 
both situations. 
Location of proposed response 
RACIDA has agreed with other agencies and the GoK to  focus on the north central and western sections of  
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the district for more effective targeted implementation. It proposes to work in six out of 18 divisions in the 
Mandera district namely in Kutulo, Shimbir fatuma, Ashabito, Malkamari, Rhamu and Rhamu Dimtu. 
 
V. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 
 
Number and type 
An estimated 93,782 people, predominantly women, children and the elderly as well as 150,000 livestock will 
directly benefit from RACDIA’s intervention.  
 
Population of target divisions 
 
Name of Division(s) 
 
 

Current Human pop 
projection. 

Livestock pop. 
(Estimate) 

Kutulo 14586 24000 
Shimbir fatuma 5831 9800 
Ashabito 37193 63000 
Malkamari  14072 24000 
Rhamu 13200 13400 
Rhamu Dimtu 8900 17600 
Total 93,782 151,800 

 
Criteria for the selection 
 Malnutrition levels among poorer households. 
 Accesses to water looking at long distances people are have to make. 
 High loss of livestock. 
 Where partners have strategic positioning and allowing other agencies take up other areas to avoid 

overlapping among government and NGO partners. 
 
VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Goal  
To assist the affected communities in mitigating the deleterious effects of the current and future droughts in 
western/central Mandera through access to water for human and livestock use and improved crop yields 
production techniques. 
 
Objective 
 Facilitate access to clean water to 620 households in three communities by constructing three 135m3 

underground tanks by November 2006.  
 Avail 1,472m3 of quality potable water to save the lives of about 16,020 persons in 12 communities for a 

period of six weeks through water trucking. 
 Improved food security for 300 agro pastoral households by doubling crop yields from the current 

250kg/acre to 500 kg/acre through training on water harvesting for crop production and provision of 
farming hand tools by November 2006. 

 Save 80 household livelihoods in four communities and provide 300 families with protein source from 
livestock off take for a period of 1 month through purchase and slaughter of 800 of cows. 

 
Activities 
The activities which are commensurate with the objectives - are developed separately with operation details-
covering construction of underground tanks, water trucking, crop production and training. 
 
WATER 
Berkads (underground water reservoirs) 
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Berkads are underground storage tanks of concrete and masonry construction. Surface run-off water during 
rains is channelled into an inlet and silt-trap before flowing into the tank. Berkads can hold up to 400-500,000 
litres water for community members when other local water sources such as earth pans run dry.  Maintenance 
of the catchments areas uphill from the Berkads is crucial and requires careful management on the part of the 
community.  
 
RACIDA proposes to construct three Berkads with a capacity of 135 m3 each in the district, located in the 
most vulnerable communities based on needs and size of the population. 
 
The community contribution will take the form of manual pit digging, which will be approximately 7.5 m x 6 
m x 3 m deep. Community participation will include preparing cement blocks, fetching water, assisting the 
mason etc. About 620 households in three communities will have access to clean water for extended drought 
periods of 1 month in every year through the construction of these Berkads. 
 
WATER TANKERING 
The only available public support in water tankering currently is provided through four ALRMP tankers and 
one water department tanker. These vehicles have been operational since April 2005 and are already in a state 
of over-use and reduced delivery capacities. The worsening water shortage in the District calls for an urgent 
need to respond by increasing quantities of water deliveries in order to save lives of both human and livestock. 
 Tankers of varying capacities will be hired to draw water from the nearest reliable water sources and delivered 
through already existing community water committees. The communities are to maintain registers for 
deliveries and distribution to beneficiaries. The intervention is to provide access to about 23% of the minimum 
daily requirements per person per day. 
  
AGRO-PASTORALISM AND FOOD SECURITY 
The recurrent droughts have led to the loss of huge numbers of livestock with the resultant displacement of 
many families. This led to newly displaced pastoralists to engage in opportunistic farming to meet food needs 
for their families. However, the successive droughts and lack of resources have placed many agro-pastoralists 
in a vulnerable situation, with high levels of food insecurity. This has forced a number of them to be 
dependent on intermittent food relief handouts. 
 
While food aid is a legitimate and valuable response to crisis in order to mitigate the impact of drought and to 
prevent suffering, it does not build the capacity of households to meet their needs. Supplementary feeding has 
had some limited impact on malnutrition in Mandera but again does not improve household food security in 
the longer-term.  
 
The erratic rainfall coupled with high evaporation-transpiration rates common in the area has serious 
consequences on the expected crop acreage and yields. While dry land farming is an age old practice in 
Mandera, water harvesting techniques and skills are hardly applied in production by the local farmers. The 
major limitation is the lack of skills and knowledge coupled with low income base of the majority of the 
farmers. Access to essential cultivation hand tools is lacking in most cases. The situation has been further 
aggravated by the recurrent droughts that have wiped out the livestock wealth and have eroded their 
purchasing power. Past efforts by other development actors have been very minimal. 
 
The project will address ways of improving household food security by mitigating against factors that have 
lead to poor crop yields in central/Western Mandera. It will enhance the technical knowledge base of farmers 
and supply critical farming tools. The success of such an initiative has been proven effective. For example, 
upon completion of a similar approach in the past, water harvesting and management techniques training and 
the provision of critical hand tools have resulted in double crop yields within the course of one seasonal year. 
 
TOOLS AND TRAINING FOR DRY LAND FARMERS 
RACIDA proposes to build on its experience in dry land farming techniques to 40 farmers per focal 
community in eight focal areas. They will receive basic hand tools (shovels, hand scrapers, steel buckets and 
wheel barrows), which will be accompanied by a 3-day farmers training on water harvesting, conservation and 
management for crop production training. The course will cover the following topics: 
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 Principles of water harvesting for dry land farming; 
 Water conservation, harvesting and management for crop production; 
 Designing water harvesting structures; 
 Practical field layout designs and construction of water conservation and harvesting systems 

for crop production, including gully control systems for water dissemination; 
 Early planting and dry season planting; 
 Manure application; 
 Sorghum and maize production; 
 Indigenous technical knowledge on crop protection. 

 
LIVESTOCK RE- STOCKING 
It is absolutely necessary to conduct an emergency livestock re-stocking through the revenue accrued from the 
animals slaughtered so that families can re-stock later. The weakest animals will be identified for slaughter. A 
total of 800 animals will be slaughtered and officers of the District Public health office (DPHO) will inspect 
all the meat. Communities involved will participate in all the stages of project execution. This intervention will 
complement the current food aid and is a source of needed protein for the EMOP food aid recipients. It is 
anticipated that targeted households will access about 200-250 Kcal requirement per person per day for a 
period of one month. About 300 most vulnerable households in six centres will have access to protein for over 
a period of 1 month. 
 
Project implementation methodology 
Improvements in access to clean drinking water and the reduction of average walking distances to water points 
will have a more positive impact on women than men, since drawing water for household use is an activity 
handled by women. Women will be represented equally in the water management committee training and the 
management of Berkads and earth pans. These responsibilities will help consolidate women’s leadership 
positions in the community and sharing of activities by both men and women.  
 
The project plans to include the awareness and prevention of HIV/AIDS in every community workshop in the 
areas of operation within the district. Basic facts about HIV/AIDS will be conveyed in a participatory fashion 
along with reinforced messages from selected video presentations 
 
Local participation at the community level is fundamental to the success of this project. Recipient communities 
have already expressed their interest and willingness to undertake the water projects and training, especially on 
environmental management. Their views will be central to each community project. In addition, communities 
will be required to contribute casual labour, provide room and board for the artisans hired by RACIDA and 
supply of water as necessary for construction activities. Community involvement, coupled with training is 
integral to build a sense of ownership of their new or refurbished facilities. 
 
Inputs for project implementation 
RACIDA which have been managing programmes in Mandera are best placed for ensuring drought mitigation, 
continuity of rural development initiatives and strengthening local communities capacity to cope with droughts 
and other disaster related hazards. RACIDA has its head office in Mandera town with an operational base in 
the Rhamu trading centre. The organisation is equipped with computers, fax and telephone communications, 
photocopiers, VHF radio (base and mobile units) and transport. 
 
Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation 

 It is assumed that the on-going government co-operation will be continued.  
 It is also assumed that clan conflicts, which were experienced in the course of the year in the project 

area, will not erupt again.  
  
 
 
Implementation Timetable 
Below is a tentative implementation timetable. This gives an indication of the proposed activity start and finish 
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dates. 
 

Description  Month 
 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 
Comm. mobn + 
particn 

            

Personnel 
identification 

            

Purchase of 
materials 

            

Transport of 
materials 

            

Berkads site 
selection and 
construction 

          
  

    
  

      

Training water 
harvesting  

            

Water tuckering             
Purchase of 
hand tools and 
distribution  

            

Livestock Off 
take 

            

Monitoring 
/supervision 

            

 
All site selection and construction activities (especially relating to Berkads) will be undertaken as early as 
possible in the project life, before the onset of the long rains, in April/May 2006. 
 
Transition or exit strategy 
The project aims to instil confidence in the communities in which it is working with and establish replicable 
technologies such as water harvesting for dry land farming, household tanks and Berkads. The project team 
will also help identify other activities in the operational areas, which will benefit the communities to be more 
secure and organised. 
 
VII. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE  
 
The management and responsibility for the interventions will reside with NCA Area Representative Office, 
Nairobi. The day-to-day administration of the relief and rehabilitation activities will be carried out by 
RACIDA. NCA however will be fully accountable in the overall implementation of the project. Financial 
support is sent via the headquarters in Norway or through the Nairobi office to RACIDA. Every project is 
given a project Identification Number (PID). Transactions will be well monitored through the head office, 
including relevant agreements, recipients bank verifications and accounting procedures, history of credibility 
and capacities. The project funds will be disbursed directly to RACIDA by NCA Oslo, after authorisation and 
approval and, strictly after an agreement is signed.  
 
VIII. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATIONS 
 
The implementing partners with direct supervision of NCA will actively follow up the project. Project 
implementation will be monitored carefully by the program staff including the Project and Field Co-
ordinators, Agriculture co-ordinator, Assistant Water Co-ordinator, Community Animators, District Water 
Office technicians and by members of the DSG.  The project will conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the 
project towards the end of the implementation stage. The evaluation done by NCA and will be quite helpful in 
analysing the experience of RACIDA and the communities and drawing necessary lessons for improvement. 
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NCA will maintain its regular field visits in the project area, consultation with the programmatic and financial 
personnel. The NCA Areas Representative will submit necessary progress and final narratives and audit 
reports as per the ACT procedures.  
 
Reporting Schedule: 
 Interim narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 August 2006 within one month 

following mid-term of project. 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 March 2007 within two months of end of 

project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 30 April 2007. 

 
IX. CO-ORDINATION 
 
Co-ordination within the project 
The project will be co-ordinated by the various community based committees under the supervision of 
RACIDA’s field staff.  Skilled artisans hired by RACIDA will be doing the masonry work and tank building 
to ensure quality.  
 
Co-ordination with other ACT members 
NCA will continue to participate in consultative meetings with ACT Nairobi Forum and will ensure that 
discussions and decisions on the Appeal are channelled to RACIDA.  
 
Co-ordination with other organisations in the area of intervention 
One of the strengths of Mandera is that the district has an established planning body, the District Steering 
Group (DSG).  This body comprises non-governmental and GoK institutions. RACIDA has grown in 
importance over the last few years as an active and respected member of this group. The DSG is an excellent 
forum which plans, discusses and approves activities in the district. RACIDA staff have built long-term 
relationships with other important organisations and individuals in the district, including, Ministry of Water 
and Natural Resource.  RACIDA has a working partnership with UNICEF Kenya country office and other 
international and local NGOs like CORDAID, Emergency Pastoral Assistance Group (EPAG) and Women for 
Peace and Development (WFPD). 
 
X. BUDGET – NCA-RACIDA 
 
Estimated Expenditure 
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE     
Crisis Phase     
Food Relief Assistance     
Livestock off take animals 800 20 16,000 
Non Food Relief Assistance     
water trucking to 12 Centre  units 12 4,667 56,004 
     
Direct Program Related Costs     
Salaries & benefits for staff (e.g. nutritionist, engineers, and logistician)    
District water engineer and DSG monitoring person 40 27 1,080 
     
Sub Total    73,084 
     
Post Crisis Phase     
Rehabilitation - food Security, livelihood,     
Tools for water harvesting/conservation units 200 54 10,800 
Training in water harvesting/conservation person 300 54 16,200 
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
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Construction of water tanks 135 cum units 3 18,667 56,001 
     
Direct Program Related Costs     
Salaries & benefits for staff (e.g. nutritionist, engineers, and logistician)    
Staff capacity building units 2 1,000 2,000 
     
Sub Total    85,001 
     
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    158,085 
     
TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING     
Transport     
Hire/ Rental of Vehicles 1 4x4 12 1267 15,204 
Fuel lts 12 400 4,800 
Warehousing     
Rental of warehouse     
Wages for Security/ Guards persons 24 135 3,240 
Handling     
Wages for labourers person 12 100 1,200 
Wages for Drivers person 12 200 2,400 
     
TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING    26,844 
     
PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION, OPERATIONS & SUPPORT    
Staff salaries      
Program Director) person 12 1,000 12,000 
Finance Director) person 12 534 6,408 
Water officer person 12 650 7,800 
Office Operations     
Office rent units 12 267 3,204 
Office Utilities units 12 14 168 
Office stationery units 12 14 168 
Communications      
Telephone and fax units 12 14 168 
Other      
Bank charges 2% units 1  3,964 
     
TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT    33,880 
     
AUDIT & MONITORING     
Audit of ACT Funds Estimate 1 2,000 2,000 
Monitoring & Evaluation Estimate 1 2,000 2,000 
     
TOTAL AUDIT & MONITORING    4,000 
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    222,809 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. IMPLEMENTING ACT PARTNER 
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 Norwegian Church Aid. 
 
II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
The Presbyterian Church of East Africa (PCEA) 
Founded in 1891, the PCEA is one of the mainstream churches in Kenya. It has for over the last 100 years 
been involved in various humanitarian emergencies and relief operations. Its Board for Social Responsibility 
(BSR) was created in 1979 to organise, supervise and maintain PCEA’s social development activities and 
humanitarian projects. The BSR has been involved in several emergency responses. For example it provided 
food relief and seed distribution in Ikutha and Mutha Divisions of the Kitui District in 2005. It has also 
implemented similar but smaller programmes in Kambaland, Maasailand, Samburu, Tana River and Garissa.   
 
PCEA has a committee dealing with disaster management and mitigation. The committee comprises people 
who have been trained on disaster management by Church World Service and Norwegian Church Aid in the 
on-going ACT capacity building initiatives. These initiatives have enhanced its skills in responding to 
disasters and have given PCEA the exposure to ACT principles and guidelines, the Humanitarian Code of 
Conduct and the SPHERE standards. 
 
III. DESCRIPTION of the EMERGENCY SITUATION 
 
Background 
Kitui District borders Machakos and Makueni to the west, Mwingi to the North, Tana River to the east and 
Taita Taveta to the south. The rains are bimodal and erratic, with long rains usually in April and May and short 
rains from October to December. Food security assessments conducted by the Kenya Food Security Steering 
Group (KFSSG) in January 2005 revealed that food security situation in substantial areas of the country 
including the Kitui District, is approaching a critical level. In December 2005, food security declined rapidly 
in the Kitui District.  
 
IV. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 
 
Current situation in the area of proposed response 
In Ikutha and Mutha, food availability is very limited in most parts because of poor crop harvest. Many 
households have exhausted their food stocks, leading to a rise in the number of vulnerable people. The 
purchasing power of most people is already very low due to high cereal prices, limited income earning 
opportunities and low livestock sales. The negative impact of the high prices is felt by more than two-thirds of 
the population who are net importers of maize. The price of a 2 kg packet of maize meal has doubled during 
the past year and is being sold at Ksh. 62 (US$ 0.8), relative to the normal Ksh. 32 (US$0.4. Studies show that 
90% of households are food insecure. Although no major disease epidemics have so far been reported, high 
levels of malnutrition have been recorded in several locations. Water is scarce and unsuitable for the 
communities. People had to travel over 30 km in search of water. Livestock are dying because of lack of water 
and pastures.  
 
Impact on human lives in the area of proposed response 
There are about 112,000 people affected in Ikutha and Mutha Divisions. However this project is responding to 
only 30% of the total affected population in these divisions.   
 
Schools are interrupted due to the increased food insecurity. Malnutrition level is high. Children, pregnant 
/lactating mothers and the elderly are suffering from psychosocial impact due to the interruption of normal 
way of life caused by the drought. Crops that were planted have withered and major seasonal rivers have dried 
up. Water points are overcrowded and polluted. As a way to raise income for survival, the affected 
communities are cutting trees for charcoal. 
 
Security situation in the area of proposed response 
At the moment there is no security concern in the region and the local community enjoys peaceful co-existence 
with its neighbours, although pasture/ water conflict have been reported in the Mutha Division between the 
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residents and the Somali pastoralists from the Tana River District.  
 
V. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 
 
Number, type and location 
The population of Ikutha is approximately 52,000. Over 90% of the population are in need of urgent food 
relief. Rainfall distribution over the seasons has been very poor and far below normal expectations for both the 
short and long rain seasons. Pasture performance over the year has been poor while deforestation has increased 
due to tree harvesting for charcoal burning. The community continued to rely on relief food, game cropping, 
wild vegetables and wild fruits and nuts. 
 
The situation in the Mutha division is far worse than its neighbour Ikutha. The area of about 70,000 people has 
not experienced any substantial rain in the last four years. Health and nutrition situations in the division are 
reported to be poor and are deteriorating with deaths of children and old people recorded in several areas. The 
chronic food and water insecurity in the district needs to be addressed with longer term as opposed to the 
short-term interventions.  As pans, rock catchments and storage tanks dry up, boreholes remain the only source 
of permanent water in the interior parts of the District. However, these boreholes often break down as pressure 
continues to intensify not only from human and livestock populations, but also tankers ferrying water to 
drought victims.   
 
Criteria for the selection 
The project aims to assist families that need special attention, based on their nutrition level and communal 
borehole sites. The exercise is in full adherence of the principles of the Code of Conduct.  
 
VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Goal  
Provision of timely relief food, seeds and water to Ikutha and Mutha divisions of the Kitui district. 
 
Objectives  
 To provide seeds and food relief for a population of 22,000 people by end of November 2006. 
 To purchase one water rig, repair two boreholes and drill two new boreholes by November 2006.  

 
Activities 
 
The table below shows how the activities will flow 

Jan 
06 

Feb 06 Mar 06 Apr 
06 

May 
06  

Jun
06 

Jul 
06 

Oct 
06 

Nov 
06 

ACTIVITY 

 Early Late Early Late       
Make appeal  x           
Re-activation of 
Relief Operation 
Committees  

 x          

Identification of 
target beneficiaries  

           

Secure Funding   x         
Seed Purchase & 
Transportation 

  x         

Seed Distribution   x         
Purchase of Drilling 
Equipment 

  x         

Identification of 
target drilling sites 

   x        

Actual Drilling work    x x x x x x   
Continuous          x x 
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monitoring, 
evaluation & 
reporting  
Finalisation of the 
project & Reporting 

         x x 

 
The table below shows the relief food requirement  
Relief food requirement (80%) household for December 2005 
 
Division Maize  

10Kg/HH 
Beans 
20Kg/HH 

Cowpeas 
5Kg/HH 

Sorghum 
2Kg/HH 

Powdered Milk 
1Kg/HH 

Mutha 26,000 15,000 12,000 10,000 15,000 
Ikutha 14,000   5,000    8,000   5,000   5,000 
Total 40,000 Kg 20,000Kg 20,000Kg 15,000Kg 20,000Kg 
 (40 Tons) (20 Tons) (20 Tons) (15 Tons) (20 Tons) 
 
The table below shows the seed requirement  
 
Division Maize  

10Kg/HH 
Beans 
20Kg/HH 

Cowpeas 
5Kg/HH 

Sorghum 
2Kg/HH 

Finger 
Millet 
1Kg/HH 

G./Grams 
1Kg/HH 

Mutha 8,000   4,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,500 
Ikutha 7,000   3,000 1,000 1,000 1,000     500 
Total 15,000 Kg 7,000Kg 2,000Kg 2,000Kg 2,000Kg 2,000Kg 
 (15 Tons) (7 Tons) (2 Tons) (2 Tons) (2 Tons) (2 Tons) 
 
Water project 
PCEA aims to provide safe and adequate water through drilling new boreholes. It intends to drill a 
minimum of one borehole in each division besides exploring viable alternative water sources. For this to be 
achieved, the current PCEA’s shallow well drilling facilities need to be upgraded. Currently, the facility is 
only able to drill up to a depth of 45 m, which is quite inadequate for drilling boreholes, and wells that can 
withstand the long dry spell in Kitui. Boreholes, which need to be repaired urgently, are located in Mathima, 
Ikutha and Ndilili, Mutha. 
 
Summary of water activities 
 
No. Activity Remarks 
1. Borehole Repair  Costs inclusive of required spares, transport and 

officers subsistence. 
 Water Department to provide technicians. 

2. Boreholes which needs 
drilling 

 The areas are already surveyed and identified; PCEA 
plans to upgrade its drilling facilities at a cost of US$ 
42,000; it will seek funding for the initial two boreholes 
and then integrate commercial drilling with the social 
responsibility aspect. 

 
Project implementation methodology 
PCEA will be responsible for this Appeal on the ground while NCA will take the overall responsibility to 
ensure the smooth running of the Appeal. The beneficiaries will be involved in the maintenance of boreholes. 
The local community committee will identify the beneficiaries, and be involved in the day-to-day monitoring 
of the project.  
 
PCEA is fully aware of the principles of the Code of Conduct. It has been integrating these principles in the 
process of raising this appeal and will continue to respect them during the project implementation. The 
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SPHERE standards are also included as part of every stage of the project cycle. Respect for gender is critical 
while, environment degradation through charcoal burning, which is currently on going will be an area of 
advocacy and awareness raising. Capacity building in borehole maintenance, issue of HIV/AIDS and 
environmental degradation will be integrated in the project. 
 
Inputs for project implementation 
The main equipment needed is a borehole rig. Hired vehicles for transporting food will be needed as well.  
 
Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation 
It is assumed that the government will continue to provide relief food for the communities that are not assisted 
by this Appeal.  In case of low funding, a revision of the activities will be considered. 
 
Implementation Timetable 
 
DURATION ACTIVITY 
January 2006 Making an Appeal/Application 
February 2006 Re-activation of Relief Operation Committees 
January/February 2006 Identification of target beneficiaries  
February/March 2006 Secure Funding and food distribution 
April 2006 Seed Purchase & Transportation 
April 2006 Seed Distribution  
April 2006 Identification & Purchase drilling equipment 
May 2006 Identification of target drilling sites 
May – October 2006 Actual Drilling work 
November/December 2006 Finalisation of the project & Reporting 

 
Transition or Exit strategy 
PCEA will continue its work in food security mitigation, through its Board of Social Responsibility (BSR). 
Capacity building is expected to ensure the community is proactive in looking at local solutions.  
 
VII. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE  
 
The management and responsibility for the interventions will reside with NCA Area Representative Office, 
Nairobi. The day-to-day administration of the relief and rehabilitation activities will be carried out by PCEA 
through the BSR. NCA however will be fully accountable towards the implementation of the project. Financial 
support is sent via the headquarters in Norway or through the Nairobi office to PCEA. Every project is given a 
project Identification Number (PID). Transactions including relevant agreements, recipient’s bank 
verifications, and accounting procedures, history of credibility and capacities will be well monitored through 
the head office. NCA Oslo will disburse the project funds directly to PCEA after authorisation and approval 
and, strictly after an agreement. 
 
VIII. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATIONS 
 
NCA has made a field visit to the project area. This sort of visit will be continued regularly in the 
implementation period. NCA shall obtain from PCEA the narrative and financial reports as well as audit. The 
NCA Area Representative will submit necessary progress and final narratives and audit reports as per the ACT 
procedures.  
 
Reporting Schedule: 
 Interim narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 July 2006 within one month following 

mid-term of project. 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 28 February 2007 within two months of 

end of project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 31 March 2007. 
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IX. CO-ORDINATION 
 
Co-ordination within the project 
PCEA will attend regular meetings of the Steering Committees at village level for the operational co-
ordination.  
 
Co-ordination with other ACT members 
At the national level, consultative meetings among ACT Nairobi Forum members will be continued. PCEA 
attends ACT meetings. This Appeal proposal was indeed presented to ACT before submission. The PCEA will 
take up the leading role in ensuring a continuous co-ordination among the active local church partners in each 
district.  
 
Co-ordination with other organisations in the area of intervention 
The overall co-ordination of the relief operation will be carried out by the BSR of PCEA. This includes co-
ordination with GoK, UN Agencies and other actors as well as among the church partners. 
 
X. BUDGET - Presbyterian Church of East Africa 
 
Estimated Expenditure 
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE     
Provision of relief food Beans) Tonnes             20  476 9,520 
Provision of relief food (Maize) Tonnes             40  229 9,160 
Provision of relief food (Sorgum) Tonnes             15  600 9,000 
Provision of relief food (Cowpeas) Tonnes             20  314 6,280 
Provision of relief food (Powered Milk) Tonnes             20  714 14,280 
Provision of Agro Seeds (Maize) Tonnes             15  571 8,565 
Provision of Agro Seeds (Beans) Tonnes               7  714 4,998 
Provision of Agro Seeds (Cowpeas) Tonnes               2  786 1,572 
Provision of Agro Seeds (Sorgum) Tonnes               2  429 858 
Provision of Agro Seeds Finger millet) Tonnes               2  429 858 
Provision of Agro Seeds (Green Grams) Tonnes               2  714 1,428 
Sub - Total Crisis    66,519 
     
Post Crisis Phase (Bore - holes Rehabilitation)     
Mathima bore hole    860 
Ndilili Bore hole    860 
Sub - Total Repairs    1,720 
     
Bore holes to be drilled     
One in Ikutha                1  1,555 1,555 
One in Mutha                1  1,555 1,555 
Sub - Total Borehole drilling    3,110 
     
Upgrading PCEA's Shallow well rig                1  42,000 42,000 
     
Direct Programme Related Costs     
Project Co-ordinator Month               6  100 600 
Logistician Month               6  100 600 
Field Coordinator Month               6  100 600 
Accountant Month               6  100 600 
Seed/Food Monitors Month             12  100 1,200 
Sub Total    3,600 
     
Transport     
Transport & Distribution of Food and seeds Tons * Km           145  86 12,470 
     
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
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 Type Unit USD USD 
Operational Costs     
Travel cost days             25  24 600 
Telephone & Electronic mails units           200  2 400 
Stationery supplies and Video documentation                1  900 900 
Vehicle running cost litres         2,000  1 1,840 
Sub Total Operational costs    3,740 
     
Audit, Evaluation and Monitoring     
Audit of ACT Funds LS               1  600 600 
Monitoring & Evaluation LS               1  1,200 1,200 
NCA Project Monitoring LS               1  1,500 1,500 
Total Audit & Monitoring    3,300 
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE     136,459 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER  
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 Anglican Church of Kenya 
 
II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER and PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
The Anglican Church of Kenya (ACK) has a following of at least four million people. It is the second largest 
denomination in terms of numbers after the Roman Catholic Church.  The church is divided into 29 dioceses, 
each under the leadership of a diocesan bishop. The dioceses are organised into nine clusters called Regional 
Christian Community Services (RCCS) each cluster comprising of neighbouring (2-5) dioceses. The RCCSs 
are registered as companies and conduct development work on behalf of the respective clusters of dioceses. 
 
The RCCS implements programmes such as advocacy, agriculture and livestock, food security, disaster 
mitigation and preparedness, health, improved livelihoods, water and sanitation, HIV/AIDS, micro-enterprise, 
economic justice and governance. 
 
The RCCS has structures of regional co-ordinators and technical staff in fields of health, water and sanitation, 
education, agriculture, accountants and relief operations. A national office - Directorate of Social Services 
(DOSS) facilitates and co-ordinates the RCCS and diocesan development initiatives. 
 
ACK has a record of implementing emergency response and disaster mitigation programmes for over 20 years. 
DOSS has a disaster preparedness and mitigation programme, which started in 1996 through which it has 
developed adequate capacity for disaster response among Christian Community Service (CCS) staff and 
clergy. ACK staff have been involved in relief distribution and response during the famines and droughts of 
1994,1996-1997, 2003,2004 and in the 1998 bomb blast disaster. 
 
ACK Implementing Partners 
DOSS as a co-ordinating and facilitating office will receive and channel funds to RCCS. In this particular 
emergency Kajiado CCS, Ukamba Christian Community Services (UCCS), Pwani and Eldoret will respond in 
their respective areas. 
 
KAJIADO CCS 
Kajiado CCS has offices at the Masai Rural Training Centre (MRTC), Isenya. The Masai communities who 
are mainly pastoralist, though in recent times they have been practising farming inhabit the area. The CCS 
mission is to empower the communities to protect, manage and utilise in a sustainable manner the available 
resources. 
 
The programmes in the CCS are co-ordinated in seven sub- centres namely Isinya, Enkaroni, Torosei, Meto, 
Olkiramitian, Entapoia, Oltiasika and Najile. 
 
UKAMBANI CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES (UCCS) 
Ukambani Christian Community Services (UCCS) covers two dioceses- Machakos and Kitui. The area lies in 
the arid and semi-arid region (ASAL). The inhabitants are Kamba whose main source of livelihood is farming 
and livestock keeping. 
 
The UCCS has programmes in Kilome, Mwania, Kasunguni, Kako-Kyaluma, Kikumini, Kyethani, Katikoni, 
Syomunyu. It runs an integrated food security programme with major components in agriculture and livestock, 
water and sanitation, social development and health. 
 
PWANI CCS 
Pwani CCS incorporates the dioceses of Mombasa and Taita Taveta at the coast of Kenya. Pwani CCS has 
been involved in nursery school feeding programmes where it provided fortified unimix to children under five.  
It has projects in Kilifi-Bamba and Taita Taveta-Voi. The programmes are in food security, water and child 
skill development. 
 
ELDORET CCS 
The region covers the dioceses of Eldoret and Kitale.  Eldoret CCS has been involved in relief interventions at 
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different times. It has programmes that focus on integrated rural development programmes in agriculture, 
health etc. 
 
III. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREAS of PROPOSED RESPONSE  (per 

implementing partner) 
 
Current Situation 
 
KAJIADO CCS 
Kajiado has three districts and broad livelihood zones - 65% pastoralists, 15% agro-pastoralist, 10% 
agriculture and 10% urban. The district has a projected population of 532,235 based on the 1999 population 
census. The annual growth rate is estimated to be 5.1%. 
 
The effects of the current situation is being felt in all the zones and expected to persist in the pastoral and agro 
pastoral areas, especially in Mashuru, Central, Namanga, Lower Loitokitok, pastoral areas and Ngong, Magadi 
and Isenya. 
 
Pastoralists in the six divisions have migrated to distances ranging from 10 – 200 kms. The principal cause of 
the migration is pasture scarcity followed by water. This has a negative impact on livestock body condition, 
prices and household food security. 
 
Apart from high and medium potential areas of Loitokitok and irrigation area of Magadi and Loitokitok, the 
crops in other areas that were planted in October/November 2005 have succumbed to water stress and wilted.  
 
Households continue to depend on purchased cereals and pulses. Milk availability and accessibility is poor in 
most pastoral households. There is acute food insecurity in households that depend entirely on crop in the rain 
fed areas. 
 
The general health of the population is deteriorating. There are isolated cases of malaria, pneumonia and skin 
and eye infections particularly with children below five. The Ministry of Health has confirmed five deaths 
(four children and one adult) due to famine related diseases. The high stress level in food security in 
households and reduced income has caused low turn- out in schools.  
 
UKAMBANI CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES (UCCS) 
Ukambani Christian Community Services (UCCS) covers five districts in the Eastern province – Machakos, 
Kitui, Makueni, Mwingi and Garissa. These areas lie in the arid and semi-arid lands region. It is estimated 
that about 80% of the population in the region live below poverty line, a situation that has been aggravated by 
population increase, unreliable rainfall, dependency syndrome, HIV/AIDS, unemployment, lack of industries 
and strong attachment to livestock. 
 
Some of the UCCS targeted areas are experiencing longer drought spells. For example Kitise, Kasunguni and 
Kako in Makuenu have not had a single harvest since the past six seasons.  
 
Pastures have been exhausted, leading to death and weak livestock.  Milk and milk products have become 
scarce. The five districts are facing very acute water shortage for humans and animals. Most of the areas 
depend on seasonal rivers, which are already dry. There is poor and deteriorating nutritional status for general 
population and also for children under five.  
 
ELDORET CCS 
People in the arid districts of Turkana, west Pokot, Keiyo and Marakwet are suffering due to lack of food 
which has been aggravated by lack of rains or erratic rains in the last two years. Those affected especially 
women and children are suffering from severe malnutrition.  
 
The affected communities are experiencing severe diseases like malaria. This situation has been compounded 
by the lack of medical supplies to the affected population.  
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Impact on human lives I the areas of proposed response 
These areas are experiencing food shortages, scarcity of water, pastures resources and worsening cases of 
malnutrition among children. This has resulted in catastrophic effects with a number of people and thousands 
of livestock dead especially in the pastoral areas. According to meteorologists, the drought situation is 
expected to get worse until the beginning of the long-rains season in March and April 2006. Several sectors 
are likely to be affected and the economy is likely to slow down. 
 
Location for proposed response 
 

Kajiado CCS 
The project will target nursery schools in Isinya Division -Isinya, Olturoto locations and central Division- 
Loiyankalani and South Keekonyokie locations. 
 
Ukamba CCS 
The project will target nursery school children and those affected by HIV/AIDS in Makueni District -  Kako -
Kyaluma, Mwania, Kikumini, Kilome Locations, Machakos district- Kasunguni location, Kitui District- 
Katikoni location and Mwingi district- Syomunyu location. 
 
Pwani CCS 
The project will target population in Taita Taveta district - Voi location, Kwale district - Kinango location, 
Kilifi district - Ganze/ Bamba locations and Malindi district-Malava location. 
 
Eldoret CCS 
Eldoret CCS will target affected people in Turkana district- Katilu, central, tarkwel Divisions, Marakwet 
district - Chesego, Tot divisions, Keiyo district - Soy division and West Pokot district- Kacheliba, Chepareria 
and 
Kapenguria divisions. 
 
These locations were chosen because they are the hardest hit areas in the district. In addition, there are no other 
partners working in these areas; the Government has not started targeting these areas for intervention.  
 
ACK is well placed to do effective work, as there are ACK congregations in all these areas. The RCCS have 
started development initiatives in some of the areas. The RCCS clergy and staff will also render their 
assistance in implementing the programmes. 
 
IV. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 
 
Kajiado CCS 
The project will focus on the most vulnerable groups in the divisions comprising nursery school children, 
pregnant mothers, elderly and those affected by HIV/AIDS. The project will provide nutritious meals to the 
target groups. This will be done through nursery school feeding programme.  
 
It will target 1,200 nursery school children in 40 schools. These schools have been selected due to the severity 
of the drought in the areas. There are school management committees in place who will oversee the feeding 
programme.  
 
The project will also target dairy herd by purchasing animal feed. 
 
Ukambani CCS 
The project will target 2,050 nursery school children in 41 schools in the four districts. It will also target 
HIV/AIDS infected people living near the schools. In addition, it will assist the affected communities in 
accessing water from around the schools. 
Pwani CCS 
The project will target 168,560 people, particularly children, the elderly and the sick. 
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Eldoret CCS 
The project will target 10% of the affected people ie 13,800 families with an emphasis on children, women 
and men in the identified divisions. It will supplement what all other stakeholders are doing in the provision of 
maize, beans, oil and salt. It will provide full rations as recommended by the WFP/WHO.  
 
V. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Goal 
To provide nutritious food to the affected communities and provide water tankering for domestic and livestock 
use for a period of eight months as well as feed 200 dairy cattle in Isinya and Central divisions for higher milk 
yields. 
 
Objectives 
 To collect data on a continuous basis on the situation on the ground to ensure that the most vulnerable are 

given priority. 
 To mobilise resources in cash and in kind from both local and international partners. 
 Provide nutritious supplementary feeding in 40 nursery schools. 
 Provide hay to 200 cattle. 
 Provide relief food to families affected by drought in north rift Districts. 
 To improve and strengthen the health of nursery schools pupils as well as people living with HIV/AIDS 

from the schools surroundings. 
 Restore hope and confidence of the people in the CCS regions earmarked for support for water harvesting 

initiatives. 
 
Activities 
 Identify specific beneficiaries. 
 Recruitment and briefing of food monitors and relief staff. 
 Provide supplementary feed to 200 dairy herds. 
 Provide clean drinking water to 40 nursery in the divisions. 
 Protection and equipping shallow wells water pans and subsurface dams. 
 De-silting earth dam. 
 Provide unimix / grain amaranth flour to the 40 nursery schools.  
 Provide 24 plastic water tanks of 2,300 litres to nursery / primary schools. 
 Strengthen the MRTC hay Unit department to improve capacity to hold hay stock for the institution and 

farmer’s livestock needed at times of scarcity.  
 Purchase water bouncer of 2,000 litres –to carry water to the schools. 
 Purchase of food supplies – maize and beans. 
 Distribution of the relief food. 
 Collaboration and networking with all stakeholders. 
 Participate in national, district- DSG’s food security forums and meetings 
 Contract staff in the project. 
 Purchase project vehicle- the vehicle will be used by the DOSS in development work. 

 
Project implementation methodology 
 

Regions  Proposed assistance 
Kajiado CCS Ukambani Pwani  Eldoret 

Supplementary feeding 
- nutritious ujimix 

20 nursery schools 20 nursery schools   

Purchase of water tanks 24 tanks    
Purchase hay and dairy 
meal 

200 herds    

Purchase water bouncer  The centre has 2 tractors; one will 
be assigned to transport of water to 
schools. 

   

Capacity building of 20 schools, MRTC management 20 schools   
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committees committee 
Purchase tractor rake, 
mower and  
Construct hay barn 

1 tractor 
1 mower 
 
 

   

Planting seeds 200 households 200 households 300hhs 300 hhs 
Provision of water  2shallow wells 

4 pans 
2 shallow well- 
4ubsurface dams, 
earth dam 
Drilling and 
equipping1 borehole 
- extension of 
borehole water 
 

  

Provision of relief 
supplies 

  168,560 
people 

13,800 
families 

 
ACK will only target her interventions to specific target groups i.e. under fives, pregnant and lactating 
mothers, elderly and those affected by HIV/AIDS. The under fives will be targeted through nursery school 
feeding program, the pregnant and lactating mothers will be identified during the ante-natal and post natal care 
clinics by Kajiado CCS mobile clinic. Meanwhile, Ukamba CCS will work together with the health centres. 
The elderly and HIV/AIDS affected will be identified through congregations/ parishes. 
 
The project will be implemented through the respective Regional Christian Community Services (RCCS).  The 
RCCS will plan, implement, monitor and evaluate the project activities. They will work together with their 
respective boards/ committees. The RCCS will work in collaboration with other stakeholders in their 
respective areas. They will ensure there is no duplication of interventions or double targeting. 
 
The water project will target the nursery schools and communities where water is scare; water will be supplied 
to tanks and used for preparing meals and drinking for the children. Through the technical advice of the RCCS 
staff, wastewater will be recycled for re-use. The RCCS will also try to build capacity of committees in 
organising water harvesting through roof catchments during the long rain season. The water will be used 
through the dry seasons in the future. Community members will use shallow wells and water pans. RCCS will 
ensure these projects are sustainable by integrating them in their regular development work. 
 
ACK has been mobilising resources through its congregations in areas that are not severely affected all over 
the country. It is still receiving and anticipating more donations from congregations in form of food, clothing, 
logistical support etc.  
 
All the required relief items are available locally. ACK will source maize, amaranth, sorghum, and millet, 
planting seeds and hay. ACK has a considerable number of personnel for work in this project. 
 

ACK/ RCCS has policies in place that incorporates the principles on the NGO code of conduct, sexual 
exploitation, abuse of power and corruption. The emergency response will take into consideration all these 
issues. The SPHERE standards will be observed during the emergency and recovery period. Food rations and 
water supplied will be of good quality and tested for human consumption. 
 
Inputs for project implementation 
The project will need: 
 Food items - maize, beans, unimix and oil  
 Non-food items - storage water tanks, water bouncer, tractor rake, tractor mower, Planting seeds, cement, 

sand, wires 
 Project Officer 
 Logistician 
 Project supervisors - work with communities, RCCS to ensure project is implemented as per plan, 

assist in coming up with programmes to mitigate disasters ( these will be staff within RCCS who have 
been involved in disaster work before)  
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 Field monitors - community members identified to monitor the emergency work  
 Secretary  
 Driver 
 Accounts staff  
 A vehicle -will be assigned for field visits, used to monitor the rehabilitation components in this 

appeal. 
 Mower, water bouncer, tractor rake - will be used in accessing hay to the Isinya centre and the 

communities around it.  
 
Food and non-food items have a budget provision for transport. The RCCS will use the RCCS vehicles to 
move to different stations. The DOSS vehicles will also be used when in the fields. 
 

Planning assumptions, Constraints and prioritisation 
ACK assumes that no other partner will be in the targeted areas by the time the appeal receives funding. In 
case other partners intend to target these areas, the same criteria will be used to identify other target groups. 
ACK will reduce the target number and activities if it receives low funding. 
 
Priority will be given to those groups of people who have not benefited or not being targets of other partners. 
 
The ACK and RCCS structures are managed by a series of Board that is independent and impartial.  The 
boards have financial policies, but they will not affect the implementation of the project. 
 
Implementation timetable 
Activity When Who 
Reconstitution of relief committees February RCCS 
Debriefing of committees February RCCS 
Identification of specific beneficiaries February RCCS/ committees 
Purchase of food and non-food item February- March RCCS/ DOSS 
Distribution of food and non-food item March- June RCCS/ committee 
Protection & equipping shallow well, de-silting earth dam,  
rehabilitation of water pans  March-October RCCS 
Capacity building of staff & boards March & Sept RCCS 
Provide planting seeds March RCCS 
Field visits-monitoring and evaluation February- Dec RCCS/DOSS/ANF members 
Rehabilitation activities in school March-Dec RCCS 
Reporting February-Dec RCCS/DOSS 
Evaluation and audit December RCCS/DOSS/ANF members 
 

Transition from emergency 
Long rains are expected in March 2006. ACT therefore plans to supply the communities with planting seeds. 
As rain patterns have become irregular and unpredictable. ACK will encourage the communities to plant quick 
maturing crops. 
 
The project will need to build the capacity of the RCCS staff and board members to be able to implement the 
project in a sustainable way and create some impact by the end of the project period. The project will take part 
time the services of RCCS nutritionist water engineer, disaster management volunteers and nurse. The project 
will hire RCCS vehicles needed in transporting and monitoring purposes. 
 
The KAJIADO RCCS at its livestock unit at Isinya Masai Rural Training Centre will use a tractor, mower and 
water bouncer for preparedness purposes.  
 
The earth dams, shallow wells, borehole, sub- surface dams and earth dam will have development committees 
who will oversee the daily running and operations of the facilities. The CCS staff will work with these 
committees to monitor the management of the project, since these areas are also within the CCS operational 
areas. 
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VI. ADMINISTRATION and FINANCE 
 
Project administration 
The directorate of Social services (DOSS) co-ordinates this Appeal at national level. The department operates 
separate bank accounts for all programmes including emergency funds. The programme staff in the 
development, health, HIV/AIDS units – 3 programme staff, 1 accountant, 1 support staff will monitor the 
project in all the regions in conjunction with the regional co-ordinators. DOSS will submit the mid-term and 
end of project report to all stakeholders. The Regional co-ordinators are the chief executive officers in each 
region that is governed by a board. The members of the boards are professionals drawn for the dioceses that 
constitute the RCCS. 
 
The Regional co-ordinator is in charge of the procurement, distribution, monitoring, evaluating and reporting 
for the project activities. The technical staff in each region - the disaster staff, nutritionist, nurse and water 
technician will work as a team as they co-ordinate the project. The school committees will oversee the feeding 
programme and water projects in the schools. 
 
Project finance management and controls 
ACK institutions have financial policies in place. DOSS is served by an accountant and accounts clerk and 
operates separate bank accounts from the main church account. This measure has been in place to ensure that 
project funds are properly administered and accounted for. The RCCS similarly have accounting staff to 
handle their project funds in a transparent manner. 
 
Funds will be received by DOSS office and disbursed to the RCCS according to the proposal. Funds will be 
used to procure needed supplies at regional levels. Narrative and financial reports will originate from the 
RCCS and be consolidated at DOSS for forwarding to stakeholders. 
 
VII. MONITORING, REPORTING and EVALUATION 
 
The DOSS staff conducts regular monitoring of all the RCCS, while the RCCS staff does the same on a 
regular basis. The project will be co-ordinated by the Project Officer for Development, Health and HIV/AIDS 
at DOSS. The RCCS plans to implement and monitor the project activities. They will in turn provide the 
narrative and financial reports to DOSS, who will compile and share them out with partners. 
 
DOSS will make field visits to the RCCS to monitor the progress of the interventions and also plan with them 
the next course of action. 
 
RCCS will do the day-to-day running of the specific area activities. Each RCCS will prepare work plans and 
monthly progress reports to DOSS. 
 
To ensure that the Relief Operation by churches is co-ordinated with other efforts from other stakeholders, the 
RCCS will actively participate in all relief/ emergency meetings organised in their target areas. This will 
include being active members of respective DSGs. 
 
The RCCS will ensure all reporting deadlines and procedures are adhered to. 
 
Reporting Schedule: 
 Interim narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 August 2006 within one month 

following mid-term of project. 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 March 2007 within two months of end of 

project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 30 April 2007. 

 
VIII. CO-ORDINATION  
 
ACK will co-operate with the government and other agencies on the ground and this includes information 
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exchange, technical expertise and security in the remote areas. This is hoped to enhance efficiency, 
effectiveness and reduce duplication. 
 
IX. BUDGET – Anglican Church of Kenya 
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE   
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget  Budget 
 Type Unit KES  KES  USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE      
Pre-crisis      
Food relief assistance      
Identification of specific beneficiaries - Pwani/Eldoret Days 20 4,000 80,000 1,111 
Recruitment and briefing of food monitors, relief staff Days 10 4,000 40,000 556 
Reconstitution of relief committees Days 2 10,000 20,000 278 
Purchase unimix for 1,000 children - 500bags Kg 500  8,000 4,000,000 55,556 
Purchase 2,000 bags on beans Kg 1,000 5,000 5,000,000 69,444 
Purchase 3,000 bags of maize Kg 3,000 1,600 4,800,000 66,667 
Purchase 24 water tanks of 2,000 litres Lumpsum 24 15,000 360,000 5,000 
Purchase tractor pulled water bouncer-2,000 litres Lumpsum 1 400,000 400,000 5,556 
Purchase 10,000 bales of hay Lumpsum 10,000 200 2,000,000 27,778 
Purchase 1 tractor rake Lumpsum 1 200,000 200,000 2,778 
Purchase 1 mower Lumpsum 1 450,000 450,000 6,250 
Construct 1 hay storage facility Lumpsum 1 100,000 100,000 1,389 
Sub-total    17,450,000 242,361 
      
Post- crisis phase      
Protection and equipping of 4 shallow wells months 4 50,000 200,000 2,778 
Rehabilitation of 4 water pans Months 4 50,000 200,000 2,778 
Desilting 1 earth dam months 1 300,000 300,000 4,167 
Rehabilitate 4 subsurface dams months 4 200,000 800,000 11,111 
Provide planting seeds 1000H/Hs-drought resistant crops kg 1,000 200 200,000 2,778 
Capacity building of staff and boards Persons 6 100,000 600,000 8,333 
Sub-total    2,300,000 31,944 
      
Direct programme related cost      
Allowances for 8 programme staff and 4 accounts clerks months 12 10,000 120,000 1,667 
Allowances for boards 2 meetings months 8 20,000 160,000 2,222 
Collaboration & networking- attending food security mtgs months 12 5,000 60,000 833 
Sub-total    340,000 4,722 
      
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    20,090,000 279,028 
      
TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING AND HANDLING      
Transport Months 8 50,000 400,000 5,556 
Hire vehicles to transport food Months 8 50,000 400,000 5,556 
Fuel - for the tractor to be used in transporting water Months 12 5,000 60,000 833 
Warehousing      
Rental of stores months 8 1,000 8,000 111 
wages of security guards months 12 2,000 24,000 333 
Handling      
Wages of labourers months 12 1,000 12,000 167 
Wages of drivers Months 4 2,000 8,000 111 
      
TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING   912,000 12,667 
      
CAPITAL ASSETS      
1 four wheel Toyota for project officer disaster preparedness and mitigation programme  2,000,000 27,778 
TOTAL CAPITAL ASSETS    2,000,000 27,778 
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget  Budget 
 Type Unit KES  KES  USD 
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INDIRECT COST-PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT     
Staff salaries      
Co-ordination costs for the 4 CCS months 12 40,000 480,000 6,667 
Project officer development, Health, HIV/AIDS-50% months 12 30,000 360,000 5,000 
Accountant -25% months 12 15,000 180,000 2,500 
Secretary - 40% months 12 12,000 144,000 2,000 
Driver - 50% months 12 15,000 180,000 2,500 
Staff travel on duty months 12 40,000 480,000 6,667 
4 field food monitors months 12 32,000 384,000 5,333 
Office operations costs      
Office supplies months 12 5,000 60,000 833 
      
TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADM. & SUPPORT    2,268,000 31,500 
      
MONITORING AND AUDIT      
Audit of ACT funds  1 50,000 50,000 694 
Program monitoring & evaluation- Mid & final  1 100,000 100,000 1,389 
ANF team visits to the projects  1 100,000 100,000 1,389 
      
TOTAL MONITORING AND AUDIT    250,000 3,472 
      
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    25,520,000 354,445 
      
Exchange rate 1 USD = 72 KES    
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER INFORMATION 
 
 Lutheran World Relief – East Africa Regional Office 
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II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
Lutheran World Relief works in partnership with approximately 150 grassroots, non-governmental and 
international organisations in 50 countries to help people to grow food, improve health, strengthen 
communities, end conflict, build livelihoods and recover from disasters. Founded by U.S. Lutherans in 1945 to 
assist European refugees after World War II, LWR’s mission is to work in partnership with local organisations 
to eradicate poverty and injustice in impoverished communities. 
 
Over the past six decades, LWR has invested time and resources in developing and maintaining partnerships 
with organisations that have a history of accountability, integrity, and a long-term presence in the communities 
where they operate. LWR commits its resources to strengthening the capacities of its partner organisations to 
work with communities in finding durable development solutions. Regarding emergency response, LWR 
supports its partners in providing relief assistance in conjunction with longer-term efforts, such as 
rehabilitation, disaster preparedness, and vulnerability reduction projects. A combination of cash grants, 
material aid, and technical expertise make up the core of LWR’s support system for its partners. LWR and its 
partners provide their services regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, religion or political affiliation. 
 
LWR is a registered international NGO in Kenya, where it has been working for approximately 30 years. Its 
work in the region (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and the Sudan) focuses on building sustainable rural livelihoods 
and food security by improving agricultural practices, HIV/AIDS mitigation and capacity strengthening of its 
local partners. In Kenya, LWR works in the Eastern and Western regions of the country covering the 
following priority districts: Makueni, Taita Taveta, Kilifi, Kwale, Nyamira, Rachuonyo, Busia and Teso. For 
the purposes of this proposal, LWR targets the first two districts (Makueni and Taita Taveta) which are among 
the worst hit by the drought and famine in the country.  
 
LWR is currently undertaking AFNG51: Niger Food Assistance Following Drought & Locusts, providing 
emergency food aid and building and repairing grain banks. In Kenya in 2000-2001, LWR responded to the 
drought in Northeast Kenya (Marsabit) with an integrated water and animal health project.  
 
LWR will implement this appeal through its partners in Makueni and Taita Taveta district as follows: 
 
Love International: This is a local non-governmental organisation which works through local grassroots 
organisations to address HIV/AIDS, food security and capacity building issues. The organisation just 
completed implementing an HIV/AIDS prevention and mitigation project in partnership with LWR in 2005. 
Activities of the organisation are concentrated in Mtito Andei and Kibwezi divisions. 
 
Bethel Foundation: Registered as a local NGO, the organisation works with rural communities in addressing 
issues of sustainable development mainly focusing on agriculture, water development, income generation, 
environmental conservation and HIV/AIDS. LWR partnered with the organisation in 2005 to implement an 
agribusiness project to support orphans in Kiteta location. 
 
Ivoleni Self Help group: The group operates in Kasikeu location and is registered under the department of 
social services. Members are involved in projects that address food security, HIV/AIDS and income 
generation. LWR is currently partnering with the group in a project advocating for the use of appropriate 
technology in food production. 
 
Ngua Mlambo development Trust: The Trust was formed in 1999 to address the diverse socio-economic 
challenges facing the community in Taita Taveta district. It is a membership organisation registered as a Trust 
by the Kenya Government under the Trustees (Perpetual Succession ACT CAP 164) in the year 2000. From 
the initial membership of 34 groups, the organisation has attracted 100 more groups and currently serves as an 
umbrella body for 134 self help groups with a total membership of 1310 (910 women and 400 men). The main 
goal of Ngua Mlambo Development Trust is to facilitate mobilisation, organisation and management of local 
resources for sustainable development, in an effort to reduce the crippling effects of poverty. LWR is 
partnering with the Trust to strengthen community’s capacity to exploit local resources in a sustainable manner 
through the development of appropriate production, processing and marketing systems. 
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Kenya Evangelical Lutheran Church: This is one of the local Lutheran churches in Kenya working closely 
with ELCA. The organisation has been implementing a project in partnership with LWR aimed at 
institutionalising and responding to HIV/AIDS among KELC congregations. 
 
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EMERGENCY SITUATION 
 
Makueni and Taita Taveta districts are overwhelmingly dependent on the short rains (October- December) 
season, which contributes 70% of the annual crop output. The last short rains started 4 weeks late were poorly 
distributed and mostly below normal. This is the third consecutive failed season. While the need for food is 
immediate and pressing, greater will be the communities’ need for drought–mitigation activities to enable 
them to recover from the effects of the current situation.  
 
A survey conducted by LWR in 2005 revealed that most of the divisions within Makueni district have been 
relying on relief supplies for the last three years, a situation worsened by lack of water for both domestic and 
livestock use. During this prolonged drought households invest energy, time and effort on search of water and 
in most cases of children, especially girls, drop out of school to assist in the search and collection of water. 
Some communities travel for more than 30km to fetch water and in most cases it is never enough.  About 70% 
of the population lack the basic food nutritional requirements. At least 24.3 % of the boys and 30.6% of girls 
below 5 years old are malnourished in Makueni district. Information from the District Agriculture Office, 
Taita Taveta district shows that 275,667 people in 8 sub locations are severely affected by the current drought 
and are relying on relief food provided by the government and supplementing their incomes from wages and 
sale of livestock. Milk production has also reduced greatly due to lack of pasture causing a reduction in family 
income. 
 
IV. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 
 
Current situation in the area of proposed response: 
Most of the affected areas in the two districts are generally semi-arid and suitable for producing drought 
tolerant crops such as cowpeas and sorghum. Similarly, early maturing maize is grown in the area, though with 
the intermittent climatic conditions, the yield is low. The areas are also susceptible to environmental 
degradation and remedial measures have to be taken to enhance soil and water conservation. Overgrazing and 
tree cutting for charcoal burning, coupled with little or no replacement efforts, has adversely destroyed the 
greater percentage of the forest cover, consequently affecting water catchments.  This has led to very serious 
soil erosion. Sand harvesting in some parts of Makueni district has also led to serious land degradation as it 
increases the speed at which water passes when it does rain. In Taita Taveta district some water points have 
silted up thus denying the community the much-needed water especially during this period. Some communities 
e.g. Maktau spend a whole day in search of water and there is a dire need to look for an immediate solution to 
improving water accessibility in the area, a move bound to save many lives faced with the current crisis. 
Proper environmental management, which also provides an opportunity for improved production in both 
districts, is critical.  
 
Since the Government of Kenya, WFP and other non-governmental organisations are already distributing 
relief food, LWR intends to support its partners in the two districts in drought mitigation activities, mainly 
focussing on increased access to water and provision of appropriate farm tools and implements coupled with 
technical support to enhance food production. LWR will promote planting of drought tolerant/early maturing 
crops and good agricultural practises, and improve availability of water for domestic and livestock use and, 
where possible, crop production, especially fruits and vegetables. 
Impact on human lives: 
The famine situation has led to the loss of agricultural productivity with some community members migrating 
to urban centres in search of casual employment to support their families. There is increased charcoal burning 
and sand harvesting in some areas to raise money to buy food and meet other basic needs. This leads to more 
environmental degradation and depletion of water sources and thus making the population more vulnerable to 
similar crisis in future. Because of the crop failure experienced in the last three seasons, the community is ill 
prepared for the next planting season since they have exhausted all their seed stock and some have even 
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disposed of their farm implements, e.g. ploughs and draught animals, to raise funds for food. A lot of time is 
spent in search for water and some communities walk for more that 30km to access this rare commodity, a 
daunting task for hungry mothers and daughters (women and girls are the primarily drawers of water in this 
community).  
 
Location for our proposed response: Taita Taveta district – Mwatate, Tausa, Voi and Taveta divisions 
Makueni district – Nzambani, Mtito Andei, Kiteta, Kasikeu locations 
 
V. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 
 
The targeted beneficiaries are the poorest households who have been most affected by the drought. These will 
include households headed by single parents, grandparents and orphans (as a result of the HIV/AIDS scourge). 
These will be the direct beneficiaries of the relief seeds and farm tools. Together with the surrounding 
communities, they will also benefit from the water and soil conservation activities, drought preparedness and 
mitigation activities, and strengthening of community systems and structures (water users association 
committees, and project management committees are some of the key social structures to be 
formed/strengthened in the communities). The community members in the selected areas will be involved in 
construction of water points (through mobilisation of locally available materials, digging well pits and 
trenches), construction and management of the seed banks, and construction of the soil and water conservation 
structures, among other activities. A total of 2000 households (on average, a household consists of 7 members 
each) will benefit from the seed distribution while over 20,000 households will benefit from the other 
activities. The targeted number of households was selected based on the total population of most vulnerable 
people and the partner’s capacity to co-ordinate the activity. The numbers selected to receive the direct 
material support constitute the tail end of the poorest of the poor who are also the most vulnerable. On average 
this would comprise 10% of the households.  
 
Criteria for the selection 
The beneficiaries will be selected through the already existing community based structures e.g. the zonal 
committees of Ngua Mlambo or HIV/AIDS and self help group committees in areas where such committees 
exist. In areas where none of these exist, the partner will facilitate their formation and capacity strengthening. 
These will be assisted by LWR’s partners who will co-ordinate the implementation of this appeal on the 
ground to develop selection criteria in a participatory way and within their context. For example, the zonal 
committees in Taita Taveta will liaise with the village development committees to identify the beneficiaries of 
seeds based on the criteria that will have been developed by the community. LWR will facilitate a workshop 
for the partners to harmonise the selection criteria and ensure that it addresses the most vulnerable members in 
such a crisis, as a pre-planning activity. Partners on the ground will ensure that the larger community endorses 
the list of selected beneficiaries before any assistance is given.  
 
VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The proposed emergency assistance is to support drought and famine mitigation activities in Taita Taveta 
District and Makueni District. The most affected members of the targeted communities will be provided with 
farm tools and drought resistant seeds to enable them to prepare their lands and engage in food production 
activities in the coming rain season.  Seed banks will be created to maintain supplies of seeds in the off season. 
 Accessibility of water for domestic and livestock use and small-scale irrigation of fruits and vegetable gardens 
will be improved, reducing the need to travel long distances in search of water and allowing greater food 
production. Communities will also be encouraged to participate in environmental conservation activities to 
control land degradation and to mitigate the effects of future drought. 
 
Goal  
Enhance food and water availability in the affected communities to counteract the effects of the current 
drought and famine situation and prepare for future crises. 
 
Objectives  

 Prevent starvation and hunger and jumpstart economic recovery by providing food for work 
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opportunities, and supplying drought resistant seeds and appropriate farm tools to the most vulnerable 
in the affected communities.  

 Increase water access in order to improve human and animal survivability and reduce malnutrition via 
small-scale irrigation of vegetable and fruit gardens.  

 Contribute to capacity strengthening of community structures to increase their resiliency to 
environment shocks and prepare them to resist future drought situations. 

 
Activities 
 
1. Purchase and distribute farm tools and seeds before March ‘06 to the following: 
 
Taita Taveta District: 
 Mwatate division - 300 households 
 Tausa – 300 households 
 Voi – 300 households 
 Taveta – 100 households 

 
Makueni district 
 Kiteta location - 250 households 
 Kasikeu location – 150 households 
 Mtito Andei location - 300 households 
 Nzambani location – 300 households 

 
2. Construction/rehabilitation of water points: 
 
 Mwatate division   - rehabilitate manoa dam (mwatate) 

  - rehabilitate 1 borehole (maktau) 
 Tausa division   - construct 1 sub surface dam 
 Voi division   - construct 1 sub surface dam (sagalla) 
 Mtito Andei location  - construct 1 sub surface dam 
 Kasikeu location   - construct 1 sub surface dam 
 Nzambani location    - construct 3 shallow wells 
 Kiteta location   - construct 1 sub surface dam 

 
3. Capacity building on good agricultural practises. This will include soil and water conservation methods, 

land preparation/farming techniques, storage and preservation among others. At least 3 workshops will be 
held in each location targeting 30 people for 3 days. 

 
4. Formation and training of water committees in all the water points being rehabilitated/constructed. 
 
5. Construction/establishment of seed banks and training of seed bank committees. 

Taita Taveta district – 2 seed banks 
Makueni district – 2 seed banks 
 

Project implementation methodology 
The proposed activities will be implemented through the existing communities. In all the proposed locations 
LWR will work with its partners who will play the lead role in mobilising the local communities to implement 
and manage the proposed activities. In Taita Taveta district, implementation will be co-ordinated through 
Ngua Mlambo Development Trust (mainly Taita area) and Kenya Evangelical Lutheran Church will cover 
Taveta division. Implementation in Makueni will be through the following LWR partners – Love International, 
Bethel Foundation and Ivoleni Self Help group. 
 
Seeds will be given to the targeted beneficiaries on a loan basis where they will be expected to return at least 
10% of the total harvest to LWR’s local partner. Beneficiaries will be expected to sign an agreement in this 
respect and the local committees will be responsible for ensuring that the terms of the agreement are adhered 
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to. Seeds collected will form a revolving seed bank, which will be managed by communities through the 
already established community based structures.  
 
Communities will be assisted to establish seed banks, which will be constructed using locally, available 
materials, architectural designs and build on the local knowledge on seed storage activities. The banks will be 
based in the community (community will decide the best place to establish these within their community) and 
will be managed by the community through an elected management committee. Community members will also 
be trained on seed selection, treatment, preservation and record keeping ensuring that they are properly 
managed.  
 
It is estimated that each household will be assisted with seeds enough for 1 acre as follows: 
 
Season Seed type Amounts H/H nos Total 
1 Maize 

Beans 
Green grams 
Sorghum 
Cowpeas 

4kgs 
1kgs 
1kgs 
1kgs 
1kgs 

2000 
1000 
1000 
2000 
2000 

8000 
1000 
1000 
2000 
2000 

2 Maize 
Beans 
Green grams 
Sorghum 
Cow peas 

5kgs 
2kgs 
2kgs 
2kgs 
2kgs 

2000 
1000 
1000 
2000 
2000 

10,000 
2000 
2000 
4000 
4000 
 

 
The beans will be distributed in Makueni district while Taita Taveta will receive green grams, based on 
recommendations from the agriculture department in the respective districts. 
 
It is proposed that seeds be issued in two seasons given that the districts are more dependent on the short rains 
(October – December) season. In the first season, which is the long rains, the farmers will receive half the 
amount per acre while in the short rainy season they will receive the full amount per acre. 
  
An assortment of farm tools will be given to the community through the project committees and be used for 
land preparation, weeding and other farm activities. These will include fork jembes (hoes), shovels and sub 
soil rippers. The sub-soil rippers will mainly be used to prepare land especially where the soil is hard and 
water retention very low. The tools will not be individually owned but held in trust by the project committees 
to ensure equity and continued availability. The committees will also be expected to devise a way through 
which vulnerable members of the community (orphans, widows etc) will access the tools for farming 
activities. Other members of the community will also access the tools for use in their farms but at a cost to help 
in maintenance and replenishing of the stock. 
 
Another set of tools will be used in the construction of water projects. This set of tolls will be issued through 
the water project committee members to facilitate digging wells, and pit and soil conservation trenches around 
the water points. The tools to be accessed include shovels, fork jembes, wheelbarrows and mattocks. After the 
completion of the water projects, these tools will be added to the farm tools stock and form a tool bank which 
will be managed and replenished by the community. 
 
In implementing the agriculture activities, technical assistance will be sought from the department of 
agriculture at both the district and divisional levels. The officers will provide assistance in community 
training, demonstrations, laying of soil and water conservation structures, pest control, and recommendation 
on appropriate seed types per location and planting methods among others. 
 
The said water projects will be implemented with technical assistance from the water and irrigation department 
of the government of Kenya, who will be responsible for identifying the appropriate sites for the water points, 
provide technical drawings (where needed), prepare bill of quantities, supervise the construction works and 
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issue relevant legal documents. In the case of the rehabilitation of the borehole and earth dam, technical 
assistance will also be sought from companies involved in such activities since both projects might require 
some heavy machinery i.e., drilling rigs, bulldozers etc... The said partners in collaboration with LWR will 
source for technical support from the relevant Government departments and other service providers to ensure 
the projects being implemented meet the technical requirements. In some areas the community has already 
sited areas where such projects can be implemented but lack the technical expertise to implement them. The 
community will be expected to provide manual labour in the construction of the water projects e.g. digging the 
weir, collecting stones and sand and also undertaking soil conservation activities in the areas around the water 
projects. To ensure that communities participating in construction of the water points do not go hungry, it is 
proposed that food be given in exchange for work as follows: 
 
Type of water 
project 

Estimated # 
community 
members 
providing labour 
per week 

Estimated 
days to 
completion of 
project 

Amount per 
person 

Total per project 

Shallow wells 
(3) 

20 30 Maize – 5kg 
Beans – 3kg 
Oil – 1 litre 

Maize – 3000kg 
Beans – 1800kg 
Oil – 600 litre 

 5 Sub surface 
dams and  
1Earth dam  

70 70 Maize – 5kg 
Beans – 3kg 
Oil – 1 litre 

Maize – 24,500kg 
Beans – 14,700kg 
Oil – 4900 litre 

Borehole 20 30 Maize – 5kg 
Beans – 3kg 
Oil – 1 litre 

Maize – 3000kg 
Beans – 1800kg 
Oil – 600 litre 

 
There will be need to train selected community members on soil and water conservation, management of 
drought tolerant crops, pests control and storage, and effective management of water projects. The training 
will be conducted in each location and will be held on site to cut down on the cost of transport, meals and 
accommodation. Relevant personnel from Government departments will facilitate the training 
 
Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation 

 Some of the assumptions being made are that there will be adequate rains in the coming season and 
that communities will be willing to plant drought tolerant/ early maturing crops 

 Government and partner agencies providing relief food will meet the immediate need for food among 
the vulnerable community members 

 The relief food provided by the various agencies and government departments will not kill the 
community impetus to work and respond to their survival needs and thus they will be able to 
participate fully in the proposed initiatives    

 
Implementation Timetable 
 The implementation period is February 2006 to January 2007. Some of the activities will stretch to the 

next short rains and especially since the March/April rains are not very reliable in the area. It is also 
necessary to monitor the status of the water projects after the long rains and ensure that they meet the 
desired outcome. 

 
 Transition or Exit strategy 

Once the crisis is over, LWR will continue working with these communities through the regular development 
processes to enhance food security and strengthen their capacity in famine/drought preparedness such as food 
preservation and water shed management. 
 
VII. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE 
 
As stated in LWR’s mission and capacity statement, LWR works through local implementing partners in order 
to build the indigenous capacity to respond to emergencies and development issues. During implementation, 
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LWR’s partners will carry out project activities and will prepare progress reports for LWR. As the project 
holder, LWR will be responsible for ensuring that the project is implemented correctly and meets the stated 
objectives. 
 
LWR’s East Africa Regional Office (EARO) will co-ordinate any changes in appeal activities with LWR 
headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland, USA. Headquarters will be responsible for assisting the EARO office 
with reporting and communication with the ACT Co-ordinating office in Geneva. LWR is aware that as 
project holder, it is responsible for ensuring the proper use of resources from ACT. 
 
Transfers from ACT CO will be made to the LWR head office in Baltimore, which will transfer the 
corresponding amounts to its partners and LWR-EARO. A separate account will be established for receipt and 
management of funds received for this appeal. 
 
Finance Management and Controls 
LWR will monitor the contributions and expenditures through monthly review of financial reports from the 
implementing agencies. Occasional visits to the project sites will be conducted to relate project reports to 
activities on the ground. LWR will closely monitor the progress of the project. 
 
VIII. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATIONS 
 
Monitoring Procedures 
Project monitoring will be carried out through written reports from the implementing organisation and field 
visits by LWR-EARO staff. LWR and its partner(s) will jointly monitor the activities to ensure that project 
objectives are achieved. Monitoring will be a continuous process aimed at taking corrective measures and 
ensuring that the project objectives are met. Regular monitoring will be conducted through monthly, quarterly, 
and final reports. During all phases of implementation, LWR and its partners will promote active participation 
of the communities/beneficiaries, and the consideration of the ACT Code of Conduct and SPHERE guidelines. 
 
Reporting Schedule: 
 Interim narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 August 2006 within one month 

following mid-term of project. 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 March 2007 within two months of end of 

project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 30 April 2007. 

 
IX. CO-ORDINATION 
 
As the Government of Kenya has declared the ongoing drought and famine a national disaster, the situation 
has put all humanitarian agencies, e.g. other NGOs, faith based organisations including Churches, the 
corporate/private sector and individuals on the alert. A resource mobilisation drive to support those affected by 
the famine is ongoing with the government in the lead. LWR is therefore going to work with the Government 
and other agencies on the ground including its partners. LWR will also work with the ACT Nairobi Forum in 
co-ordination of this appeal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X. BUDGET – Lutheran World Relief 
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE   
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE     
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Rehabilitation - food Security, livelihood,     
Non food assistance     
Seeds     
Maize kgs 18,000 2 36,000 
Beans kgs 3000 1.10 3,300 
Sorghum kgs 6000 1.70 10,200 
Green grams kgs 3000 2.05 6,150 
Cow peas kgs 6000 1.50 9,000 
     
Construction of water points     
Mattock(3 each for shallow wells, 10 for each for dams) pcs 69 6.50 448 
Shovels (5 for each s/w and 20 for each dam pcs 135 3.50 472 
Fork Jembes (5 for each s/w and 30 for each dam pcs 195 9.40 1,833 
Wheel barrows (2 for each s/w and 10 for each dam) pcs 66 47 3,102 
Shallow wells mat.-cement,ballast,hand pump,wire mesh etc  3 3,000 9,000 
Sub surface dams construction materials (app 20m wide)  5 7,000 35,000 
Earth dam rehabilitation  1 10,000 10,000 
Rehabilitate one Borehole  1 20,000 20,000 
     
Food for labour (construction of water projects)     
Maize ton 159 233 37,047 
Beans ton 95.4 753 71,836 
Oil litres 6,100 2.20 13,420 
     
Farm tools     
sub-soil and rippers set 100 103 10,300 
Fork jembes (100 pcs x10 communities) pc 1,000 9.40 9,400 
Shovels (100pcs x 10 communities) pc 1,000 3.50 3,500 
     
Construction of seed banks structure 4 5,000 20,000 
     
Capacity building/training     
Pre-planning  workshop 5 25 125 
Good crop husbandry workshop 24 1,500 36,000 
Seed selection, preservation and management of seed banks workshop 4 1,000 4,000 
Soil and water conservation workshop 10 1,200 12,000 
water management workshop 10 1,000 10,000 
     
Direct program costs     
Technical expertise     
Agriculture(each location requires an agric.person for 40 days) location 8 2,000 16,000 
Water (Each location requires a water engineer for 30 days) location 10 1,800 18,000 
Skilled labour/Artisans     
Artisans shallow wells and borehole pers 4 1,000 4,000 
Subsurface dams pc               6  1,500 9,000 
Partners staff support     
Ngua Mlambo months 11 1,500 16,500 
Love International  11 800 8,800 
Ivoleni Self Help group  11 400 4,400 
Bethel Foundation  11 400 4,400 
KELC  11 1,000 11,000 
 
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    464,234 
 
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING     
Transport     
Hire/rental vehicle in ten locations mileage   10,000 
Fuel  litres 2000 1 2,000 
TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING    12,000 
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PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION, OPERATIONS & SUPPORT    
Staff salaries      
Personel, support      
Project Officer- Salary/insurance  months 12 1,800 21,600 
Finance Assistant-Salary/insurance months 12 1,000 12,000 
Transport months 12 1,000 12,000 
Per diem months 12 700 8,400 
Stationary/fax/telephone months 12 600 7,200 
EARO monitoring months 12 500 6,000 
H/Q monitoring Trips 2  3,500 7,000 
TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT    74,200 
     
AUDIT & MONITORING     
Audit for ACT funds Estimate   2,000 
Evaluation Estimate   2,000 
TOTAL AUDIT & MONITORING    4,000 
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    554,434 
 
Budget notes: 
 
Non food assistance: This will be in form of drought seeds which will be issued to the most vulnerable members of the 
community. It is expected that each person will be supported with enough seeds for an acre per season. The amounts 
given both in the first and second seasons are as per the recommendations of the department of agriculture. 
 
Construction of water points: The community will provide manual labor in e.g. digging the well, weir, collection of 
sand and ballast. Tools will be provided for these activities and will be under the management of project committees 
which will be set up in cases where these do not exist.  
 
Farm tools: The tools will be availed to vulnerable members of the community through the project committees to support 
weeding and other farming activities. Other tools included are the sub-soil rippers which are the recommended 
implements in the arid and semi-arid areas, and are gradually replacing the animal traction plough. 
 
Food for labor: Some little food will be given to community members in exchange for labor given the current food stress 
levels. 
 
Seed banks: These will be established within community and training on management provided to ensure effectiveness 
 
Skilled labor: This will be needed in the construction activities since the community may lack the required expertise. The 
artisans will be engaged for construction of e.g. the culverts for the shallow wells, building weirs across the sand dams 
etc. These will only be engaged when their services will be needed and paid as per the work done. 
 
Capacity building activities: There will be need to train selected community members as ToTs on e.g. soil and water 
conservation, management of drought tolerant crops, pests control and storage, and effective management of water 
projects. The trainings will be conducted in each location and will be held on site to cut down on the cost of transport, 
meals and accommodation. The trainings will be facilitated by relevant personnel from Government departments. 
 
Technical expertise: There will be need to engage the services of qualified people to provide support in the construction 
of the water projects. The technical officers will mainly be drawn from the departments of agriculture and water. These 
will supervise the artisans. Support will be needed in paying for facilitation, fuel and meals. Technical assistance will also 
be sought from other organizations especially in the rehabilitation of the earth dam and borehole. 
 
Partners support: This will go towards payment of a certain percentage of their operational costs – salaries, stationary, 
communication and coordination activities. Since most of the partners are based in the in area of operation the cost will be 
minimal. 
 
Transport: The items to be used will only be bought after all the ground work has been done e.g. selection of 
beneficiaries, collection of locally available materials etc. Since most of the partners have rooms where the items can be 
stored, there will be no need to pay for storage charges. Most of the partners have a motorbike and will require some fuel 
to monitor/coordinate the process. The ones without will hire locally when need arises. 
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Personnel: There will be need to employ a Project Officer and Financial Assistant to assist in the management of this 
appeal for a period of 1 year. Both positions will be field based and involve supporting the partners and communities to 
effectively manage this project. The two will work closely with the Country Program Manager and the Regional 
Administrator to ensure that respective aspects of the project are adequately addressed. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation: This will be done on a continuous basis at all levels to ensure that the implementation 
goes on as planned while an external evaluation will be done at the end of the project period. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER INFORMATION 
 
 Church World Service   

 
II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
Church World Service (CWS) is the relief, development and refugee assistance ministry of 36 Protestant, 
Orthodox, and Anglican denominations in the USA. CWS works in more than 80 countries, maintaining 
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programs in social and economic development, emergency response, assistance to refugees, education and 
advocacy and ecumenical partnership. 
 
The CWS model for engagement is through partnership with local faith based organisations and NGOs. 
Through facilitation, capacity building and financial support, CWS seeks to empower partners through this 
assistance. In Kenya, CWS and its local and overseas partners have been involved in building the capacities of 
grass root Churches and communities in order to equip them with the skills to monitor and respond to 
emergencies within their constituencies. This was done through DMT (Disaster Management Training) 
workshops targeting NCCK member churches. 
 
CWS has in the recent past facilitated the Kenya Evangelical Church (KELC) and the National Council of 
Churches of Kenya (NCCK) in responding to the drought under ACT Appeal AFKE 42. Last year, CWS 
supported the ELCK, through the ACT Rapid Respond Fund to respond to destruction that was brought about 
by storms in Western Kenya. 
 
In this Appeal CWS will be facilitating five implementing partners to respond to the needs of drought-affected 
communities in Kenya. The partners are the NCCK, ELCK, KELC, the African Brotherhood Church (ABC) 
and a local NGO Community Resource Initiative (CRI).  CWS component in this Appeal is presented in 
two main sections – a project outline by the NCCK followed by a section on interventions by ELCK, 
KELC, ABC and CRI. Each member will have its own budget and will report against their financial 
plans. 
 
The National Council of Churches of Kenya (NCCK) which brings together about 35 Member Churches 
and Christian Based Organisations in Kenya was established in 1913.  
 
In 1992, NCCK provided relief assistance to 35,000 families in Western and Rift Valley provinces of Kenya 
following ethnic clashes triggered by the euphoria of the first multi-party national election in Kenya. In 1997, 
the council supplied relief food to 24,000 drought victims in different parts of Kenya including Mwingi, Kitui, 
Laikipia, Samburu, Turkana, West Pokot and Tana River districts.  
 
III. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 
 
Current situation in the area of proposed response 
Mandera district: The latest reports from media and partners on the ground indicate that about 30 people 
have died from famine related causes in various parts of the country, of these 10 were reported from Mandera 
alone. In spite of food being distributed in Mandera, the situation is not improving; many people are 
complaining that the food is not reaching them yet. 
 
Moyale, Wajir and Isiolo: The situation is similar to that of Mandera. It is reported that clan fights have 
hampered efforts of relief agents in food distribution. 
 
Garrissa and Ijara: Recent report from Garissa that relief food was being sold confirms that many people 
responsible for handing out aid have been stealing and selling it. These cases of theft show the need for 
distribution to be better monitored to save lives and reassure accountability to donors. 
 
Kitui, Mwingi, Machakos, Kajiado, Narok and Makueni: Drought experts point to poor monitoring of 
government distribution of food in these areas. It has been noted, however, that aid agencies have better co-
ordination and have targeted those in need while the government has opted for blanket distribution to anyone, 
vulnerable or not.  
 
Lamu, Mombasa, Taita-Taveta, Kwale, Malindi, Tana River and Kilifi; The situation is moving to 
emergency level. The government and WFP will soon start distributing food in these areas. 
 
Marakwet, West Pokot, Turkana, Baringo, Laikipia, Samburu, Keiyo: Situations in these districts are 
deteriorating and efforts to provide food have started. NCCK is positioning itself to strategically monitor the 
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food distribution. 
 
Impact on human lives in the area of proposed response 
These areas are dry due to the prolonged drought. Water condition is worsening especially in the rangelands; 
dams and pans are drying up. This has severely affected the communities, particularly the pastoralist Maasai. 
Currently there is food being distributed by the Government and other agencies including churches in the areas 
affected. Churches have mobilised resources from their members outside the affected districts. NCCK is 
facilitating their distribution. 
 
In Kitui, Mwingi, Machakos area, people have resorted to charcoal burning which further depletes the 
environment and many young girls are dropping out of school and are resorting to prostitution. In Narok, the  
 
Maasai have moved their livestock away and sometime ending up to areas that are not favourable for grazing. 
Most Maasai cattle have perished in this way.  
 
Security situation in the area of proposed response 
Narok is one of the safest districts in Kenya.  
 
Location for your proposed response 
NCCK and her member churches in Narok will be targeting the most affected areas of the district. The district 
has seven administrative divisions of which four are most affected by the drought and are at a critical stage 
These are Central, Mau, Osupuko and Loita divisions. Narok was chosen because there no other active 
agencies responding to the drought situation in the district. 
 
NCCK plans to monitor relief food distribution in; Tana River, Lamu, Marakwet, West Pokot, Mandera, 
Kajiado, Makueni, Kitui, Machakos, Mwingi, Turkana, Taita Taveta, Baringo, Wajir, Marsabit, Garissa, 
Moyale, Kilifi, Ijara, Kwale, Malindi, Laikipia, Samburu, Keiyo, and Mombasa. 
 
There are five NCCK member churches with heavy presence in Narok. These are namely; PEFA, PCEA, 
Salvation Army, ACK and FGK. These churches have participated in distribution of relief food in the same 
area in the past. Currently, they are engaged in water conservation efforts, which have been frustrated by the 
current drought. 
 
NCCK recently drilled water well in the area, and is currently equipping and installing a water tank. This well 
is expected to ease the water needs of the affected communities. Two years ago, NCCK through support from 
CWS introduced the use of hey bailers in Kajiado District as a drought mitigation measure.  These bailers have 
proved very successful and families who had access to them still have adequate pasture for their animals. 
NCCK plans purchase and distribute additional 100 bailers in Narok and Kajiado Districts.  
 
There is limited GoK food distribution that is not only irregular but also inadequate. Churches on the ground 
have indicated their efforts to fill gaps to the joint GoK and WFP common food pipeline to reach needy 
families. 
 
IV. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 
 
Number and type  
NCCK will be implementing two broad interventions that will involve facilitating member churches to provide 
relief food to about 1,000 rural families (each family have an average of five members) in Narok. Further to 
this, NCCK will play a monitoring role in the implementation of relief food distribution to ensure cases of 
misappropriation of relief are reduced. NCCK target beneficiaries include the elderly, expectant mothers, the 
disabled, women headed families and HIV/AIDS affected people as well as families who have lost their 
livestock because of the drought. 
 
Criteria for the selection 
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NCCK will use the churches on the ground to select beneficiaries in Narok mainly based on area need. These 
churches will facilitate the communities to elect community relief committees that will identify the actual 
people who deserve food aid. As indicated elsewhere NCCK has identified four divisions that are hardest hit. 
NCCK’s support will target those that are not reached by other actors. The District co-ordinating Committee 
will, through the membership keep an inventory of all the beneficiaries within the targeted area. The church 
leaders, NCCK and the beneficiaries will agree on the best criteria to be used to reach out to the most 
vulnerable members in the community.  
 
During the ANF meeting a mapping was done for the agencies and their areas of focus. NCCK will use the 
map to monitor the agencies in the areas. This map will be shared with the monitors in the respective districts 
 
V. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Goal  
To alleviate the suffering of the people affected by famine in Kenya.  
 
Objectives  
 Support NCCK member churches in Narok to provide relief food to 1,000 families in Narok District. 
 Monitor the relief food distribution in all the affected districts. 
 Mitigate the circumstances of conflict caused by the scarcity of food in drought affected districts in Kenya. 

 
Activities 
The following is the summary of NCCK activities in this appeal:  
Crisis phase  
 Procurement of relief food assistance for affected families in Narok District 

The project will purchase food to be distributed to 1000 families (using an average of 5 persons per 
family). The purchases will include; maize 2250 bags of maize 90kg each  (13.5 kgs per month per person) 
and beans 400bags (2.4 kgs per month per person). This intervention will run for a period of three months 
after which the situation will be assessed and further intervention will be considered. Food shall be 
procured from the various vendors in Nairobi or Nakuru.  

 Transportation of the relief food to the beneficiaries 
Food shall be transported to churches and other distribution centres identified within the affected 
communities. NCCK views member churches on the ground as integral part of the affected community. 
Food shall be stored in either hired premises or church compounds. 

 Food distribution to the affected communities 
Food will be in the custody of relief committees. Distribution shall be done on a monthly basis. 

 Relief food distribution monitoring. 
NCCK has identified gaps in the current distribution pipeline and therefore will monitor the exercise 
within the districts. NCCK will identify 26 District relief food monitors and train them in the use of the 
monitoring tools. Other agencies distributing food including the government’s efforts shall be monitored 
and the report shared with all the stakeholders. 

 Development of monitoring tools 
Tools for monitoring the food distribution exercise will be developed. These shall include; an inventory of 
the names of all beneficiaries, venue of food distribution, distributing agencies, and ration received 
(Quantity) and items, names of authorising persons and distributors etc. 

 Manage conflict arising from drought 
Tensions over grazing land with the pastoralist communities travelling to as far as Nairobi to graze their 
animals. NCCK shall endeavour to manage such conflicts mainly through community leaders, provincial 
administration and the religious leaders. 

 National Inception meeting 
NCCK intends to bring together 7 regional Co-ordinators, 26 district Relief monitors, Programmes 
Director, Finance manager, Project Accountant.  

 End of the project Evaluation 
NCCK shall engage the services of a consultant to carry out an evaluation of the project. 

 Meeting with Government Structures 
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The monitors shall work with the government officers in an effort to follow up on issues related to the 
government that require attention. This shall be done on a monthly basis. 
 

Post-crisis  
 Purchase and Distribute Hay Bailers 

Purchase and distribute 100 hay bailer in for Maasai pastoral communities in Kajiado and Narok districts 
to facilitate the Maasai cattle keepers to bail and store pasture for use during the dry season. 
 

Project implementation methodology 
The NCCK National and Regional offices will be involved in the facilitation, co-ordination and monitoring. 
The Programme Officer in charge of food security together with Regional co-ordinator will facilitate the 
purchase and delivery of required items to the affected district. They will also be responsible for the 
development of monitoring tools. At the district level the district co-ordinating committee who are drawn from 
NCCK member churches in Narok will specifically be in charge of the food storage, security and distribution. 
They will also man the distribution register of the beneficiaries to ensure accountability. 
 
NCCK will train and deploy relief foods distribution monitors who will monitor interventions by all 
stakeholders, identify gaps, weaknesses and other corrupt practices for purposes of advocacy and bring to 
attention and cases to officers in-charge. NCCK will adhere to the principles of the code of conduct and all the 
monitors will sign an agreement indicating compliance. NCCK staff has been exposed to the code of conduct 
on sexual exploitation, abuse of power and corruption through its refugee services program. 
 
Inputs for project implementation 
The staff in charge of food security, is the Regional co-ordinators, who will implement NCCK intervention; 
District relief food monitors and distributors. This project will therefore contribute 25% of their monthly 
remuneration of staff i.e. 1 Director Programme, 1 Director finance, 1 Programme co-ordinators, 7 Regional 
co-ordinators, 1 Administration secretary, and 1 driver. 
 
This project will meet the cost of the monthly allowance for the 26 food monitors. In addition to the normal 
office utilities the project will also hire 2 trucks to deliver food to the targeted areas in Narok. Material and 
human resources needed for implementation: the following staff will put in man hours in the project 
implementation   

 Staff:  1 programme officer, 26 monitors, 2 directors, 1 accountant, 1 secretary, 1 driver  
 Transportation:  Hire of 2 lorries to transport food and 1 programme vehicle for staff supervision.   
 Relief food and hey bailers  

 
Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation 
Assumptions in the planning include; commitment by the membership to store and distribute the food, 
effective networking with the other stakeholders, goodwill from the local administration. Poor infrastructure, 
insecurity, and inadequate supply of relief food may inhibit implementation. There is good working 
relationship with government officials where district commissioners have been providing relevant information 
to the regional offices of NCCK. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Implementation Timetable 
The project is expected to run for a period of 12 months after which we expect transition from emergency. 
 
Year 2006/07                                                               MONTHS  
 Phase I Phase II   
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Activity J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M Implementing 
body or persons 
responsible 

1. Develop monitoring tools                National Staff 
2.NationalInception 
meeting/District 
Training/Purchase of 
Food/Transportation/Food 
distribution 

               National Staff, 
Regional and 
District co-
ordinators 

3. Mediation Meetings in 
conflict areas. 

               Regional/District 
monitors/ 
Community 
Leaders, 
Provincial 
Administration.  

4. Regional Consultative 
meetings. 

               Regional/District 
Monitors and 
Stakeholders. 

5. Midterm evaluation/ 
Monitoring Food 
Distribution/Community 
training. 

               National 
Staff/Regional 
Co-co-
ordinators/Distri
ct Co-ordinators. 

6.Monitoring/Food 
distribution/Mediation 
Meetings/Regional 
Consultative meetings/End of 
Project Evaluation 

               National 
Staff/Regional 
co-
ordinators/Distri
ct monitors, 
Stakeholders. 

7. Purchase and distribute 
Hey bailers 

                

8. ACT interim and final 
reports 

                

 
Transition or Exit strategy 
NCCK food security project is broadly involved in advocacy for water, safer environment and fair global 
agriculture trade. These efforts are aimed at ensuring mobilisation of resources and policy advocacy on food 
sustainability. 
 
VI. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE  
 
Administration & Finance 
The NCCK national and regional offices will be involved in the facilitation, co-ordination and monitoring. The 
Programme Officer in charge of food security together with Regional co-ordinator will facilitate the purchase 
and delivery of required items to the affected district. They will also be responsible for the development of 
monitoring tools. At the district level the district co-ordinating committee members will specifically be in 
charge of the food storage, security and distribution. They will also handles the registration of beneficiaries to 
ensure accountability. 
 
 
 
 
VII. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATIONS 
 
NCCK will provide mid-term and final reports as well as audit to CWS, as required in the ACT reporting 
Guidelines and in turn CWS will compile it and share with ACT Geneva. Overall, the General Secretary will 
be responsible for leadership and overall management of this intervention. However the officers directly in 
charge of the narrative and financial reporting are the Director programme and Director Finance respectively. 
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The programme officer and the senior accountant at the head office will be responsible for the day-to-day 
running of the intervention. The regional co-ordinators will co-ordinate and supervise all the operation within 
districts.  Budget provisions for reporting have been included to ensure timely reporting.  
 
Reporting Schedule for CWS – NCCK: 
 Interim narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 August 2006 within one month 

following mid-term of project. 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 March 2007 within two months of end of 

project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 30 April 2007. 

 
VIII. CO-ORDINATION 
 
The main co-ordination shall be done at the regional level. The regional Co-ordinator will co-ordinate 
activities and shall be the main link between the National office and the communities. They will report to the 
regional disaster management and preparedness committees before finally submitting the reports to the 
National office. 
Technical support will be provided by the district commissioner’s office through the district drought 
management officer. Local communities will be requested to provide information on the vulnerable categories 
and to ensure security of the food where it will be stored. 
 
The co-ordinators will bring together the district co-ordinators in their respective regions for training which 
includes the introduction of the monitoring tools identification of issues of conflict and advocacy  among ACT 
members, the Government ad other NGOs. The forum shall map out implementation plan and roll it out to the 
affected districts by divisions, villages and families where NCCK shall be involved in actual food distribution. 
NCCK will provide monthly updates to ANF members on the monitoring process and their facilitation effort 
in Narok. 
 
In Narok, NCCK will facilitate member churches to distribute relief food to the drought-affected families, 
churches that will participate in this exercise include: - ACK, Salvation Army, PCEA, PEFA and FGK. 
Each community will elect a village relief committee that will oversee beneficiary selection, verification and 
actual distribution. The communities will clear impassable roads, offload their food and provide security 
during distributions. The local authorities will be called upon to maintain security if need arises.  
 
IX. BUDGET - CWS -NCCK  
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE     
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE     
2250bgs Maize for 5,000p@13.5kg/p/mth for 3months -Narok bag 2,250  21 47,250 
400bgs of Beans for 5000p@2.4kg/p/mth for 3months in Narok bag 400  50 20,000 
     
Direct Programme Related Costs     
District relief distribution monitors month 12  637 7,644 
 
Development of Monitoring tools     
Development of Monitoring tools LM 200  8 1,600 
 
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    76,494 
     
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
Post Crisis Phase     
Purchase and distribute 100 hay bailers bailers 100  563 56,300 
Train maasai communities on handling Hay bailers LSM 1  500 500 
National Inception meeting     
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Training Food monitors day 2  1,500 3,000 
facilitation  and materials  LSM 1  450 450 
Transport-food monitors day 33  41 1,353 
     
Meetings with goverment structures     
Networking and travel -food monitors month 12  52 624 
Handling Community Conflicts month 1  800 800 
     
Sub Total    63,027 
     
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    139,521 
     
TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING     
Transport     
Transport of 239mt of food @$215/trip for 34 trips  trips 34  215 7,310 
Handling     
Wages for labourers trips 34  14 476 
TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING    7,786 
     
PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION, OPERATIONS & SUPPORT   
  
Staff salaries      
Salaries -Programme Director-25% Month 3.00  458 1,374 
Salaries -Finance Director-25% Month 3.00  458 1,374 
Salaries for-Regional Cordinators-25% Month 12.00  369 4,431 
Salaries- Programme Coordinator-50% Month 6.00  422 2,532 
Salaries- Secretary-25% Month 4.00  282 1,128 
Salaries- Driver-25% Month 3.00  176 528 
     
Staff Travel     
staff Travel on duty Month 12  90 1,080 
Office Operations     
Office Utilities Month 4  47 188 
Office stationery Month 4  47 188 
Communications      
Telephone and fax Month 3  68 204 
Other      
Insurance - annual LS 1 544 544 
     
TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT    13,571 
     
AUDIT & MONITORING     
Audit of ACT Funds LSM 1  1,000 1,000 
Monitoring & Evaluation -CWS LSM 2  500 1,000 
 supervision and reporting LSM 1  1,000 1,000 
TOTAL AUDIT & MONITORING    3,000 
     
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    163,878 
 
 
 
************************************************************************************* 
 
I. OTHER CWS IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS 
 
Kenya Evangelical Lutheran Church – KELC (Kajiado, Tana River.) 
Kenya Evangelical Lutheran Church was officially inaugurated as a full-fledged Church in 1992. With a size 
of 25,673 members now, the Church presence in 50% of all the provinces in Kenya.  
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The day to day work is administered by the Church Officers, namely the Bishop, the Executive Secretary and 
the Treasurer, assisted by the incumbent co-ordinators of the Women Desk, Youth Desk, HIV/AIDS Desk, 
Communications Desk and by the Director of Christian Education.  The Officers of the Church operate under 
the co-ordination of the Executive Committee of the Church. 
 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Kenya – ELCK (Kajiado District, Central) 
ELCK has been doing missionary work in Kenya since 1948. It has over 80,000 church members in Kenya and 
is involved in community health. ELCK is currently running eight health facilities. ELCK also sponsors 400 
schools in Kenya.   
 
ELCK, in 2004, had implemented Western Kenya Floods response within Nyando District with support from 
ACT through Church World Service. Last year, ELCK, through the ACT Rapid Respond Fund, assisted those 
affected by storms in Western Kenya. 
 
In Kajiado ELCK has, together with a missionary organisation Lutheran Evangelical Association of Finland 
(LEAF), been distributing relief food mainly to ELCK sponsored 17 nurseries and 5 pre-schools as well as 
drilled boreholes in several villages. In Kenya LEAF has worked in co-operation with ELCK since 1970.  
 
African Brotherhood Church - ABC (Makueni) 
The African Brotherhood Church (ABC) was started in 1945 in Kenya. The church has initiated many 
development projects that include schools, community health centres and environmental protection initiatives 
that assist the communities in within its areas of coverage. The ABC is a member Church of NCCK and it has 
a following of about 1 million members, spread out throughout Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and Uganda. ABC 
works very closely with community based NGOs that provide the grass root churches with necessary skills to 
implement the church interventions. In this case the church will be partnering with a local NGO based in 
Mukaa location known as: -Wikwatyo Community Development Project (WCDP). WCDP is a non-profit, 
non-partisan; NGO that was founded in 1999 by the fellowship of Church community members in Mukaa 
location Makueni district- concerned by the consistent food insecurity and overwhelming poverty and general 
underdevelopment within the church catchment’s area 
 
Community Resource Initiative – CRI 
CRI is a local NGO based in Kibwezi Division in Makueni District. CRI has been a partner of Church World 
Service for the last nine years and has implemented projects in Makueni District. Projects implemented by CRI 
and funded by CWS include: - clean water distribution, emergency relief, organic farming, and construction of 
shallow wells and development of appropriate drip community drip irrigation projects. 
 
II. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 
 
Current situation in the area of proposed response 
 
KELC & ELCK areas 
After mid-2001, weather conditions improved significantly in many districts country. However, there were 
areas in Kajiado, Ukambani, Machakos, Lungalunga, Tana River and Kajiado that never recovered fully and 
subsequent poor rainfall seasons in the same areas had reversed the initial recovery trends. Hence, the 
livelihoods, coping mechanisms and purchasing power of the people in these areas remained weak and 
unstable.  
Food prices of cereals have hiked due to scarcity, further aggravating food insecurity to alarming levels.  In the 
case of Tana River, no significant recovery of the grazing resources was realised especially in the targeted 
divisions. 
 
Many people have started migrating in search for food and pasture. This has the effect of destabilising the 
traditional coping mechanisms in many communities and in some cases causing conflict over limited 
resources. About 5,056 families in Kajiado, Olkeriai, Kambu, Ukambani, and Tana River are already affected 
by hunger. 
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The situation is also adversely affecting the Massais whose only possession is their cattle. Their cattle have 
dies, and many more are dying. Some Massais have migrated with the cattle, leaving the women, children and 
the elderly behind.  
  
The GoK, in collaboration with WFP and NGOs, is continuing its relief efforts in the affected areas.  
 
Description of the damages in the area of proposed response 
 
ELCK 
The soil in the Rift Valley Province, Kajiado District, Central Division (Maasai-area) is extremely dry and 
dusty and in many areas there is no grass at all. Already, hundreds of cattle have died. 
  
KELC 
Vegetation is drying up fast and this causes pastoral communities in Nyango, Olkeriai, Kajiado, Olontulugum, 
Ngatu,  Mbaka, Matapato, Eselengei, Ukambani, Mashuru, Engii, Taveta, Lungalunga, Ingurumani and Tana 
River to move out to seek for green pastures.  This greatly reduces church attendance as well as school 
attendance. Food prices have increased tremendously and many people are moving to places where there is 
food  
 
CRI 
CRI’s target communities are currently surviving on relief food (maize) provided by the Government. Each 
beneficiary receives 10-kg maize for a period of three months. Majority of the people have no protein 
supplement and are surviving on maize alone. 
 
Security situation in the area of proposed response 
Security situation in all areas where CWS partners are working is relatively safe, except in Tana River and 
North Eastern districts. 
 
Location for your proposed response 
For food relief, ELCK has targeted to assist in 20 locations: Endanyo-Enkampi, Enkeresuna, Enkolili, 
Enooleleshwani, Enoolera, Enoosampurrumpurr, Il Bissil, Indonyo, Karero, Kukuo, Kumpa, Lenkinshon, 
Meidanie, Mopia, Naibala, Nairabala, Namelok, Olmanie, Oloirimirimi and Oltepesi. 
 
For water intervention, ELCK proposes to assist communities in Enkeresuna, Indonyo, Mopia, Namelok and 
Oltepesi villages.  
 
KELC- Efforts will be put in place to reach drought-affected families in Mbitini division of Machakos district, 
Makueni and Kibwezi Divisions in Makueni district, Mashuru and Loitokitok Divisions in Kajiado District 
and Garsen and Hola Divisions in Tana River District respectively. The church through the grass root clergy 
network has identified about 20 relief distribution centres in the targeted areas. In this appeal the KELC will 
target her assistance to a total of 5,056 families that constitutes a total of about 29,932 beneficiaries.  
 
ABC - The church will be targeting its relief assistance to a total of 300 vulnerable families drawn from 
Maiani (100), Enzai (100) and Kamuthini (100) sub locations.  
 
CRI assistance will be targeting a total of 1,700 families in Masongaleni, Masimbani, Kyanguli and Ulilinzi.  
Rehabilitation and recovery interventions will also be facilitated in water conservation and rehabilitation of 
water dams in areas where these communities lives.  
 
Reasons these location were chosen  
ELCK – ELCK and LEAF have worked in Kajiado for more than 12 years. ELCK has to date 21 
congregations in Kajiado and has a strong following in the area. ELCK has been following the situation in 
Kajiado closely for a long time. Although the situation in Kajiado is alarming, Kajiado has been left in the 
shadow of other disaster areas and has not received any relief assistance.  
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KELC –It has a strong presence in the targeted areas. The church has on-going development activities in these 
areas. As many as 2,018 families in the KELC area reported by KELC church staff in the parishes and mission 
areas, had been affected by the drought as of December, 2005.  To date, the impact has spread wider. KELC 
workers have already registered the targeted beneficiaries. 
 
ABC – In the ABC areas of areas, hunger is devastating the families due to the total crop failure and therefore 
help is needed urgently especially for vulnerable family members that comprise the elderly, single parents and 
particularly very needy families whose only source of income is from farming. Due to the crop failure, no 
harvest is expected for the next six months and therefore these communities will have to survive on emergency 
relief.  The situation on the ground is very desperate and the affected families have to beg for food. The small 
herds of livestock, which is the only alternative source of income for some families when they sell, are also 
seriously affected due to lack of pasture and water. ABC has initiated several community development 
projects in the areas in both education and health. Already affected families are getting church donations from 
congregations. 
 
CRI – CRI has previously undertaken emergency relief assistance back in 1998 in the locations planned in this 
appeal. Local leadership in the location and some of the beneficiaries have requested CRI officials to seek for 
emergency support to provide them with beans supplement and water for irrigation to enable them grow 
vegetables and horticultural crops to supplement their efforts of feeding themselves when they experience 
similar drought in future. Local leadership in the location and some of the beneficiaries have requested CRI 
officials to seek for emergency support to provide them with beans supplement and water for irrigation to 
enable them grow vegetables and horticultural crops to supplement their efforts of feeding when they 
experience drought in future. CRI has a strong and good relation with the local community in the targeted 
areas. 
 
Other assistance that has been directed to these locations. 
ELCK- There had been some, irregular relief food deliveries from the World Food Program (WFP). There are 
no other assistance at the moment. 
 
KELC- While the GoK promises to feed everyone who is in need of food for survival, very little is happening 
on the ground and grass root churches are reporting desperate situations in the targeted areas. 
 
ABC- Although there is some little GoK food distributed to the people, the rations are extremely low e.g. 4 kg 
of maize /person per month.  The distribution mechanism is not sensitive to the vulnerable families and more 
often than not, the available food is not targeted to the families that deserve it. The church is going to work in 
collaboration of a local NGO WCDP to implement the activities. 
 
CRI - The GoK has been providing relief food inform of maize while WFP has been providing cooking oil to 
the schools. 
 
III. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 
 
Number, type and location of beneficiaries 
ELCK- The targeted beneficiaries of food relief comprise 20 Maasai villages/rural communities in Kajiado 
area: Endanyo-Enkampi, Enkeresuna, Enkolili, Enooleleshwani, Enoolera, Enoosampurrumpurr, Il Bissil, 
Indonyo, Karero, Kukuo, Kumpa, Lenkinshon, Meidanie, Mopia, Naibala, Nairabala, Namelok, Olmanie, 
Oloirimirimi and Oltepesi villages. The number of beneficiaries in these villages is 17,000 people including 
children, the elderly, the sick, the poor and expectant mothers. 
 
Within the 17,000 food relief recipients, there are 8,750 people of five Maasai villages (Oltepesi, Enkeresuna, 
Indonyo, Namelok and Mopia) who will also benefit from the water supply.  
 
KELC – The target is 5,056 families, both rural and pastoral population. 
 
ABC–The church would be targeting its relief assistance to a total of 300 vulnerable families drawn from 
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Maiani (100), Enzai(100) and Kamuthini (100) sub locations.  
 
CRI plans to assist a total of 1700 families in the following areas: Masongaleni (483), Masimbani (550), 
Kyanguli (167), and Ulilinzi (500). It also plans to provide beans for 3months to 13,600 people in Masongalen 
(3,866), Masimbani (4,400), Kyanguli (1,068) and Ulilinzi (4,260). 
 
Rehabilitation and recovery interventions will also be facilitated in water conservation and rehabilitation of 
water dams in areas. However, only vulnerable members will benefit from this assistance.  
 
Criteria for the selection 
ELCK – Due to ELCK/LEAF successful school feeding program at pre- and primary schools, the local church 
workers and missionaries, assisted by government health workers, have been monitoring the food security 
situation for over a year and have a good view over the situation. These people will also select the 
beneficiaries of this project. The community will participate through the local church.  Community relief 
committees elected by the community will also be included in the selection of beneficiaries. 
 
KELC - Each distribution centre will form a famine relief committee which will be responsible for the 
selection of the beneficiaries. This committee also plans and monitors the purchase of relief food, 
transportation and distribution of the relief food.  
 
ABC - The most vulnerable families will be identified. This will constitute the old and destitute, the physically 
challenged, female-headed households and child-headed households will be given priority. 
 
CRI - will target female-headed families, expectant mothers, malnourished children and elderly persons. The 
principals’ humanitarian assistance and code of conduct will be taken into account from the procurement 
process up to distribution. The beneficiaries will be mobilised through their village heads to elect village relief 
committees. The committees will in turn identify beneficiary families that require food assistance in their 
villages. This information will be forwarded to CRI and shared with the local administration to ensure that the 
agreed selection criteria of selecting beneficiaries are adhered to. The committee will also be responsible for 
distribution of the relief food to the targeted beneficiaries. 
 
All CWS partners in this appeal have agreed to follow and adhere to the principles of the Code of Conduct in 
its relief activities. A copy of the Code of Conduct will however be attached to the MOU between CWS and 
the implementing partners. This will also be further disseminated among the village relief committees who will 
be doing the actual food distribution. Each, member partner have included their individual commitment on 
code of conduct in their detailed proposal to CWS. 
 
In year 2002, CWS carried out a series of Disaster management training workshops in all NCCK 9 regions. 
These workshops targeted the grass root and frontline church workers and included in this training is a 
component of ACT guidelines and the humanitarian code of conduct. All the CWS partners in this appeal have 
participated in these training. Moreover for every new appeal, CWS provides implementing partners with a 
one-day review of the ACT guidelines and all the respective code of conducts including the SPHERE 
standards before funding is released. CWS will ensure similar exercise is carried out in this appeal. CWS will 
accompany the partners throughout the project implementation period. A provision for reporting and 
supervision has been factored in the budget. HIV and AIDs affected families are some of the categories of the 
beneficiaries to be targeted by most partners for assistance.  
 
IV. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION  
 
Goal: ELCK & KELC 
To safe lives by addressing the immediate food need and livelihoods of the most vulnerable families affected 
by the current drought and reduce human sufferings due to famine and to further mobilise the beneficiaries to 
participate in activities that will enhance their future food security. 
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Goal: ABC & CRI 
To alleviate some of the consequences of famine of families affected  in ABC and CRI the target areas. 
 
Objectives 
Crisis phase:  

ELCK-To preserve live of the drought affected communities by delivering water and food for 25,750 needy 
people in 20 villages in Kajiado District in the next 3 months. 
 
KELC - To preserve lives of the drought affected communities by supplementing efforts of the Government 
and other agencies in providing relief food to the drought affected families targeting 2,018 families in Kajiado 
District. 
 
Post-crisis phase:  
ELCK - To create permanent improvements in the well-being and food security of the five communities by 
ensuring a permanent water supply to the area as well to train the people in maintenance and sustainable use of 
these water sources in the next 12 months. 
 
ABC & CRI 
- To supplement efforts of the Government and other Agencies in providing relief food and water to the 

drought affected families in their target areas.  
- To supplement the ongoing Government relief efforts by providing beans as a source of protein to 

vulnerable families in Masongaleni. 
- Reduce the burden of fetching water for women and the girl child by providing water dams and provide 

the girl child opportunity to attend school while the women engage into horticultural farming through 
irrigation water from the dams.  

- To support improved livelihoods and ensure food security of the targeted communities by providing 
reliable water supplies as mitigation measure for recurring droughts.  

- To strengthen the capacity and strategies of local communities to manage and cope with drought in future 
 
Activities -crisis phase 
ELCK 
- Purchase and distribute 20MT Kg of relief food to 20 locations in the next for 3 months 
- Purchase Ten - 2,000 litres temporally emergency water storage tanks for 5 Locations areas  
- Transport water on a weekly basis to vulnerable families in each location for four months, until the 

proposed water supplies system is installed and ready for use. 
- Transport water once a week to each village for four months, until the water supply system is ready.  
   
KELC  
- Identify beneficiaries and carry out preparatory work on distribution staff through training seminars 
- Constitute community relief committees 
- Procure relief food, transport and distribute in KELC final distribution centres 
 
ABC  
- Establish village community committees that would assist in identification of destitute families and food 

distribution. 
- Identify 300 families headed by either elderly destitute people, single or physically challenged households  
- Purchase and distribute maize to 300 families (average 5 persons/family) at 13.5 kg /person/month for the 

next 3 months. 
- Purchase and distribute cooking oil to 300 families @ 0.75litres per person per month for 3 months.  
 
CRI 
- Mobilise communities to identify relief beneficiaries. 
- Reactivate and train relief food distribution committees 
- Procure transport and distribute beans to 1700 families. 
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- Provide each affected person with 6.75Kgs of beans to last for three months (i.e. 75g of beans per day). 
 
Activities – post-crisis  
ELCK 
- Drill five water wells to serve 20 villages in central division in Kajiado District 
- Set up permanent water source and water supply system in five villages through drilling of five boreholes. 
- In collaboration with African Medical & Research Foundation (AMREF)- set up and train village level 

water management committees in five villages. 
- Support capacity building and institutional strengthening of the Maasai community through training in 

sustainable land use and rainwater harvesting 
 
ABC  
- Establish village community committees that would assist in identification of destitute families and food 

distribution. 
- Identify 300 families headed by either elderly destitute people, single or physically challenged households  
- Purchase and distribute maize to 300 families (average 5 per person /family) at 13.5 kg /person/month for the 

next 3 months. 
- Purchase and distribute cooking oil to 300 families @ 0.75litres per person per month for 3 months.  
- As a drought mitigation measure, strengthen community-farming efforts for improved food security through 

provision of drought tolerant agricultural seeds. 
- Support livelihoods by ensuring water for targeted drought affected communities by supplementing 

government efforts of rehabilitating dry water points. 
- Identify three existing water dams for rehabilitation and four possible sites for sub-service dams to 

argument water levels in shallow wells. 
- Identify the community food security needs and potentials for sustainable agricultural initiatives including, 

provision of traditional drought tolerant agricultural seeds. 
  
CRI 
- Purchase and distribute drought tolerant agricultural seeds. 
- As a drought mitigation measure, build two community dams for water conservation. 
 
Project implementation methodology  
CWS implementing partners will be responsible for supervision of their activities. The distribution of relief 
materials will be done through community relief committees that will be elected among the beneficiaries while 
procurements will be co-ordinated within individual organisation’s procurement system. The community/local 
church will provide storage and security of relief supplies. The community will also provide casual/unskilled 
labour where needed. Community based organisations (CBOs) will provide technical support to the churches. 
For-example, the ABC has already identified a local community organisation that will work together to 
provide the necessary skills for church volunteers.  
 
In Kajiado, ELCK will work closely with the ministry of water and AMREF. The local office of the Ministry 
of Water will carry out a hydrological survey for the wells. Drilling and other technical/skilled work will be 
undertaken by a drilling company -identified through a competitive tendering process.  The AMREF will help 
the church in training the community on water pump installation and maintenance. CWS has shared with 
partners the ACT regulations through the Disaster Management training and all CWS partners in this appeal 
have participated in these training, however copies of key concerns will be attached on the MOU for each 
partner. The Minimum Standards key Sectors, Food Aid Standards and Water Supply Standards of the Sphere 
Standards have been taken into account in planning and will also be followed in every stage of implementation 
of the project. All procurements exceeding USD$ 1000 will be done through 3 quotations from different 
vendors.  
 
The following is some additional details from individual partners on specific implementation strategies of their 
activities; - 
 
ELCK and LEAF - missionaries will undertake general co-ordination. The co-ordinators will organise the 
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purchase and delivery of emergency food and water by using local suppliers and freight carriers. The 
community/local church will take care of the food and water delivery. The community will undertake 
casual/unskilled labour. The local office of the Ministry of Water will carry out a hydrological survey. Drilling 
and other technical/skilled work will be undertaken by a drilling company (identified based on 
tender/quotation). Training for borehole installation and maintenance will be carried out by AMREF. Land use 
consultant will carry out training in sustainable land use and rainwater harvesting. 
 
KELC - Each distribution centre will form a famine relief committee that will be responsible for the selection 
of the beneficiaries and also for planning and monitoring the procurement of relief food, transportation and 
distribution of the relief food.  The committees will comprise two church elders from the church, (one man and 
one woman representative), one representative from each religious group in the area, village heads and chiefs 
as well as a representative each for women and youth. 
 
CRI - Each village relief committee will nominate two persons to seat in the overall project executive 
monitoring committee. Other members of this committee will include the local administration, church leaders 
and a CRI representative. Technical assistance will be drawn from GoK extension staff from the related 
ministries that include agriculture and water. Each ministry will be represented in project executive monitoring 
committee. 
 
ABC - The church will facilitate the formation of a project management committee that will bring together 
church leaders from other churches within the project area. These churches who have a common fellowship of 
pastors include:- PEFA, Deliverance church, Baptist church and African Inland church. A local NGO WCDP, 
will provide technical support to the Project management committee. Each village will have a committee 
nominated by the beneficiaries. It is this village committee that will identify beneficiaries and do the actual 
relief distribution in addition to identification of rehabilitation interventions with technical assistance of 
WCDP. WCDP will also assist the Church in reporting as per ACT requirement.  
 
Beneficiaries participation  
ELCK-The community/local church will take care of the food and water delivery. The community also takes 
part in selecting the beneficiaries and oversees that there is no misuse of the relief supplies by the distribution 
committee. The community meeting will elect a local committee to organise and administrate the borehole 
project. This committee will liase with the ELCK workers, AMREF Kajiado and missionaries and organises 
the community to do the casual work in building the water supply e.g. digging the trenches for the water pipes, 
and clearing the roads and building sites. The communities will also be trained in administration and 
maintenance of the boreholes as well as in sustainable use of water recourses and land. The community will 
contribute the land around the water wells for public utility. 
 
KELC - Beneficiaries of relief food will provide security and storage of their food. The community will also 
load and off load their own food. 
 
ABC - Each village will have a committee nominated by the beneficiaries. It is this village committee that will 
identify beneficiaries and do the actual relief distribution in addition to identification of rehabilitation 
interventions with technical assistance of WCDP. Loading and off loading of relief food at the final 
distribution point will be done by the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries will also provide locally available 
building materials for the construction of water conservation structures. 
 
CRI - the beneficiaries will be mobilised through their village heads to elect village relief committees. The 
committees will in turn identify beneficiary families that require food assistance in their villages This 
information will be forwarded to CRI and shared with the local administration to ensure that the agreed 
selection criteria of selecting beneficiaries is adhered to. The committee will also be responsible for 
distribution of the relief food to the targeted beneficiaries. 
 
Role of the local community organisations 
ELCK - The villagers are members of the ELCK’s local congregations, which also act as local community 
organisations (e.g. social, educational, environmental and health activities). The community/local church has a 
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crucial role in the food and water delivery, selecting the beneficiaries, supervising the use of relief food and 
water, in administration and maintenance and sustainable use of water sources, as well as in providing casual 
labour for the project. 
 
ABC - A local NGO WCDP will provide technical support and training build the capacity of both church 
workers and community leaders involved in the church interventions. The NGO will also facilitate the church 
in reporting and professional implementation of the project activities.  
 
Inputs for project implementation 
ELCK 
- Church workers and LEAF missionaries will carry out general co-ordination and distribution of relief food 

and water. 
- The community members will provide Casual/unskilled labour. 
- The local office of the Ministry of Water will carry out hydrological survey.  
- Drilling and other technical/skilled work will be purchased of a drilling company. 
- Training for borehole installation and maintenance will be carried out by AMREF. 
- Capacity building and institutional strengthening: training in sustainable land use and rainwater harvesting 

implemented by a hired land use consultant. 
 
KELC - One Secretary General, Treasurer, and church volunteers who will oversee food distribution. 
 
CRI-&ABC – as shown in the table below: 
 
Position Number Partner Duties 
Project Co-ordinator 2 CRI &ABC one each Daily management of the project 

activities 
Assistant Co-
ordinator 

1 CRI Procurement, transportation 

Field Assistants 
 
Church volunteers 

4 
 
6 

CRI 
 
ABC 

Distribution of relief food, Data 
collection, and oversee distribution 

Secretary 1 CRI Office work 
Water Engineer 
(GOK) 

2 CRI & ABC one for each  Survey dam sites 

Agriculture extension 
worker (GOK) 

2 One for each organisation 
CRI & ABC 

Seed distribution and advice to 
farmers  

* Transportation of beans will be done using hired trucks. Staff will be transported using public and office vehicle. 
 
Equipment needed   
ELCK- Labour, transportation for relief food and water, water tanks, technical equipment for hydrological 
survey and drilling, pipes, generators and pumps, as well as means of transportation for commodities and staff. 
Commodities include trucks from Nairobi. In case there will be a new relief food centre in Kajiado/Il Bissil, 
the relief food will bought and transported from there. 
 
KELC - Trucks to transport relief food to the final distribution centres and two church vehicle for supervision. 
 
ABC - One hired vehicle for supervision by WCDP and church workers, a bulldozer to rehabilitate water pans 
and hiring of two trucks to transport the food and non-food relief materials.  
 
CRI - Transportation of beans will be done using four hired trucks. Staff will be transported using public and 
one assigned office vehicle. A bulldozer will be hired to scoop the two dams, proposed for construction in this 
appeal. 
 
Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation   
KELC, NCCK, ABC, ELCK & CRI  
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One key assumption in this response is that, the expected rains in March will come through, so that by the time 
the CWS implementing partners are phasing out their relief activities, the beneficiary communities would be 
food secure after planting and harvesting their own food.  
 
The second assumption is that this appeal will be well supported in time, to enable partners to implement 
planned activities.  In the event that this appeal is not fully funded, CWS and partners will revisit the initial 
plans and prioritise the activities to match the available funding. 
 
Outside factors that inhibit implementation could be political interference and sudden heavy rains that can 
render secondary feeder roads in the remote areas impassable. All partners are in agreement in reviewing their 
activities downward if adequate funding is not received.  
 
Implementation Timetable 
This is a 12-month appeal. Initially, partners will target live saving interventions in the first 3-4 months and 
focus their efforts in recovery and rehabilitation related activities in the remaining months. However, 
agricultural inputs should reach communities before the onset of the rains in March to provide them with 
adequate time to plant their crops. 
 
ELCK – Implementation Timetable 
 
Activity  J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A 
Mobilise 
beneficiaries 

                

Selection of 
relief 
beneficiaries  

                

Water 
tanking and 
food supplies 

                

Community. 
Meetings 
/Geo survey 
5 villages 

                

Procurement 
of drilling 
materials  

                

Capacity 
building 
training 

                

Building up 
water 
supplies 

                

ACT 
REPORTS 

                

Monitoring                  
Evaluation                 
 
ABC – Implementation Timetable 
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Activity  J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M  Responsibility 
Mobilise 
community 

                ABC/WCDP 

Training of 
relief 
community 
committees 

                WCDP/ABC 

Procurement 
transport and 
distr. of relief 
food 

                ABC/WCDP/Relief 
committee 

Reporting on 
distribution of 
food 

                ABC/WCDP 

Purchase and 
distribute Agri 
seeds 

                ABC/WCDP 

 Survey water 
points for rehab 

                Water 
Eng/benefi/WCDP/A
BC 

Rehabilitation 
of water points 

                WCDP/ABC/Benef/ 
Local authorities 

Monitoring                  CWS/WCDP/ABC 
Final report to 
ACT  

                WCDP/ABC/CWS 

Project 
evaluation 

                Consultant  

 
CRI - The table below shows the implementation plan and time frame for CRI 
ACTIVITY J F M A M J Ju A S O N D March 

2007 
Responsible 
organisation 

Disburseme
nt of funds 

             CWS 

Procuremen
t of Beans 

 x            CRI 

Distribution 
of beans 

 x x x          Village relief 
committee and CRI 

Report on 
Distribution 

    x         CRI 

Purchase 
and distr 
seeds 

  x           CRI 

Survey  of 
2 dam sites 

     x x       Gok  water 
ministry/CRI 

Scooping 
of water 
pans  

       x x x    GoK water 
ministry/CRI 

Training 
dam 
managemen
t committee 

         x x   GoK water 
ministry/CRI 

Project 
monitoring  

 x x x x x x x x x x    CRI/CWS & 
project executive 
committee 
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Project 
evaluation 
and impact 
assessment  

     x       x CWS/CRI/ 
Beneficiaries/ 

Submission 
of ACT 
Project  
reports 

   x         x CRI/CWS 

 
Transition or Exit strategy: 
Church World Service, views emergency funding as a seed fund that can attract other development oriented 
donors to put in additional funding that can complement ACT`s effort. This will continue to support 
community projects that can mitigate drought in future, such that if another drought comes around, the 
communities will be more resilient. Moreover, most partners have some recovery interventions that are 
expected will cushion the communities as they recover from losses incurred by the drought. Such interventions 
include provision of agricultural inputs, rehabilitation of water points, provision of hey bailers, drilling of 
water wells etc. 
 
VI. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE  
 
Project administration  
The management and responsibility for the planned interventions will reside with individual CWS 
implementing partners (IPs) and monitored by the CWS Regional office, Nairobi. The CWS Implementing 
partners will carry out the day today administration of the relief and rehabilitation activities within their 
geographical areas. CWS will supervise and co-ordinate the IPs to ensure professionalism is adhered, guided 
by the SPHERE minimum standards.  
 
This is a co-ordinated intervention by the ACT Nairobi Forum, and the Forum will be regularly be updated on 
the project progress by CWS. Once funding have been secured, a project panning exercise with all partners 
will be conducted where implementation, work plans and reporting procedures will be agreed upon. 
 
Finance  
All funds designated to the five IPs will be channelled through Church World Service Nairobi office. CWS 
will then prepare an agreement that will be signed by accounting officers of each CWS implementing partner. 
The project funds disbursed to CWS IPs, and their expenditures will be monitored by CWS EA office in 
collaboration with the respective account departments of the IPs. CWS accountant will help IPs in financial 
controls and reporting. The financial controls of each implementing partner will be reviewed before funds 
disbursement.  Each partner will be required to open a separate bank account for ACT funds. 
 
V. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATIONS 
 
Monitoring and Reporting  
The individual respective CWS IPs will do the day-to-day running of the specific area activities. Each IP will 
prepare work plans and monthly progress reports CWS. Project evaluations will be undertaken in consultation 
with Church World service and ANF members. 
 
To ensure that the Relief Operation by churches is co-ordinated with other efforts from other stakeholders, the 
IPs will actively participate in all co-ordinating meetings conducted in their target areas. This will include 
being active members of respective DSGs. 
 
The IPs will ensure all the reporting time frame and procedures are adhered, to enable CWS provide narrative, 
financial progress reports and final audit to ACT Geneva, as required in the ACT reporting Guidelines.  
To enhance reporting, partners with limited reporting capacity have factored in external support in this area. 
This is expected will enhance the quality of reporting to ACT CO.  Meetings with partners before release of 
funds will guarantee there is a reporting mechanism in place before signing of funding agreements.  
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Reporting Schedule for CWS – ELCK, KELC, ABC and CRI: 
 Interim narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 August 2006 within one month 

following mid-term of project. 
 Final narrative and financial reports due at ACT CO by 31 March 2007 within two months of end of 

project. 
 The final audit report will be sent to the ACT CO no later than the 30 April 2007. 

 
VI. CO-ORDINATION 
 
At the national level, consultative meetings among ANF members will be continued. Co-ordination with GoK, 
UN agencies and Kenya Food Security Steering Group (KFSSG) will continue. Nevertheless, effective co-
ordination among the Church partners will be key to the success of the relief operation as a joint action by 
churches in the respective districts. 
 
The CWS IPs will take up leading roles in ensuring a continuous co-ordination among the active partners in 
each district, including facilitating regular meetings with all other stakeholders in their respective operational 
areas to ensure that information about the operation is fully disseminated for transparency and accountability 

 
VII. BUDGET 
 
BUDGET - CWS –ELCK 
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE     
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE     
Maize -90 kg bag bag           420  18.75 7,875 
Beans -90 kg bag bag           165  34.72 5,729 
Cooking oil - 10 kg box box           108  9.72 1,050 
Water tanks -2000 litre each  tank             10  140.75 1,408 
Water distribution -4000 litre each distribution             85  48.61 4,132 
Sub Total    20,193 
     
Post Crisis Phase     
Reconstruction     
Hydrological survey survey               5  277.78 1,389 
Land survey survey               5  278 1,390 
Drilling permit permit               5  139 695 
Drilling of the borehole activity                5  3,264 16,320 
Development of the borehole activity                5  4,167 20,835 
Test pumping activity                5  764 3,820 
Chemical analysis activity                5  76.39 382 
Sealing of the borehole activity                5  76 380 
Submersible pump activity                5  3,666.66 18,333 
Diesel generator unit               5  8,333.33 41,667 
Pump house unit               5  1,389 6,945 
Gantry fabrication unit               5  833 4,165 
Water storage tank unit               5  3,472 17,360 
Steel pipes unit               5  528 2,640 
Estim. max 1 km pipeline unit               5  2,153 10,765 
Sub Total    147,086
  
Direct Programme Related Costs     
Capacity building & institutional strength.     
Chief Planner days             15  200 3,000 
Field Mobilizer days             20  100 2,000 
5 Field Instructors days             20  20 400 
Sub Total    5,400 
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Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    172,679 
     
TRANSPORT     
Hire of Vehicles&Driver/crisis phase unit               3  902 2,706 
Hire of Vehicles&Driver/post-crisis phase unit               5  347 1,735 
     
TOTAL TRANSPORT    4,441 
 
PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT     
Staff salaries      
Coordination ELCK Headquarters month               6  250 1,500 
Accountant 25 % month               6  150 900 
Secretary 25 % month               6  100 600 
Honorarium for church volunteers month               6  347 2,082 
     
Office Operations     
Documentation month               6  100 600 
Office stationery month               6  50 300 
Communications      
     
TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT    5,982 
     
Audit of ACT Funds LSM   1,000 
Monitoring & Evaluation-CWS LSM   1,000 
 
TOTAL AUDIT & MONITORING    2,000 
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    185,102 
 
 
******************************************************************************** 
 
BUDGET- CWS –KELC 
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE     
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE     
Food Relief Assistance     
Maize Tons 534  216.04 115,314 
Beans Tons 87  432 37,584 
cooking oil litres 18,165  1.29 23,433 
Transport of Maize Ton 534  35 18,676 
Transport of Beans Ton 87  35 3,052 
Transporting oil litres 18,165  0.01 136 
 
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    198,194 
     
PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION, OPERATIONS & SUPPORT    
Staff salaries      
Per Diems months 5  100 500 
Office stationery months 5  50 250 
Telephone and fax months 5  50 250 
vehicle running costs (1unit) months 5  250 1,250 
TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT    2,250 
     
 
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
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 Type Unit USD USD 
AUDIT & MONITORING     
Audit of ACT Funds Estimate 1  2,000 2,000 
Monitoring & Evaluation-CWS visits 4  500 2,000 
TOTAL AUDIT & MONITORING    4,000 
     
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    204,444 
 
 
******************************************************************************** 
 
BUDGET- ABC-CRI 
 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE     
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
DIRECT ASSISTANCE     
Provide  Beans for 3months to 13600 at 2.4kg/p/month -CRI  KG 97,920  0.7 68,544 
Purchase & distribute maize to 300 families for 3 mths –ABC Bag 1,350  19 25,650 
Purchase & distribute cooking oil-300 families for 3 mths-ABC 10kg  675  10 6,750 
     
Direct Programme Related Costs     
Project coordinator-CRI-50% month 12  500 6,000 
Assistant project coordinator-50-%CRI month 12  250 3,000 
Field Assistant 4 in Number-50%- CRI month 12  200 2,400 
Project coordinator-ABC month 12  500 6,000 
Project Bookkeeper-ABC month 12  180 2,160 
Honorarium for 6 church volunteers-ABC month   36  100 3,600 
Sub Total    124,104 
     
Post Crisis Phase     
Rehabilitation - food Security, livelihood,     
Purchase Agric Seeds @10KG/family for 112 destitute-CRI family 112  16 1,792 
Purchase Agric Seeds@10kg/family-ABC family 300  16 4,800 
Scoop 2 water dams-CRI Dam 2  10,000 20,000 
Support Reha of 3 water pans-ABC Dam 3  6,250 18,750 
Water conser efforts -4  Sand dams- ABC Dam 4  3,521 14,084 
Sub Total    59,426 
     
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE    183,530 
     
TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING     
Transport     
Primary and secondary Transport 90tons relief food- CRI month 3  952 2,856 
Vehicle running Fuel-CRI LSM   500 
Transport 150mt of food @$9/ ton -ABC MT 150 9 1,350.00 
Vehicle hire -project supervision-ABC month 6 416 2,496.00 
TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING    7,202 
     
PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION, OPERATIONS & SUPPORT    
Staff salaries      
Secretary-CRI month 4  200 800 
Staff benefits     
Housing Allowances-CRI/ABC-50% month 12  100 1,200 
Office Operations     
Office rent-CRI/ABC- 50%-each month 12  60 720 
Office Utilities-CRI/ABC -50% each month 12  50 600 
Description Unit No. Unit Cost  Budget 
 Type Unit USD USD 
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Telephone and fax-CRI/ABC-50% each month 12  100 1,200 
TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN & SUPPORT    4,520 
     
AUDIT & MONITORING     
Audit of ACT Funds LSM 2  1,000.0 2,000 
Monitoring & Evaluation-CWS LSM 2  1,500.0 3,000 
Reporting and  supervision expenses LSM 2  500.0 1,000 
TOTAL AUDIT & MONITORING    6,000 
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE    201,252 
 
 


